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The Atari 520 ST gives you the power 
to defeat deadly enemies, slaughter 
monsters and outwit cruel captors. 

I n B t i i S I i 
Gauntlet - U.S. Gold. Enter a world ol monsters, mazes 
mystery and combat in the ultimate role-playing fantasy game 
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Metrocross - U.S. Gold* it takes lightning reflexes to get 
oast the potholes, obstacles and forbidden zones to reach 
the other side And that's just the beginning1 

Tai Pan - Ocean, voyage to 19th Century Hong (Cong for 
action and excitement with pirates smuggling and mutiny 

Arkanoid - imagine.* The latest smash-hit coin-op game1 

Are your reactions quick enough to handle 33 different play 
screens? 
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Star Raiders - Atari . Star Raiders are the only force strong 
enough to hold oft the Zycroids Ybur task is to command the 
Starcruiser - are you up to it' 

Flight Simulator II - Sublogic. Take the controls of a Cessna 
182 or Leasee 25G With high speed 3D graphics 1or take-offs, 
landings and acrobatics, it's just like the real thing1 
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1st word plus - G.S.T. Professional word processor featuring 
U K spellings and integration of graphics including 1st Mail 
for full control of form letters etc 
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Fleet Street Publisher - Mirrorsoft . The complete desk-top 
publishing package Gives you page make-up combining text 
and graphics for sophisticated, professional looking documents 

ATARI 

VIP GEM - Sidca Distribution. VIP Professional is an inte 
grated spreadsheet, database, and graphics package GEM 
environment plus Lotus 1-2-3 compatibility 

Mixing business with pleasure is no problem with an Atari 520 ST 
Not when you've got over 1,000 software titles to choose from 

Vou'll find all the latest games and a huge range of business titles 
from the top business software houses And therangeis growing all the time 

You won't be short of power, either The Atari 520 ST 
is twice as powerful as most business micros 

So you'd be able to create spectacular colour 
graphics Even animate them to make your own films 

If you're musically minded, you can compose and 
play a full symphony. 

Or, for those who'd rather write programs than 
music, the 520 ST Supports over thirty 
programming languages 

in fact, whatever you're looking tor in 
a computer, you'll find it in the Atari 520 ST 
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NEXT MONTH 
The August Issue of Your 
Computer feaUires a three-way 
hardware lest comparing the 
Amstrad PC, the Atari ST and 
the Commodore Amiga. Also 
appearing will be a new Home 
Office secUon covering the 
more serious applications of 
current personal computers. 
On sale Thursday 23rd July. 
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COMMENT 
It was perhaps inevitable that 
a computer bulletin hoard 
would become the latest 
medium for "adult" topics. Our 
coverage of PBBS Adult in this 
month's Line Noise column 
will no doubt bring bulletin 
boards under the kind of 
scrutiny recently brought to 
bear on the video and 
television industries. 

Observant readers will 
notice that we have chosen not 
to publish the telephone 
number of PBBS Adult. This 
should not be taken as an 
indication of hostility towards 
PBBS Adult or its users, but 
rather as an expression of 
concern that the operators of 
the board may not be taking 
their responsibilities as 
publishers sufficiently 
seriously. 
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news 
Wild Bill steams 

into the UK market 
Microprose has launched a UK 
division with all the 
determination and cunning 
strategy required to play its 
simulations. A press launch at 
the US Embassy was weli-
designed to excite hacks, 
permitting them to indulge in 
paranoid fantasies about 
being security threats as they 
were frisked at the door. 

The company's sales pitch 
is based on the authenticity of 
its games and so the news 
that a Microprose game. 
Silent Service, had been 
placed on restricted sale in 
Germany - that is, classified 
as a kind of video nasty had 
obvious public relations 
potential Colourful president 
'Wild' Bill Stealey simulated 

outrage that his ail-American 
products should be treated 
that way while revealing that 
the Mtcroprose autumn 
offering will be a Red Dawn-
style simulation. Red Storm 
Rising. 

With Wild Bill's fingers on 
the joystick, those lovable 
American values will certainly 
be safe for some time. 

Atari's 
winning 
streak 

Atari Corporation followed last 
month's pricing news with the 
announcement of an 
impressive increase in sales in 
the first quarter of 1987 Sales 
totalled $65,133,000 in the 
first three months, an increase 
of 45 per cent on the same 
period in 1986. Share earnings 
increased four-fold 

Atari sales offices are 
opening in Spain and Sweden 
to increase the European 
presence and a renewed 
attack on the US market is 
planned, based on the new 
products arriving this summer. 

M 

On the rise: Atari Mega S I package 

Apple sets 
up division 
to handle 
software 
Apple Computer Inc has 
announced its first quarterly 
dividend and an additional 
share issue including a 
two-for-one split to existing 
shareholders 

In the midst of this 
exuberance the company has 
also launched a software 
subsidiary to market 
applications software for the 
Mac and Apple II. 

After a set-up period. Apple 
plans to float off the as yet 
unnamed division and retain 
only a minority ownership 
position, as it is described. The 
idea is that a de-emphasis of 
the Apple identity will increase 
the involvement of 
independent software 
developers and enable them 
to call on the marketing and 
distribution resources of 
Apple without sacrificing their 
independence. It will also 
improve the quality and 
availability of software for 
Apple machines. 

As the company's executive 
staff appears to be entirely 
derived from the current 
corporate ranks of its parent, 
the precise nature of its 
planned independence seems 
a little vague and the growth of 
the seedling wilt have to be 
watched with interest. 

Penetrate enemy 
Imagine Software has linked 
up with Madrid based 
software house Dinamic to 
market the Spanish 
company's games worldwide 
The first result of this 
partnership is Army Moves, in 
which the player has to cross a 
defended base, steal a 
helicopter and penetrate an 
enemy base camp. 

The game has been 
rewritten to suit the usual 
Commodore. Spectrum and 

CPC machines and with the 
obvious exception of the 
Spectrum version is available 
on disk or cassette 

Several more games are 
due to be released over the 
course of 1987. although not 
all the titles have been 
finalised Those planned 
include the adventures of 
intergalactic playboy Freddy 
Hardest and another war 
game After the War, and 
Basket Master simulation 

JLY 1987 
Army Moves new game in tie-up with Spanish house 
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To help you destroy 
the aliens 
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and defeat the 
taxman, 

AIIMI 

we've massacred 
the price. £ w w s 

INCLUDING VAT 

For a limited period, the Atari 520 STM is even more of a knockout than usual. 

We're offering it for just £449.95 (inc. VAT) complete with SF354 disk drive, 

SM125 mono monitor,* a mouse worth £24.95 and 1st Word, worth £49.95. 

So as well as saving you from the enemy, the 520 STM will also save you £184. 

You'd better hurry though, because it won't a v a f % | f a a C T J L A 

be long before our stocks are wiped out. A A l r A l x l works hard plays hard 
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Cut-Price Disks from Direct Disk Supi 
from only £9.99 for 25 disks delivered to your door 

Offer 1 ^ Premium Universals 
Not only e m all our universal disks indflrtdualty certified to 961pi but irtey 
are now prftparad to an even highei specification to ttnsum tewer 
problems, htflM r«tl«t>il4y and value for money Plus, of course, our Lifetime 
Warranty Disks ant packed in 2 5 * complete witn envelopes, labels and 
write p 'or«rt taba 

C 14.99 
C 26-99 
t 4 9 9 9 
C 96.99 
£11999 
£219.99 
£379-99 

26 disks 
SO disks 

too disks 
200 disks 
260 disks 
500 disks 

1000 disk* 

* Full spec H lgrade disks, made to 7 5 % 
clipping level 

+ Li<o-iwb«> n o quibble warranty 
* Hub-nogs on 525" disks 
i r Label sets and envelopes included 
* N o extras - VAT and delivery included 

Don't settle for less-get the best 
disks in FREE plastic library boxes. 

Quantity S5 08 
(Includes plastic library box) 

14.99 
26 99 
69.99 

129.99 
249.99 
299.99 
589 99 

16.99 
33.49 
79.99 

149 99 
289.99 
359.99 
699.99 

Mao. ' in Japan by a leading manufacturer, our 
slnoie and double sided disks are fu»y tested 
a n d certified to I 3 5 p t i 

Don't f c g e t - the pnee includes VAT. delivery 
and library boxes' 

N 8 H you don t n e e d boxes o n quantities of 
100 or mors, then phone and ask for our 
Special trader pnees for BULK disks. 

i p a i n b o w s 
0 f f e r * , q « tor coloured 

iSmrant colours. s.B>tfv 

c 
coiovnX} tVSk on d i > f c , 

L £ A6 .W 5odl*l 
£ » « 100 dt»k» 

Offer 
Total Price (No ex1r*s!) 
£ 9.99 
£ 19.48 
£ 37.99 
£ 74.99 
£ 93.99 
£185 99 
£299.99 

2 6 d isks 
5 0 d isks 

1 0 0 d isks 
2 0 0 d isks 
2 5 0 d isks 
5 0 0 d isks 

1 0 0 0 d isks 
Don 7 Awye< - Wo extras 

New from DOS 

Super Savers 
on 

Single Sided 
I1K twist your tongue, 
but not your pocket* 

Cash *n Carry 
pricM on 

disks from 
Direct Disk 

How to order ' DIAL-A-DISK ON 01.979 7811, and give your 
ACCESS or VISA number and expiry date 

2. Send your cheque etc to Dtred Disk Supplies Ltd, 
3. Official Orders, Bona lide orders from Universities, 

Colleges, Schools, Charities, etc are very welcome. 
4. Cash orders, no minimum value 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 
A DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR) 

NO MDDEN EXTRAS 

E 3 
Account orders, minimum value £30. 

VISA 

Direct Disk Supplies 
FREEPOST, 129 High Street 

Hampton Hill, Middlesex TW12 

FREEZE WE'VE GOT YOU COVERED 

DUST COVERS 
For all computers and equipment 

• 100% washable proofed nylon, static inhibited in a 
choice of 5 colours to suit you: red, blue, green, 
black, grey. 

% 

• Stylish contour design, piped in a contrasting 
colour. 

• Huge range eg. Atari St, (M) (FM) 1040 (STF) 4 
piece set just £10.50 

• Below just some of the machines we cater for: 
• Atari ST range. 4 piece set - £10.50 
• Amiga. 4 piece set-£10.95 
• PC 1512. 3 piece set -£9 .00 
• PCW range. 3 piece set - £8.95 
• CPC range. 2 piece set - £8.00 
• Commodore C64. 1 piece - £3.50 
Also covers made to your specification for any 
computer or device. Write or phone for details. 
Pfease state make and model numbers of computer, 
monitor and printer and disc drives. 

CONCEPT COVERS 
24 Wolstenbury Road, Rustington, 

West Sussex BN16 3LB 
Telephone: 0903-782945 

ATARI COMPUTERS 
M Al l ST computers a m with mouae and 
aoftware Aik> 1040STT without moNKy C542 
1(5291 CMS Alert ltnostf wi th ti w monitor C637 
IC838I ( 7 2 * D M Atari UPSTFM bu.ll in <fc*C 
drive n t K ram) C M ] 1(380) (400 Atari 520STFM* 
11000k rami C4W [f*45I C4S5 Alar, 520STTM w«h b 
w monitor £464 (£4701 CWO Cumtna 1000K <kac 
dnvaa foi t t n iJOSTM;. a lng* CI 36 (CI X I (152 
d u a l £ 2 « i m e i n c o Aiarisoo* S T d * » > v e . n i 9 
<(129) £135 Alan ST monochrome momtw £137 
UT<47>C'« Atari 12" med« in rnokulion ST colour 
monitor CM8 (C362) £413 Centronici primer cable 
for the ST rang* C16 ICISI (20 Wa of f* ' good dia-
counta on moe) ST tof twar* (or example Hitoft 
OCVfAK £4] (£411 (45. Meteeombo Lattice C CM 
I£751 £79, Computer Conceptt faat Banc £64 £75) 
£79 LOW B * « ST. r * w banc comp.Hi £63 1(58) 
(62 Pvon CAM* £22 I£221 U t . SuHooic f l « h l 
Simulator 2 £43 (£411 £45. S U r g M C £22 (£22) £25 
A m i 130XEComputer * same (95 I (99 '£ I20 Atari 
130X6 « diac drive * 1Q» prime. - toftwara a t ] 
t£315) £373 A t t n WWII recorder £34 |£3e< (48. 
Atari 1020 * colour p r i m (331(94) £114. Atari 1029 
dot metrl .prrniar CI IS <£1241 CIS!. AUn 1050 A l l 
drive with 0 0 $ 3(118 IE124I £151) 

SINCLAIR PRODUCTS AND 
CAMBRIDGE COMPUTERS 

COMMODORE COMPUTERS 
Commodore Amiga A500 Computer £533 (£524) 
£574 Modulator £25 (£251 £35 ASOO wi th 
10S0 colour monnor (848 <(839) C$44 Commo 

Spectrum 128k Plu» Two computer without loy-
a l * * and eof tww* pack £148 l£150l £110. with joy 
atwfc and aoftwere pack £158 <(1S2)£I94. Spectrum 
P V I 3 INew diac meelwie) £249 (£2501 £280 Blank 
mtcrodrrve cartridge* tor lha OL and the Spectrum 
£2 50 I£31 £4 OL floppy « ' « .ntarface IS«* Cumana 
d i K dnva taction tor auiubta dnvM) CSS (£84) CM 
Spoctrum ttoppv dUclniarfscs iSoaCumana Motion 
for aurtaOK disc dr ivn) £75 (C76I £86 Spoctrum c«n-
tronica prinisr inlarfsc* and cabte £46 l£42) £47 
Cambridge compute t 28S £297 (£7711 £299 
tSinciair ara about to raraa iho pile*, t o pieaie check 
before ordarlnol M»na adaptor (15 (£171 £77 128K 
ram cartndea (£57) £62 

dor* 128 computer > aoftware . joystick £223 
(£723) £266 Commodore 1280 £518 ( f 4 » l CMS 
1571 Oac drive £276 I£2881 £285 Commodore 
54C computer £164 (C1641 £189 Commodor»64C 
computer Wflh moua*. cauena rsoordsr snd 
•otwara (239 (£242) £272 Converlo' to allow the 
vc Of moat ordinary mono c««et ie roeortlera 

«r<th the Commodore 128 and Commodore 84 
£9 78 l£»> (11 Commodors MPS1000 printer 
£289 (£282) £298. 1541C (Mk drive £194 l£192l 
£208 

AMSTRAD PRODUCTS 
Wa can auppty a wide rano* of aohwar* for the 
1512. the PCWS258and the PCW9512 j write for a 
quota. Maw Amatrad 1512 ISM Pereorval Com 
p u t * Cloraa 1512 computer with »riola dwe 
drive *nd b w monitor £498 <£4991 £808. dual dwk 
b w £819 I f t 14) £821. t ingle colour (889 (£8651 
(782. dual ((Hour (771 <£7&C8&7. 20M8 HDb.W 
£951 ((907) £1047, 20MB HO colour £1102 <£10381 
(1178. Special Summer package oBar • rf o r d n a d 
with morwehroma dual 1517 or OOlOur 20MB HO 
1512 or monochrome 20M8 HO 1612 we wil l aup-
pty a DMP3000 pnnlar • tuo*rcalc3 • Wordstar 
1512 lor (134 (£1401 £173 CIMP3000 printer (190 
(C193IC226 30MB hard card for Ihe Amatrad 1512 
£477 <£4751 (S2S Amatrad CPC484 compulora 
colour £791 (C320I (404. a w n £1971(7351 (316 
Amu I ad 6128 • colour £391 1(420) £500. arawi 
(791 (£320) C404. Am.Led PCWB258 (440 <£4641 
C571 Amttrad PCW9512 CS54 (£6771 (684 
Amatrad&Mf*2000pririter£106it!t71)£704 Eitra 
ditc dr ivt for Amatrad 6129 £»9 1(106) (138 
Amatrad 001 D m Oriva (156 <(1541 (198 
Amatrad loyatick (11 K 1 2 K 1 6 

CUMANA 3.5' AND 5.2S" 
CASED DISC DRIVES WITH 
CABLE AND POWER SUPPLY 
4080 track i»itch»t>le double tided, to tu i t floppy 
« K mtorfacn of the Smd«r OL. Sinclair S p k 
t rumandBBC B 3 5* d r i v e r - « n a K £134 (£1341 
£156, duet £724 I(2191 (751 5 75" drive*:- w r« i * 
£177 (£189) C199, duel £3101(3081 £347 

PRINTERS 
(peon LX88 without tractor (278 (£775) (300. 
with tractor (300 <(298) (342 Star NLI0 (738 
1(734) (270 Interface* for NL10 (37 1(361 (37 
Brother M l 109 (220 1(224) (286 Shlnwe CT< 
CP ABO + (208 1(7101 £247 Cannon PW1080A 
(303 1(298) (338. Micropenpheret* MP166 £719 
((723) £285 

SWANLEY ELECTRONICS - The Computer Export Specialists 
Dept. YC. 32 Goldsel Rd„ Swanley, Kent BR8 8EZ, England 

Tel: SWANLEY (0322) 64851 
Mfe give en eddtaone/ dtacounf to UXpereoneJ ceMen who pay ceair onc ia ro ramHefcdme U H p t a * 
arrahoMTi ffnf endmCudepoatend VAT Th» aeccMpneenbracken«<»rexpor tcu«om#r j mfuropeand 
incAidtoa inaunad e-rme'l poirepe The trurtSpncmm for ejcporr cucfomer* oucwd* Europe Including AuH'lb* 
etc i end ,ncfud*t inaured evma>', 
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news 
Data and the law books 

From November, any 
individual can demand copies 
of information held about 
them and the Data Protection 
Office, which has to enforce 
this right, is keen that 
everyone is registered and 
ready to reveal the contents of 
their databases to all and 
sundry. 

Apart from writing to Your 

Computer at least once a 
week on the subject, the Data 
Protection Office has prepared 
eight new booklets explaining 
how the law could affect you 
and your files, and information 
is available from public 
libraries. The Data Protection 
Registrar is based at Spring-
field House. Water Lane, 
Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AX. 

On trial: Speed King stands up to constant waggling 

Konix stick faces 
stiff waggle test 

Have you ever been 
disappointed by the 
performance of your joystick? 
Has it ever let you down, 
steered you into the middle of 
the evil empire's fleet or 
tripped you up over the 
hurdles? 

Konix has subjected its 
Speed King joystick to a 
waggle test to find just when it 
would wear out from a 
constant waggling of 450 
waggles per minute. That, it 

JLY 1987 
claims, is a rate which would 
give you a creditable score in 
the type of games requiring 
constant and vigorous joystick 
waggling. 

The joystick was attached 
to a machine programmed to 
play Daley Thompson's 
Decathlon non-stop until the 
joystick expired, As we went 
to press it was going strong 
after three weeks' constant 
pounding - but it must lose 
patience eventually. 

New Ecodisc 
captures BBC 
nature data 
The ambitious BBC Domesday 
project has reached a new 
stage. A new LV-ROM 
videodisc for the AIV system 
arrived in May. The Ecodisc, 
as it is called, provides a 
practical guide to ecology and 
is based on a simulation by 
Slapton Ley Nature Reserve in 
South Devon. Users can draft 
a plan for the management of 
the reserve and discover and 
apply ecological concepts in 
doing so. 

The addition of the 
Domesday Display floppy will 
enable users to extract data 
and images from the system 
and to present them as a slide 

show, a great benefit for the 
many educational users of the 
system. Another floppy 
scheduled for autumn release 
will enable users to interface 
their own data with the maps 
contained in the Domesday 
Community disc. As if this 
was not enough another 
information disc of detailed 
street maps will be unleashed 
in 1988. 

Those inspired to buy the 
system from scratch by this 
spate of new releases will 
have to pay the full price, as 
from May the system was 
priced at £500 more, taking it 
to £4.490 plus VAT. 

Mask: Matt Tracker's first micro extravaganza 

Gremlin 
moves into 
Mask mode 
From the almost over-
productive Gremlin Graphics 
people comes news of Mask 
1, the adventures of Matt 
Trakker, agent extraordinaire. 
Matt's travels through space 
and time are made even more 
exciting by what Gremlin calls 
a life-like multi-directional 
scroll which translates as 
pretty special graphics. You 
will be able to see for yourself 
later this month when the first 
version is released. 

Also on offer is The Final 
Matrix, not a new Europe 
single but a space adventure 
in which you play Nimrod. a 
friendly Bioptan rescuing his 
friends from the clutches of 
the hostile Cratons, and 
Rebounder. This features 
Bounder, an intelligent and 
agile tennis ball. He needs all 
these qualities to manouvre 
through 18 screens of 
scrolling platforms packed 
with hazards which have to be 
watched carefully, as uniquely 
for a tennis ball Sounder is 
inflatable and prone to sudden 
losses of pressure. So that 
means deflation is fatal. Just 
like life! 
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Amiga 500 
impact due 

Amiga 500: awaited 

Although Commodore 
International announced a 
profit for the first three 
months of this year it does not 
continue the improving trend 
established by the end of last 
year. The statement by 
chairman Irving Gould 
stressed that management 
was being strengthened and 
streamlined, though how this 
relates to the sudden and 
unexpected departure of 
president Tom Rattigan is not 
clear. 

Company debt has been 
reduced by $110 million in the 
last 18 months and the June 
release of a more affordable 
version of the much-praised 
Amiga should help continue 
the process. 

The Amiga 500 is poised to 
make a dramatic alteration in 
its creator's fortunes when it 
is unveiled officially. At the 
time of writing machines had 
yet to surface in high street 
chains but Your Computer will 
when that happens. 

Domark bangs drum 
for newest Bond star 
Dominic Wheatley and Mark 
Strachan. Domark's joint 
managing directors, visited 
Pinewood Studios recently to 
hitch a nde in James Bond's 
Aston Martin featured in the 
new film. The Living Daylights, 
starring Timothy Dalton as the 
new face of 007, 

The Aston Martin is fitted 
with skis, which emerge from 
the door sills, a laser in each 
alloy wheel - focused using a 
head up screen display - and a 
powerful jet motor hidden 
behind the rear number plate! 

Then there are the guided 
missiles behind the fog lamps 
(where else?) and the 
auto-destruct mechanism that 
only allows you a minute to 
get clear! 

Drama: the new James Bond faces trouble 
Mark and Dominic managed 

to survive the experience and 
so did the car. They were all 
promoting "The Living 
Daylights" computer game in 
shops from mid July! Prices 
range from £9.95 to £25.95 on 
Amstrad CPC. PCW. 
Spectrum. Commodore and 
Amiga, Atari, BBC, and MSX 
versions. Wheatley and Strachan 

System 
Gamma 
on Beeb 
System Gamma is a 
programmable graphics 
package which Minerva 
Systems claims will allow the 
non-programmer to generate 
graphics of a sophistication 
unrivalled on the BBC micro. 

The commands are 
completely definable, 
displaying as many charts on 
screen as the user might 

1 require at any one time in 
scatter, hist, line or pie chart 
format and these are also 
definable in every respect 
allowing the user to customise 
the scaling and screen format. 

There is a statistics facility 
which includes line of best fit. 
maximum, minimum and 
standard deviation. Once a 
graph is plotted screens may 
be saved for customisation 
either by your own programs 
or the built-in screen editor. 
This apparently allows labels 
and boxes, and so on. to be 
added for the final 
presentation. It offers the 
facility to import data in any 
way desired from the System 
Delta Database or vice-versa. 

Minerva claims the 
programming facility can even 
be used by novice 
programmers as a pie chart 
can be plotted in a single 
command. 

The price of all this is just 
£45.95, says Minerva 
Systems - which seems to be 
in love with its product, 
judging by the amount of 
hyperbole it has heaped on it 
in its press release1 

MAN LOGIC 
SOME PEOPLE BELIEVE THERE. IS 
R TENDENCY WHEN you RRE R 
COMPUTER BUFF TO LOSE RLL 

SENSE OF TIME F>ND 
PERSPECTIVE. 

By NEIL BRADLEY 
HOWEVER, THIS IS NOT THE CRSE 
WITH ME-1RMRSCRPR8LE OF 
SWITCHING OFF RND JOINING 

IN RS THE NEXT MRbJ! 
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letters 
Spanish interest 
I'm a 24 year old Spanish 
student and I own a PCW 
8256 If any of your British 
readers own a similar model 
and would like to exchange 
ideas and information, please 
write to me. 

I have been reading Your 
Computer ever since 1 
became interested in 
computers and really enjoy it. 
Long may it continue. 

Fernando Leon Caicoya, 
Po Castellana 100, 

28046 Madrid, 
Spain. 

Educational system 
required 
As a lay person I need some 
advice in the purchase of a 
first home computer for my 
son, aged 11, to use when he 
commences comprehensive 
school next September. 

The school suggests that (1) 
the machine should be able to 
run typical applications 
packages such as word 
processor, spreadsheet and 
database (2) for the computer 
to be useful educationally it 
must have a printer, although 
initially a disk dnve is less 
essential (3) as technological 
standards are advancing so 
rapidly there is no escape 
from the possibility of 
equipment becoming 
outdated. It is more important 
that a large user base exists 
for the chosen system, so that 
even if the model is 
discontinued, support will be 
continued. I understand that 
the level of support for a 
machine is reliably indicated 
by the number of magazines 
published for it. 

My son is very keen on the 
Amstrad 464 but your opinion 
would be greatly valued. The 
question of cost is a 
consideration. 

R. H. Matin, 
Ben fleet, 

Essex. 
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Editor's reply; We would 
suggest the 6128 or PCW 
series from the Amstrad 
range, or a BBC Micro or Atari 
ST 

New excuse for 
buying chocolate 
I used to eat Ferrero Rocher 
until I discovered Cadbury's. 
The Rocher boxes were just 
big enough to hold 5.25in 
floppy disks, but they were 
constructed of a rather flimsy 
plastic and were useless for 
other disk formats. 

On the other hand the clear 
plastic boxes for Cadbury's 
hazelnut whirls are much 
more substantial, and more 
importantly they will 
accommodate 5.25in disks, 
3in disks, or 3.5in disks. The 
latter could have been made 
for them! They fit like a glove, 
and each box will hold 40 
disks. 

The sweets are nice as well. 

Paul Hendy, 
Wolverhampton. 

Low-cost flight 
simulation 
I recently bought a copy of 
your magazine as I am 
interested in obtaining a home 
computer. I am due to retire 
shortly and while 1 don't think I 
would be very interested in 
many of the computer games 
mentioned in your magazine I 
have an interest in flying but 
can no longer afford this 
pleasure. 

Is there a good flight 
simulator package which 
would require my previous 
flight experience to operate 
and if so, what would be the 
best reasonably priced 
computer to run it? Frankly the 
choice in Dixons is quite 
bewildering1 

Although I have no 

knowledge of computers I 
have some knowledge of 
accounts, so apart from 
enjoying some simulated 
flying I thought if I could add a 
printer to the computer I might 
be able to do some book 
keeping. 

Can you suggest a computer 
for around C150 which will 
allow me to do a few cross 
country flights and also a few 
accounts? 

R. Jailby, 
Churchover, 

Rugby. 

Editor's reply: As a pilot you 
will require a good quality 
simulation such as Sublogic 
Flight Simulator II. The 
cheapest hardware on which 
it runs is the Commodore 64 

Dragon group 
smoke signals 
I would like to inform your 
readers of a Dragon User 
group which has been 
supporting our favoured 
computer for over two years. 
Indeed, I would like to make a 
greater awareness of the fact 
that there are still a great many 
Dragon users, which is 
reflected in the group 
becoming one of the largest 

user groups in the UK. 
The NDUG offers a monthly 

newsletter, along with a great 
amount of additional help in all 
aspects of Dragon computing. 
Further information can be 
obtained from 6, Navarino 
Road, Worthing. Sussex. 

Simon Jones, 
Harlow, 

Essex. 

Serious does not 
mean boring 
Congratulations on your new 
look magazine. As an 
occasional reader. I shall now 
be placing a regular order at 
my local newsagent's. 

I am one of the generation 
who started computing in 
their teens with the Sinclair 
2X81. My exposure and 
experience with computers 
has expanded and I now find 
myself increasingly using 
computers at work. There 
must be many around like me 
who have advanced their 
computer knowledge, but 
who aren't too interested or 
affected by the features 
contained in the heavyweight 
magazines. W e still have a 
sense of fun and wonder and 
realise that taking computing 

Amstrad PCW: Spanish reader offers information exchange 
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Something to say about personal computing? 
Why not share it with other readers? Write to 
Readers ' Letters. Your Computer. Greencoat 
House. Francis Street. London SW1P IDG. 
Letters may be edited for length. Don t forget 
to include your name, age and full address. 

too seriously only the narrows 
the horizons as far as the 
future of computing goes 
(much like the IBM PC). I feel 
that Your Computer is now 
ab<e to fill that intermediate 
gap in the market. 

This is not to say I have no 
interest in the more serious 
side of computing. Naturally 
using computers at work you 
do become curious about 
more practical applications of 
the technology. Having 
outgrown the vast majority of 
'light' computer magazines 
that are around, I am pleased 
to see that you are discussing 
more pertinent and involved 
topics on the serious 
applications of computers 
while still maintaining a sense 
of fun. You certainly appear to 
be the first magazine to realise 
that computer games and 
serious computer applications 
are not mutually exclusive 
subjects so wide apart that 
they cannot be examined and 
discussed in one magazine. 

I was a delighted to see the 
series on Adventure Building, 
and also look forward to more 
interviews with the likes of 
Infocom. I would also like to 
see features on how a word 
processor or database 
program is designed and 
programmed, and interviews 
with the men behind programs 
like Dbase and Lotus 1-2-3. 

Please keep up the good 
work, I hope that you manage 
to maintain this standard, and 
look forward to future issues 
with interest. ' 

Stuart Hunter, 
Abbeymount, 

Edinburgh. 

Sound tip 
I found the article "Music 
Score" in your May edition 
very interesting. However, it 
contains a few errors. The 
normal state of Register 7 on 
the Spectrum sound chip is 
that all bits are ones. If you set 
bit 6 to zero, as suggested, the 

RS232 port will stop working, 
as Richard Sargent noticed. 
(The I/O port has to be set to 
OUTPUT to send data to the 
printer.) 

The reason that erratic 
results are obtained by 
reading the sound chip 
registers from Basic is that the 
sound chip is used in scanning 
the keypad. 50 times a second 
- even if you don't have a 
keypad! A better value for the 
CK variable in line 110 of listing 
2 is 55420.2. That's only about 
1 % different from the value 
given in the article, but the 
change is needed if you want 
to exactly match the notes 
generated by the PLAY 
command. 

Dr. Andrew Wright, 
Betasoft, 
Moseley, 

Birmingham. 

Bottle message 
I hope you will allow me to 
make use of your columns to 
ask a question of benefit to the 
wine trade and consumers. 

Like many wine enthusiasts 
I fight a never ending battle to 
keep all my tasting notes in a 
manageable form. It would 
make sense to computerise 
them but there is no existing 
software package that I know 
of which can cope with them. 

So, before I expend large 
amounts of energy in creating 
one, I wondered if any of your 
enthusiastic readers had 
already created a package. 

If so, I'd love to hear from 
them. 

Nicholas Davies, 
Managing Director, 

Hungerford Wine Company, 
128 High Street, 

Hungerford, 
Berkshire. 

C Prime supplier 
I bought the April 87 issue of 
Your Computer and was very 
interested in the feature CFor 

Yourself. I have tried to 
contact the suppliers of C 
Prime but the telephone 
number given in your 
magazine does not seem to 
work. 

I would be very grateful if 
you would print details of this 
supplier. 

E. Y. W. Chan, 
Reading, 

Berkshire. 

Editor's reply: Try Grey Matter 
on 0364 53499. 

Protext response 
With reference to the letter 
'Protest' in your June edition I 
am compelled to reply in 
unambiguous terms. 

Should any Arnor software 
fail to perform to the 
advertised specification, we 
will replace it or refund the 
purchase price. We have a 
policy of continuous 
improvement and 
enhancement of software and 
it is conceivable that the 
occasional bug slips through 
which may not exist in earlier 
or later versions. In these 
instances the problem is 
corrected the same day we 
are made aware of it and 
replacements sent to any 
owners we can trace. 

We answer all 
correspondence as soon as 
we humanly can. Given that 
some letters are long and 
detailed a rushed reply is no 
help to either side. Sometimes 
we wilt take two or three 
weeks to be certain whether 
the problem is in the software 
itself or in the way the owner 
is using it. From there we can 
proceed to a satisfactory 
solution. 

In the case of Mrs hamill we 
have her letter on file dated 
the 20th March and an 
upgrade version was 
despatched by us on the 6th 
April (9 working days from 
receipt). In the meantime she 

has written to Your Computer 
who have seen fit to publish 
the letter rather than help 
remedy the problem 

If there are any dissatisfied 
Arnor customers out there, 
write to me at the address 
below. For those of you 
thinking of buying Protext I 
can only refer you to the 
review in the May issue of this 
magazine and point out that if 
the software "doesn't work" 
then it is news to me! 

D. J. Fisk, 
Managing Director, 

Arnor, 
Protext House, 

Wainman Road, 
Peterborough PE2 OBU. 

Lexical laxity 
Regarding your article on word 
proccessors (sic) available for 
different home computers on 
the market today I feel you 
have been laxical (sic) with 
your research as far as the 
'ATARI ST' is concerned. 
Obviously you have not heard 
of 'HABA SYSTEMS' new 
Offering. 

The program I refer to is 
'SIGNUM' and if you had sent 
someone along to the Atari 
show you would have seen it 
in action. This program has 
features never seen before in 
word proccessors, for instance 
you can design your own print 
fonts from within this program 
and true proportional spacing 
on screen plus many other 
features never seen in word 
proccessing applications 
before! This is a true wyswig 
application so why not put 
matters to right and give this 
great piece of software the 
review it deserves. 

K. Brunning, 
Cambridge. 

(age 30) 

Editor's reply: Us at YC would 
like to. but we're not sure our 
grammer and particularly 
speling is good enuf. 
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line noise 
Communications 

i 
Good clean family fun - that's 
the image we have of 
computing. Okay, so our 
Damian might spend half his 
time killing aliens, but at least 
tt keeps the little mite away 
from nasty things like drugs, 
crime and. gasp, girls. 

And if Damian happens to 
be a girl, there are even better 
reasons for keeping her away 
from boys. 

But in the dark recesses of 
their bedrooms, the Damians 
who hook their micros up 
to modems might be getting 
into more mischief than you 
realise The reason is you can 
now dial up computer 
systems which are more 
concerned with bawd than 
baud, and which put a whole 
new meaning onjhe term 
'scrolling'. 

PBBS Adult, based just 
outside Woking in Surrey, 
claims to be the first Strictly 
adult board in the country, but 
others are starting to appear. It 
features lewd messages and 
short stories about the most 
basic urges. 

Online systems are just 
another form of publishing. 
W e already get news, 
features and entertainment 
guides fed into our micros. So 
it was inevitable that 
pornography would arrive 
sooner or later. 

It's a tricky subject. There 
are bound to be people who 
would be thoroughly 
scandalised, if not grossly 
outraged, by the kind of 
stories on PBBS Adult Any 
kind of support for the board is 

likely to bring down the wrath 
of the moral brigade. I'm 
surprised that questions of a 
deep and sociologically 
relevant nature haven't 
already been raised in high 
places. 

On the other hand, any kind 
of condemnation is just as 
likely to be interpreted as 
prudishness. If anything, 
that's more of a problem. 
Nobody has to log on to this 
board, after all Indeed, getting 
on to the thing is very difficult. 
It's constantly engaged, 
which must say something -
though I can't work out what. 

Even if you log on thinking 
it's a normal bulletin board, 
you're quickly disabused of 
the notion. There are warnings 
everywhere about the content 
of the stories. Anyone prone 
to being shocked is politely 
invited to log off 

By this time the less 
liberated readers have 
probably stopped reading and 
walked off wondering 
whether anything is sacred. 
So we might as well take a 
closer look at the stories 
themselves. 

Don't get too excited. I've 
no intention of repeating the 
salacious events described in 
such graphic detail on the 
board. This is a family 
magazine, and the editor 
probably wants to keep his job-

Like most bulletin boards, 
PBBS Adult has two main 
areas - messages and 
features. And again, as 
normal, the messaging pan is 
split into general messages 
which everyone can read and 
private email. 

Obviously I can't say what 
goes on in the email part, but 
the contents of the general 
messages are probably a good 
guide. The system is quite 
sophisticated, and one of its 
best features is the way it 
gives a list of messages, each 
with its number, date, sender 
and subject line. 

It's the subject lines that tell 

you this is no normal board 
'Men wanted for posing' says 
one. 'Danish mags and videos 
.. gay lady. phone sex', it's 
all there. 

Of the messages I read, 
most turned out to be 
disappointingly tame. 
However, the same can't be 
said of the feature section. 
This breaks down into three 
areas - the adult stones and 
gay stories sections are open 
to everyone, but Bizky 
requires you to register 

The name stands for 
BlZarre and KinkY. so it 
shouldn't be too hard to work 
out what it's about. 
Registration is simply a matter 
of sending a message to the 
Bizky sysop assuring him that 
you won't be shocked or 
offended by anything you read 
on the board. This sounds like 
an attempt to cover the 
board's operators legally 

The description on the 
board claims it is 'designed to 

which seem charged with 
strange significance'. The 
system also promises 
pictures in the near future for 
PC owners, anyway. It sounds 
as if it could get very out of 
hand, but the sysop does lay 
down some strict ground rules 

no under-age sex. no 
soliciting, no mention of drugs 
and no 'grossly offensive 
language'. It would be 
interesting to know what 
constitutes 'offensive' on a 
board like this 

I'd have liked to see what 
sort of thing goes on in this 
section, but its closed user 
group status meant I could not 
get in. Instead, I settled for 
reading a few of the stories in 
the adult section. I wasn't 
impressed. 

The stories have titles like 
'Nextdoor', 'Teacher' and 
'Winsome'. They are, of 
course, submitted by the 
board's readers. They're not 
professional writers, and I 

alleviate the isolation of all 
who feel that their interests 
are so unconventional, or 
socially unacceptable, that 
precious few channels of 
communication are open to 
them.' 

Heavy stuff The description 
carries on with some pseudo-
psychological nonsense about 
'clothing, actions or scenarios 

JLY 1987 

didn't expect them to be. All 
the same, I was disheartened 
by the lack of imagination in 
the stories, by the cliches and 
the pure corn - it's all the old 
stereotypes in one 
unwholesome package. And, 
although it may seem 
irrelevant in a context like this, 
much of the spelling and 
grammar is appalling. 
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lions news from Phil Rotsky and Ian Burlcy 

Few of the contributors 
seem to be writing from 
experience. I'd be prepared to 
bet that the vast maiority of 
the stones are pure fantasy, 
couched in the language of 
tenth rate mens magazines 
The more interesting parts of 
the body are described as 
pert' or 'full* or 'throbbing'. 
There's also an awful lot of 
"clambering aboard' and 
'heaving'. I sometimes 
wondered whether I was 
reading about sex or a boat 
race. 

There are plenty of warnings 
on the board telling you to 
avoid obscene language in 
your messages, but there is 
little restraint in the stories. 
The choice of words is frank to 
the point of being 
gynaecological. 

One of the biggest surprises 
was the number of women 
who appear to be using, and 
contributing to the board. That 
is. I assume they're women. It 
may be the case that they're 
actually men this is a 
common phenomenon on 
Minitel, the French viewdata 
sen/ice. The system is used 
extensively by people wanting 
to find partners or, more often, 
wanting to engage in erotic 
conversation. Sometimes the 
men pretend to be women as 
a joke Other times it's for 
kicks. I wouldn't be surprised 
to find the same thing 
happening on PBBS Adult 

In the board's description of 
itself, Mike Parker, the sysop, 
goes to great pains to deny 
any liability for what's on the 
board. The same message is 
repeated several times in 
different places, but it's never 
very convincing 

Newspapers, and in 
particular their editors, carry 
the can for whatever appears 
in their pages If it's obscene 
orlibelious. they're inthefiring 
tine And this should apply |ust 
as much to bulletin board 
operators 

There has oeen a constant 
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debate among bulletin board 
aficionados about whether 
sysops should edit the 
messages on their boards in 
effect censor them in order 
to weed out the small but 
noticeable, unruly and 
obscene element. There is a 
punst lobbv which hates to 
see any intervention but 
which, as far as I can see. has 
never been able to put up any 
Strong arguments 

Sysops are there to run ihe 
boards Their intervention is 

not only necessary but 
desirable - it's what can give a 
board its individuality But the 
sysop also has to bear the 
responsibility for what goes 
on the board This is especially 
true with something like PBBS 
Adult After all. even though 
the start up messages say you 
have to be over 18. there's no 
way of checking if you really 
are 

There is great potential in a 
board like this It can probably 
help people live out their 

nr, 

fantasies safely And there are 
no reported incidents of 
anyone catching AIDS over 
the telephone But what it 
desperately needs is a sense 
of humour It's all too ernest, 
too intense, too many 
amateurs struggling to write 
downmarket pornography 
when what they should be 
doing is writing uninhibited 
entertainment The result 
does little to titillate • it's too 
heaw handed and 
occasionally pathetic 
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line noise 
Hayes protocol 
headache 
Hayes, the company which 
created the ubiquitous smart 
modem control protocol is 
being challenged in US courts 
under anti-trust laws over the 
rights to that same protocol. 
Modem rival US Robotics is 
alleging that Hayes uses the 
Hayes Protocol to gain an 
unfair marketing advantage by 
conspiring with rival modem 
manufacturers, Bizcomp. 

Modem manufacturers 
wishing to feature, and claim, 
Hayes compatibility need to 
take out a licence to do so. If 
US Robotics' action succeeds, 
the Hayes Protocol could 
eventually become public 
domain. However the 
outcome of any resultant legal 
action isn't expected for some 
time, possibly years. 

VTX 5000 upgrade 
5 . * 

Spectre Communications, 
better known for its Sinclair 
Spectrum comms pack, has 
announced a ROM upgrade 
for what is really a direct 
competitor to its own product 
- the humble Prism VTX 5000. 

Sales of the much admired 
Spectre Comms Pack have 
been disappointing, mainly 
due to widespread discounting 
of the VTX 5000 - the only 
other freely available modem 
for the Spectrum. Spectre's 
software, written by Dave 
Gorski. is probably the main 
attraction of its modem, so the 
company has now decided to 
sell a version of the Spectre 
ROM to VTX users. 

As users of the VTX 5000 
soon learn, the standard 
software is very basic indeed, 
and most serious users end up 
with various customised ROM 
overlays - usually loaded 
laboriously from microdrive 
before each online session. 
Spectre's plug in and go 
solution looks attractive - only 

These Miracle Technology modems improved sales through Hayes compatibility 

auto dialling is missing from 
the original Spectre ROM. 

The snag is that if you 
extricate the old VTX ROM 
and insert the new 16K ROM 
into your VTX. you almost 
certainly invalidate the unit's 
BT approval. At the time of 
writing no price had been fixed 
but the ROM is expected to be 
made available this month. 

Spectre Communications 
Tel: 0204 57293. 

Interlink linked 
The first Prestel based 
gateway to BT Gold has been 
launched by Micronet. 
Interlink enables Micronet 
users to log in to BT Gold's 
Email/information service 
while remaining attached to 
Prestel. In other words 
Prestel's extensive local call 
access network has been 
harnessed to enable cheap 
access to a selection of Gold's 
facilities. 

Interlink's gateway will be 
connected to Gold's System 
24, which gives access to the 
Infomatics Daily Bulletin (IDB) 
and World Reporter services 

along with the usual Email/ 
Telex system. Unfortunately 
this rules out access to 
Microlink. 

Registration is free and « 
there are no minimum 
charges. Initially, the 1pper 
minute gateway time charge 
will be waived. Peak (SAM to 
7PM) Gold time costs 11p per 
minute and the Off Peak rate 
is 3.5p per minute. 

A modified version of the 
Shades multi user game 
viewdata to scrolling-text PAD 
software interface will enable 
Prestel screens familiar to 
Micronet viewers to display 
Gold information clearly. 
Prestel still doesn't scroll 
screens as it's a frame based 
system, so instead Gold's 
incoming text wraps around -
overwriting itself. Vital control 
codes not normally available 
from a viewdata terminal are 
also provided by the software 
interface. 

Although Interlink is the 
first, other similar market 
oriented Prestel to Gold 
gateway services are 
expected to follow, probably 
for travel agents and City/ 
Business users. 

Micronet can be contacted 
on 01-278 32453 or look at 
page 811611. 

One-to-One in 
difficulties 
One of BT Gold's main Email 
service rivals. One-to-One, 
has been suddenly put up for 
sale by its parent company. 
Pacific Telesis. The news was 
a shock for One-to-One staff, 
causing much initial confusion. 
Though One-to-One is a much 
smaller operation than Gold, 
with T6.000 subscribers and 
the recent introduction of new 
hardware late last year the 
future was looking bright. 

So far there has been no 
visible effect on the One-to-
One service, though PT have 
confirmed that they are pulling 
out. One possibility to save 
the sen/ice is a management 
buyout. In the meantime 
One-to-One's Roger Dean 
says that contrary to fears that 
the service would soon be 
closed, scheduled service 
enhancements will continue. 
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Make headline news 
... on your PCW 

THE revolution which has sent a storm through the printing 
industry now comes to your computer. With the Desktop 

- . Publisher you can unleash the graphics potential of your PCW 
to design newsletters, flyposters, adverts, letterheads and company 
reports - then print out the final artwork with headlines, text and 
graphics exactly where you want them. 

draw lines, boxes, triangles and User friendly 

And it's so easy to use. Simply 
move the pointer round the 
screen, then click on the option 
you require using the keyboard or 
the AMX, Electric Studio or 
Kempston mouse. 

Drop-down menus give you 
split-second access to all the 
many facilities available. 

How it works 

Start by planning your layout: 
Decide the number and width of 
columns, and position windows 
for graphics, captions and 
headlines. 

Then load in your text written in 
LocoScript, or any other word 
processor that can output an Ascii 
file. The built-in text editor can 
produce perfect fully-justified text 
with bold and italic characters 
shown on the screen just as they 
will be printed out. 

You can design artwork using 
the feature-packed graphics pro-
gram that is included. You can 

ellipses, fill areas or paint with 
one of 16 patterns, and zoom in 
for precise pixel editing. There's 
even a built-in font editor so you 
can design your own custom 
character sets. 

When you are ready you can 
preview your masterpiece in 
miniature, then print it out in top-
quality mode or use the faster 
draft mode. 

What you get 

The double-sided disc contains 
the three main programs, a selec-
tion of useful clip art, extra fonts 
and tutorial page. 

There's also an extremely com-
prehensive, carefully-written 
manual with a hands-on guide 
that will ensure you are up and 
running in no time, 

And all for the 
incredible price 
of only £29.95 

Botiey P t t t t r 

tit ft net School Book 
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The full range of fonts 

The complete Desktop 
Publishing System 
This package includes The 
Desktop Publisher software 
PLUS an AMX Mouse and a 
serial interface to connect it to 
the back of your Amstrad PCW 
You now get the added 
flexibility of the precision-
engineered Mouse - for a f 
total price of just £79.95. ™ * 
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TESTING TIMES 
IVrlonn;innk C i r M<i$ixin<» is the first motoring jounwl in 

Hriltiin to use computers right through its rond test procedure 
Sum Dickinson found out how the team uses the \mstnni ti!2H 

iind \rnors I'roteM in conjunction with sophisticated 
computerised measuring equipment, litfjet the results 
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It Is only a short white line, stained and decided!y tatty-looking. 
The line Is a marker and juts out from the edge at one end nf a long thin strip ol tar-

mac, Itself three hundred yards or so longer than the mile. At each end ts a steeply 
hanked tnrn, doubling hack to force a continuous loop 

There's a cool, gentle breeze, and the ambient temperature Isal an optimum, some-
where In the low sixties. The landscape is bleak, grey and very quiet 

faltering whine drills across the mile straights and a powerful electric starter 
coaxes six horizontally opposed pistons Into action. That silence is quickly shattered 
by a noise apparently quite alien to such tranquil surroundings. There's a splutter, 
then a blast as the 23lhhp engine hursts Into life, blips a couple of times then settles 
to a low . satisfying rumble. 

The nose of the red Porsche fill Carrera edges tow ards the while line and slops ttIth 
front wheel Inst touching. It is low and very wide, with huge lyres filled to the rear 
wheels, and it Is capable of around 150mph. 

The co-driver resets the microprocessing unit of the fifth wheel computer and 
acknowledges that It's time for the driver to start the run in his OH ii time. Right loot 
eases the throttle and the re i y climb smooth!} to hover at 5, OOOrpm. found by t rial and 
error to he the best launch' revs for this car 

The sound quickly turns to an enraged bellow as the driver smoothly feeds in the 
clutch and squeezes the throttle pedal hard to the floor. The Porsche literally leaps 
from the line and hurtles towards the three hundred yard marker post at the end of the 
mile as though It holds a grudge against It. 

The computer quietly records the event without fuss while mayhem continues 
everywhere else. 

hard lite ton (.at ami wheel occasionally 
p.'irl company so lliev have to he meehani-
4.11K It Midi 

traditionally .i lillh whorl Is exactly 
Hi.ii. a IragHe addition in tlx- four (he car 
already has, hul which attachrs In the 
body in simir way. usualK h\ means it! 
special suckers They Ir.iil Irnm light-
weight poles or lin ks, ami a sensor al the 
wheel sends information tna mirroproces-
snr iii Hie car's cockpit 

The use oi computers in lillh wheel 
teehllology is relatively new. ami has really 
taken oil in the last live years. says Jesse 
Crosse. 

lit llic had old days a tilth wheel simply 
drove a conventional speedometer. tilled 
in a box. and which vva> held on Ihe pass-
engers lap lie would then record ami 

write down Hie limes using a Mnpw.iti h 
I lie pomi il. that car spenlnmrlei > are mil 
that accurate ami can I he accurately 
enough lead to record Hie precise pcrlor-
mam e lh.it *• why we ^et >o main letters 
Irom people who say m> Cavaliei SKi can 
do MOmph We Hmt thai al TOmpli 
SIH'edoilieters are usually a lew tii|ih out 
hut thai i»y around IHhupIt lhe> can start 
l»c( ninlug wildlv inaccurale maybe as 
much .is l"i percent 

r i te old lashioiied wheels were 
mechanically crude loo. ami we had lo 
remove the huiupcrs. til a metal har, ami 
hull the wheel lo il 'Ion cnuldu I do thai 
with niosi modern cars 

Now there are mam svsienis oil the 
market some costing well m excess o| 
L20.1HKI 

" Ills is the hlglMeeh world ot road 
testing, the sort of evaluation that Ihe top 
magazines .ire noted lor and w Inch provide 
Ihe Information so mam oi us want to 
know when Inlying a car. or just out ol 
Interest Computers are starting to lealure 
heavily m litis field, as the> are in mam 
others 

Proving ground work, (ike acceleration 
testing on the mile stralglils means rare-
hit. accurate measurement Today. Ihat 
means extensive use of computers, not just 
to produce the data but to store it Perfor-
mance Car Editor Jesse Crosse explains 

Measurement ol performance requires 
two pieces of hardware, a tilth wheel, and 
a slop watch I he littli vv heel represents an 
investment ol several thousand pounds, 
and is a highly specialised piece ol cgulp-
ment—you < an I pick one up in Dlxonswlth 
extra program on special offer! Il has a 

J&'iV. 

lO 
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Systems can work in different ways, and 
may nol necessarily use a wheel. There are 
those, for example, which transmit a beam 
of light to the ground and monitor the 
speed al which the road passes beneath 
the car. There are those too. which attach 
a sender to one of the undriveu wheels of 
I lie car. These are the best, thinks Jesse 
Crosse. 

They give you complete freedom. We 
often have to do special tests abroad, it 
may be an exclusive on a new model or one 
ol the modified high performance saloons 
produced by some ol the specialist Cer-
tnan tuning companies. In lhal case you 
are testing on autobahns and secluded 
roads ^ou can't really fit a wheel on an 
autobahn, but you can fit a wheel sensor, 
^ou could drive around all day in that way 
il you want to." 

The wheel sensor attaches to a plate, 
which iu turn lits to ttie wheel nuts of the 
car by means ot special sleeve clamps. The 
system Performance Car uses Is some-
thing of a first, and cost fust over L2.000. 

"There have been similar systems, but 
supplied as accessories to existing fifth 
wheel setups. We don't have a wheel al all 
with this outfit. The problem with the 
others is that the sleeve nut design pre-
vented their use with alloy wheeled cars, 
where the wheel mils are usually deep set. 
Thai means most high performance cars!". 

In fad. Performance Car has pioneered 
the use of advanced fifth wheel equipment 
and was the first magazine in the country 
to use computerised fifth w heel equipment 
successfully. 

Pioneers 
Our first wheel was the Lamar, The 

wheel attaches to the car by means of a 
giant sucker, which is evacuated by means 
ol an integral hand pump These suckers 
are designed lor lifting plate glass and 
have a breaking strain of 50kg. 

The wheel is thai of a BMX bike and 
I lie mounting tubes and fork are from 
magnesium alloy. We still use it because 

our new system won't work on a driven 
wheel so isn't suitable for four wheel drive 
cars.' 

Acceleration 
The Lamar microprocessor gives a 

printout from a small thermal printer and 
records four pieces of data: time elapsed, 
distance travelled, rate of acceleration 
and constant velocity. It updates about 
every half a second and gives a long read-
out for a typical acceleration run. 

Hut the chip is calibrated so I hat one 
such piece of data falls exactly on each 
lOntph. to give the necessary acceleration 
from rest results, and allow the testers to 
calculate the fourth and fifth gear acceler-
atlon times. These are recorded on sepa-
rate runs in the respective gears. The chip 
Is also calibrated to record a set of times 
Tor 1320 feet, exactly quarter of a mite, one 
of the traditionally quoted acceleration 
distances. The new Klowtronic system, 
gives essentially the same data, but In a 
slightly different way. *• 

The problem with the wheel though." 
Jesse Crosse went on to say. "is that even 
that becomes Inaccurate at very high 
speeds on the banking we use for top speed 
testing. The limitations are mechanical 
and the Klowtronic system, which does 
away with a wheel, theoretically shouldn't 
suffer From that. We still prefer to time 
cars on the banking and calculate (he 
results. The distance of the top lane at both 
are proving grounds we use Is known pre-
cisely, so results are very accurate." 

The Klowlronic system works in a 
slightly different Way to the Lamar. While 
the wheel of the Lamar is calibrated by 
changing its circumference (achieved by 
Inflating or deflating the tyre!) the Klow-
tronic must be calibrated to suit the 
diameter of the wheel to which it is 
attached. Testers do this b> driving the car 
over the measured mile (easy at the prov-
ing ground) and pressing a button which 
sets up the programme. The computer 
records a calibration number, so that if the 
same wheel size Is encountered in the 
future. It can be keyed straight In. 

But w hat of the data w hen it is collected? 
It can take about half a day lor a jour-

nalist tii work out and produce Uie table of 

Left: cumbersome Lamar in-car unit 
Above: Lamar fifth wheel 

figures that appear in the magazine, using 
just a Casio." says Crosse 

After that, it needs to be stored care-
fully, and should be easy to retrieve. 
Results are easily lost and w e may need to 
refer hack to something several years old. 
I wanted to set up a cheap and effective 
system, not only for storing the data, but 
also for doing ail the complicated calcula-
tion work on the raw material collected al 
the proving ground. It is also necessary for 
Ihc data files to be compatible with word 
processing software, and for programs to 
share the same operating system. Other-
wise getting the data up for reference 
would be harder t han pulling il out of a Hie 
or looking it up in a back issue." 

Obviously nothing so sophisticated 
existed, so Crosse, who had been word 
processing on Amstrad CPC machines 
since the -464 came on the market, looked 
around at w hat was on offer. 

Imaginative 
I looked at some proprietary database 

packages, but at the time they were mostly 
downgraded sixteen bit programmes, or If 
they weren't, they couldn't search on mul-
tiple criteria which w as essential for some 
aspects of our data interrogation proces-
ses. For example. I wauled to put our price 
and specification listings at I he back ot 
the magazine {Performance File) on file, 
so lhal we could pull out things like "all 
hatchbacks costing between £8000 and 
CI0.000 Which have over 100 blip . 

Some one day courses at Kingston 
Polytechnic taught Crosse the nitty-gritty 
of database programming. After that It was 
jusl a question of getting on with It. 

By then he had discovered Protext for 
the 6128. which he considers to be //jebest 
word processor you can buy. Contributors 
w ho use WordStar and similar programs 
on IBM PCs. he says, are often amazed at 
the speed and flexibility It exhibits. When 
I'romerge Plus, the mailmerge overlay 
came out. he soon realised that its mail-
merge facilities were so sophisticated, 
thai it turned Protexl Into a database as 
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TESTING TIMES 
well. Prototype programs written in Prom-
erge Plus followed, and a year later he 
completed In Its entirely, a complex ver-
sion that prompts the user Tor all the data 
collected at the proving ground. In (In-
order It was recorded, performs all the 
necessary calc ulations right down lo cor-
recting fuel consumption (which it also 
calculates) for odometer deviation and 
finally rounding all the data down to one 
decimal place (Crosse says he needed 
some help with thai bit). The program 
gives you the option of several modes 
depending on which wheel was used and 
what proving ground (banking distances 
vary), automatic or manual transmission, 
and so on. 

When the program is run. data is written 
straight lo disk and permanently stored for 
easy retrieval. 

"I doubt if even Arnor are aware just' 
what their program can do given a Utile 
imaginative application. I do know that you 
couldn't do what a few hundred pounds 
worth of kit can do. for many, many 
thousands using off the shelf business 
software. 

The two screen editing of Promerge 
Plus is the olher big thing W ecan he w ork-
ing on text In one, and load a road lest 
record into another, and even move the 
whole record or bits of II on to Ihe screen 
we're working on. it also means we can 
leave our special address book (again writ-
ten in Promerge Plus) running in the sec-
ond screen, with the addresses disk in a 
second drive. To round everything off. we 
initialise Protext using the Control and 
Knter keys of the H128 (which gives KI N 
"DISC' in Basic) This loads a basic pro-
gram w hich we obviously call 'disc', w hich 
In turn, sets up the function keys and then 
automatically fires up Proiexl itself. So 
functions like PS (print to screen) CAT'. 
CLKAR and SV\ (swap from screen to 
screen) become single key functions. 
There are some other functions loo, to do 
w ith our special programs, but I'm keeping 
mum about those! 

We have just opened a BT Cold account 
so we ran retrieve copy from people 

# Right: wpwior Flowtrontc Mnilng g u r 
• Below ln-c*r module 1* neeter 

quickly over the telephone, and using the 
Gemini Intergem software on an 82~>6. we 
can convert \1SDOS files from con-
tributors IBM PCs to run on 8128 Prolexl 
We take a lot of contributors material on 
disk now " 

Inlergem is a real breakthrough in Ihe 
compatibility stakes and made a nonsense 
of the IBM compatibility business over-
night. II consists of a small piece of 
hardware filled where the second drive of 
Ihe 8256 would normally go, plus the 
software llself which is on disk You also 
need a second. 5W inch disk drive fPerfor-
mance Car uses a Cumana unit which can 
handle -40 or 80 irack) to accommodate 
the IBM floppies. There are further prob-
lems If converting fromn WordStar w hose 
Tiles require some "jiggery pokery" to 
make them completely compatible. 

Performance Car also uses Prospell, 
Arnor's spell checker, which like Prom-
erge Plus and Prolext. they have on ROM 
chips fitted lo the Micropower Rom cards 
now recommended by Arnor 

"We started with the ROM card from 
Honeysofl. but it was just an open circuit 
board and therefore not suitable for office, 
use. The Micropower units are closed 
plastic boxes which can lake up to eight 
ROMs The speed of the system on ROM Is 
fantastic, (letting into Prolexl lakes a splil 
second, and using the spell checker is 
instantaneous. 

"Doing complex searches on some of our 

# Above: Amor tof twir* «m«* d«ta 
•torege end retrieve) 

Promerge Plus database flies ran be slow, 
but no slower than when using any other 
Random access database on an eight bit 
machine I'm jusl looking forward lo tlx1 

day Arnor gel Prolexl and Promerge Plus 
running on the IBM compatible, then IBM 
will really have to watch out!" 

"I think w hal we've achieved here Is food 
lor thought. II proves that il really Is pos-
sible lo achieve extremely sophisticated 
results, for relatively little cosl. il also 
proves that overpriced business software 
and hardware will truly become a thing of 
the past, ti jusl needs more computer 
Industry consumers to realise thai facl." 

I ' r l r r s I r o i n JKI • ( l u m i i u l r r N , 7 
UlmNoi s i r r r l . I xbildgr. Middlesex. 
Ii'l Oltfn 118 r> 
\instead f»f28 (»rreti Kt rcen L2fMMI1 
MhHlrud 2nd disk d r h r LW>.f»~» 
I ' rolrxi on«ftlp t,t!» fr» 
I ' n i m r w PI mm tin i tiip ...... i l l ' i ' i 
ProspeD on chip L H f l l 
Mlciopimrt k l lM runl , 
(iciiilnl liilrrKciii t ! l ! l , fn 
l iiman.t CSIOO "Va ill Ui* LI7fl.fr> 
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1ttCfV EXPORT 
AND OVERSEAS VISITORS 

ALL MAKES OF MICRO 
COMPUTERS, PRINTERS, 

PERIPHERALS AND SOFTWARE 
SUPPLIED AT DISCOUNT 

PRICES. 
AMSTRAD • COMMODORE • 

SINCLAIR • ATARI • ACORN 
PC COMPATIBLES • BROTHER 

NEC • PANASONIC AND ALL 
POPULAR MAKES 

UNICOM HOUSE, 182 ROYAL COLLEGE STREET, 
LONDON NW1 9NN 

TELEX: 295932 UNICOM G 
TELEPHONE: 01-482 1711 

FAX: (01) 267 2062 

SUPERTEC COMPUTER OFFERS 
g-- ~ 

PC 1512 SM £516.35 
PCW 8526 £458.85 
PC 1512 DM £642.85 
PCW 8512 £573.85 
PC 1512 SC £711.85 
PC 1512 DC £838.35 

PC 1512 SOFTWARE 
Wordstar 1512 
Supercalc 3 

£69.95 | Sidekick £29.95 
£69.95 | Various Games (Eg Pitstop II £19.95 

P R I N T E R S . . . P R I N T E R S . . . P R I N T E R S 
Including: EPSON • BROTHER • MANNESMANN TALLY 

STOP PRESS! 
Call for details of NEW Mannesmann MT910 

LASER PRINTER 

PERSONAL SHOPPERS WELCOME 
MON — FRI 
9 a.m.— 5p.m. 

BULLETIN BOARD 
0268 293639 (24 HOURS) 

300 BAUD 

ATARI 
MANY ST SYSTEMS 
AVAILABLE FROM 
STOCK - CALL FOR DETAILS 

^JS r, 

ST GAMES 
E.G.STAR GLIDER 

DEEP SPACE-ARENA 
SUNDOG - THE PAWN 

HACKER — SILENT SERVICE 
FLIGHT SIMULATOR II 

PLUS MANY MORE 

ST SOFTWARE 
Including: 

KUMA - HABA - ATARI - PHILON 
CASHLINK - SOFTWARE PUNCH 

CHIPSOFT (ST ACCOUNTS) 
BATTERIES INCLUDED 
CaH for details andpnces 

CUMANA D/D DRIVES FOR ST 
CSA 354 (Single) £159.00 CSA 358 (Twin) £269.00 

DISKS M 0 D E M S bv Miracle Technology 

5 Va " SS/DO (Pack Ol W) £7.50 
3V2"dsoo £ 2 . 5 0 ea . 
3 Vz " stvoo £1.95 ea . 

WS2000 £125.00 
WS4000 
Auto-dial/Auto-answer £195.00 

SUPERTEC LTD. CORNWALLIS HOUSE. HOWARDS CHASE, BASILDON. ESSEX ssi4 3BB Tei (0268) 282308 
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EXPORT 
AND OVERSEAS VISITORS 

ALL MAKES OF MICRO 
COMPUTERS, PRINTERS, 

PERIPHERALS AND SOFTWARE 
SUPPLIED AT DISCOUNT 

PRICES. 
AMSTRAD • COMMODORE • 

SINCLAIR • ATARI • ACORN 
PC COMPATIBLES • BRCTHER 

NEC • PANASONIC AND ALL 
POPULAR MAKES 

UNBEATABLE 
V* VERBATIM DISC 

OFFER 
• life-time guaranteed, double-sided, double density 135 TPI 
verbatim discs for your machine. (Single-sided available.) 

• Don 't be put o« by the kjw price! These discs are oof recertified J 
but top quality media direct from the warehouse at bulk rates. 

Quantity 10 
Price £15.95 

25 
£36.95 

50 100 250 
£69.95 £129.95 £28995 

(Deduct 10% for angle-sided discs.) 

UNICOM HOUSE, 182 ROYAL COLLEGE STREET, 
% LONDON NW1 9NN 

TELEX: 295932 UNICOM G 
TELEPHONE: 01-482 1711 

FAX: (01) 267 2062 

YOUR COMPUTER, JULY 1987 

• Absolutely no extras, price includes VAT, label sets plus first class/ 
Datapost to your door, 

X0903 776000 
OR CHEQUE/P.O. TO P.O. BOX 66 

EAST PRESTON WEST SUSSEX BN16 2TX 

0©€Trn SOFT Disc Value 
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n MUSIC 
SCORE s i 
THE ATARI ST IS ONE OF THE FEW 
HOME COMPUTERS WITH BUILT-IN 

MIDI. WE LOOK AT TWO PROGRAMS 
WHICH WILL HELP YOU TO EXPLOIT 

THIS FEATURE 

SUPERCONDUCTOR 

The Musical Instrument Digital Interface 
(MIDI) has transformed the way much of 
today's popular music is produced. Using 
it, one can connect a whole range of mus-
ical devices including synthesisers, 
rhythm machines and sequencers. And, 
more importantly, it can interface a home 
computer to an electronic keyboard; a 
combination which facilitates the record-
ing and instant playback of entire musical 
scores. 

Because music recorded using a MIDI 
keyboard is stored in the computer's 
memory as data, it can be manipulated in 
the same way as 'normal' program data. 
All the different facets which make up a 
score can be altered to perfection through 
the computer's keyboard. This data can 
then be saved on to disk and reloaded for 
playing at a later time. 

Until recently it was almost impossible 
to buy a computer, other than an MSX 
machine, that had a MIDI built in as stan-
dard. Today there is the Atari ST Though 
not clearly visible, it has a MIDI in the form 
of two unobtrusive 5-pin DIN sockets 
tucked away in a small recess in the left-
hand side of its case. One socket is label-
led 'MIDI Out', the other 'MIDI In'. These 
can be connected to an external MIDI 
device via its 'In' and 'Out' sockets, also 
5-pin DINs, respectively. 

To make full use of the Atari's MIDI 
facility requires software that will make 
sense of the MIDI data received by the 
computer. Packages designed to do this 
task are quite often expensive and dif-
ficult to use, 
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Michtron's Super Conductor is there-
fore something of a revelation in both 
price and performance. At just £49.95, 
Super Conductor provides a 16 Track 
MIDI sequencing package powerful 
enough for professional musicians and 
yet so easy to use that even a novice 
could fee! at home with it after an hour or 
two. 

To get the most out of Super Conductor 
you will need a MIDI keyboard; a Casio 
CZ-101 is ideal. The program is able to 
turn ihe Atari's internal speaker into three 
separate monophonic synthesisers, 
though I found these noises feeble and 
uninspiring. Even the preprogrammed 
demo tunes contained on the Super Con-
ductor disk are little more than a 
cacophony of beeps. 

MEMORY 
Super Conductor is able to store a 

maximum of ten tunes in the Atari's 
memory simultaneously, each of which 
can be toggled by pressing one of the 
micro's function keys. When the program 
is loaded, a menu is displayed containing 
a list of the titles of the pieces currently in 
RAM and which function key they are 
stored on. 

Pressing any of the Atari's function 
keys when in Super Conductor accesses 
the song edit buffer, the place where a 
composition is 'built'. 

I am sure most composers would not 
refer to their art as building but that is 
exactly what one does when creating a 
composition in Super Conductor. Pieces 
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of music consist of blocks rather like 
bricks, and each brick forms a small part 
of the overall sound 

In the song edit buffer, the screen dis-
plays a large rectangle with 16 horizontal 
lines ruled across it, like a piece of writing 
paper. This is labelled Blocks. To the left 
are three columns, two showing the num-
bers 1 to 16 and labelled Track and Chan-
nel. whilst the third is used to indicate 
whether or not a track is active. 

Tracks are single layers of sound that 
can be played individually or in concert 
Readers familiar with the process of 
recording will probably know that when 
bands record a piece of music, they do 
not necessarily play together but record 
each instrument's part separately on dif-
ferent tracks which are then mixed 
together in the final production. 

Much the same is true in Super Con-
ductor; sounds are recorded on different 
tracks and then combined to form a fuller 
sound or played back individually. 

Before the contents of a track can be 
played back it must be assigned a channel 
or destination device. This tells Super 
Conductor where to send the informa-
tion. Although there are as many chan-
nels as there are tracks, information from 
more than one track can be sent to a 
single channel. 

SOUND 
When the Atari's internal speaker is 

used in lieu of an external keyboard, the 
three channels available are prefixed by 
the diacritical letter I. Were the I not 
included. Super Conductor would try to 
output data through the MIDI port, result-
ing in no sound being produced. 

One of Super Conductor's most power-
ful features is the ability to record blocks 
and assign them to any channel. In some 
packages, material is treated as being 
channel dependent because of special 
MIDI control codes input from the synthe-
siser keyboard while recording. Super 
Conductor overcomes this restriction by 
removing the control codes and replacing 
new ones determined by the track on 
which the blocks appear during playback 

There are six pull down menus on the 
song edit buffer screen. The two most 
important are Block and Edit. 

The Block menu contains the functions 
for creating and storing blocks. To make a 
new block, you first select Record Block 
from the Block menu; a small dialogue 
box then appears asking you to input the 
name of the new block, the beat it should 
start on when played back and the total 
number of beats to be recorded. 

When this information has been 
entered, a metronome appears to count 
you in. On the fifth click or beat. Super 
Conductor starts recording and you must 
begin playing. 

To hear the block you recorded, it has to 
be placed in an available gap along one of 
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MAKE YOUR INTERESTS PAY!! 
Train at home for one of these Career Opportunities 

t M W I I I I M I t e n 
W A L E S L A R G E S T I N D E P E N D E N T 

RETAIL OUTLET 

* PART EXCHANGE WELCOME ffi 
* ALL PRICES INC VAT EXC P&P — 
* ALL COMPUTER REPAIRS UNDERTAKEN 

» * * USED * » » 
SPECTRUM 48K E 39.99 
SPECTRUM 48K PLUS C 49.99 
SPECTRUM 128 £ 50.09 
SPECTRUM 128+2 £ 80.00 
COMMODORE 64 inc REC E110.00 
MPS 803 PRINTER £110.00 
COMMODORE 128 Inc REC CI50.00 
COMMODORE 1541 DISC DRIVE C 99.00 
MPS801 PRINTER C 79.99 
AMSTRAD 464 inc MOD C 99.09 
AMSTRAD 464 « c COL MON C 168.00 
AMSTRAD 6128 'nc MOD CI99.00 
AMSTRAD 6128 inc COL MON .. C279.00 
AMSTRAO PCW 8256 C3S0.00 
AMSTRAD PCW 8512 £450.00 
DMP200Q PRINTER £110.00 
FD-l DISC DRIVE £ 70.00 
DO-1 DISC DRIVE £110.00 
BBC MOOEL 8 SERIES 7 £100.00 
BBC MOOEL B inc DFS ... £249.00 
ACORN ELECTRON £ 46.00 
ATARI 800XI £ 45.00 
ATARI I30XE £ 70.00 
ATARI 520ST £180.00 
ATARI 520STFM £310X)0 

* • * + N E W * * * 

SPECTRUM 128 £ 70.09 
SPECTRUM 128+2 £110.00 
COMMODORE 64 £150.00 
COMMODORE 64 CONNOSUER £180.00 
COMMODORE 128 £199.00 
COMMODORE 1280 £359.00 
CM1C DISC DRIVE £150.00 
AMSTRAD 464 inc MOD £179.00 
AMSTRAD 464 inc COL MON £279.00 
AMSTRAD 6128 inc MOD £279.00 
AMSTRAD 6128 IflC COL M O N ... £380.00 
AMSTRAD PCW 8256 E43C.OO 
AMSTRAD PCW 8512 E530.00 
AMSTRAD PCI 512SM £400.00 
AMSTRAD PC 15I2DC £709.00 
AMSTRAD PCI SI 2/HD20M £009.00 
AMSOFT 3" DISCS (per l 0) E 29.90 
CUMANA 40/80 DISC DRIVE £150.00 
OPUS 40T0 ISC DRIVE £ 60.00 
1050 DISC DRIVE ...„ £120.00 
ATARI OATARECORDERS ...... E 24.00 
ATARI S20STM £249.00 
ATARI 520STFM £350.00 

* * • N E W • • • 
CHEETAH 125+ JOYSTICK £5.00; SPECTRUM JOYSTICK INTERFACE C7.90; 
SPECTRUM UGHT PEN C12.95; SPECTRUM POWER SUPPLIES £6.60; 
COMMODORE POWER SUPPLIES £19.00; COMMOOORE DATA RECORDERS £19.90: 
LARGE RANGE OF USED DISC DRIVES. PRINTERS, MONITORS. ADD ONS AVAILABLE 

ALL CHEQUES to b« made payable to G.T. COMPUTERS LTD 
21 CHARLES STREET 133 CITY ROAD 

NEWPORT CARDIFF 
GWENT TEL: (0633) 216654 GLAM. TEL: (0222) 483038 

w e D O N ' T S E L L C H E A P C O M P U T E R S ! 
W E S E L L O U R C O M P U T E R S C H E A P I I 

More than 8 million students throughout the world 
have found It worth their while! An ICS home-study 
course can help YOU get a better job, make more 
money and have more fun out of life! ICS has over 90 
years experience in home-study courses and is the 
largest correspondence school In the world. You leam 
at your own pace, when and where you want under 
the guidance of expert personal' tutors. Find out how 
we can help YOU. Post or phone today for your FREE 
INFORMATION PACK on the course of your choice. 

f introduction to 
Computer 
Programming 

programming 
in BASIC 

Programming 
in COBOL Electronics 

Electrical 
Engineering 

Electronic 
Engineering 

Elec. Contracting/ 
installation 

Radio, Audio and 
TV Servicing 

CCE over 40 0' & 'A' level subjects 

1 

course of interest 
Name 
Address 

P. code 
ETS57 

L 

international correspondence Schools, Dept. 
512/314 High St.. Sutton. Surrey SM11PR 
Tel: 01-645 9568 or 041-221 2926124 hours) 

Librarian/Editor 
The Voice Master ST series from Soundbits Software specialises 
in increasing the creative output of the MIDI musician and 
technician. 

The software contains everything required to create, visually edit 
and store vast libraries of original and musical patches in an easy 
visual graphics environment. 

Interaction between your synth and the Atari ST is immediate, 
allowing you to hear your sounds as you edit. Random Voice 
Creation instantly gets you to timbres that would normally take 
hours to program. 

The Voice Master ST series is available for Yamaha DX21/27/100 
synthesizers (£49.95 Inc VAT) including a Graphic Envelope 
Display, for Yamaha TX81Z module (£69.95 Inc VAT) including 
Performance and Effect Editor plus an on-screen Keyboard Tester 
with chords and sequence, and for Roland Alpha Juno 
1/2/MKS-50 (£69.95 Inc VAT) including Graphic Envelope Design 
and detailed editing of parameter groups. 

Soundbits Software is available from all knowledgable music and 
computer stores and Syndromic Music's Professional Network 
Dealers. Call 01-444 9126 for your local stockist. 

Extend Your Synthesizer with SoundBlts Voice Masters! 

N L i U U n D L i M L i : 

m i 

J o U M W A n t 

W 
'Creative music for creative people' 

SYNDROMIC MUSIC 24/26 Avenue Mcmrl London NIC 3NP 
Telephone 01-444 9126 
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Super'Conductor 

Record, edit, and play music with youi 
computer or MIDI-output synthesizer! 

M M i c h T r o n % 

the sixteen lines representing tracks in 
j the song edit buffer. Clicking on a track 

highlights it and produces another 
dialogue box asking you for the name of 
the block. A white highlighted strip then 
appears on the track along with the block 
name. 

COMMANDS-
Once defined, a block can be picked up 

and copied on to any other track on the 
screen. It is even possible to make a 
further copy on the same track causing 
Super Conductor simply to repeat the 
block during playback. 

This does not require any extra mem-
ory since all you are doing is telling the 
program where it should play a specific 
block. The only time when more RAM is 
used is when a further block is created 
and it too has to be stored in the buffer. 

Besides moving and copying blocks, 
the Block menu also includes commands 
to mix, split and append them. Mix is the 
most interesting of these functions 
because it allows you to combine two 
blocks into a single one. 

If this is difficult to picture, the Super 
Conductor manual gives an example 
where one block contains a series of 
notes while a second one just pitch bend 
information; putting both blocksort tracks 
assigned to the same channel and then 
mixing them forms a new block with pitch 
bend being active through a predefined 
range of notes. Further commands for 
modifying the structure of blocks are 
found in the Edit menu. 

Quantize Blocks is designed to auto-
correct a block. The timing of a block is 
corrected so that each note played dur 
ing a recording is played back on the right 
count with respect to the time frame 
selected at the beginning of the session. 
What Quantize does, in effect, is go 
through a piece of music cleaning up any 
timing errors made by you when you 
played it originally. This is probably why 
much of today's electronic music sounds 
so passionless and mechanical. 

The most powerful command is Edit 
Block because it allows you to create a 
new block or modify an old one without 
having to go anywhere near an electronic 
keyboard. To be able to do this, however, 
one needs a sound understanding of the 
operation of a MIDI synthesiser. 

In Edit Block, the screen displays a 
table showing the individual notes mak-
ing up the block followed by lines of MIDI 
data indicating key velocity, polyphonic 
aftertouch. pitch bend, channel pressure, 
program and controller. An example of a 
line of MIDI data, taken from the manual, 
could be as follows: pitch bend:02450 
00013/004/000. Which, for those readers 
not aufait with MIDI, 'will change the 
pitch bend to the stated value at bar 13. 
beat 4, click 0*. 

If you are a musician who frequently 
uses a MIDI keyboard and are looking for 
an affordable recording package. Super 
Conductor is well worth a look. The pack-
age contains far too much to include in an 
article of this size, so I have tried to con-
vey the immense power of a package that 
surprisingly breaks the £50 barrier 

DIGIDRUM 

The Atari ST is fast becoming the stan-
dard computer for musicians. Its excep-
tional combination of a voluminous mem-
ory, built-in Midi ports, high-resolution 
graphics and an affordable price have 
already persuaded dozens of software 
writers to produce musical programs for 
the ST. 

To date, most of the packages have 
been designed to control, and record 
information from, instruments such as 
synthesisers linked to the ST via the Midi 
ports. Now a British Atari specialist, 2-Bit 
Systems, has produced two packages 
which use the capacious memory of the 
ST to store digital recordings of snatches 
of sound, a technique known as sampl-
ing. 

The first, which we examine, is a 
£24.95 package called Digidrum which 
holds 16 fragments of sound, most of 
them recordings of percussive instru-
ments, in the computer memory and can 
be programmed to play these back at 
staggered intervals to create the impres-
sion of a percussionist at work. 

While the program is loading, the 
screen is filled with an impressive depic-
tion of a drum-kit. Unfortunately the high 
quality of this initial artwork is not main-
tained in the working screens of the prog-
ram, which are rather drab. 

After about half a minute, the rhythmic 
sounds of a demonstration tune begin to 
thunder or, more accurately, to rattle, 
from the monitor speaker. The tune 
demonsfrates some of the potential of 
the package and continues to do so until 
you press a key to enter the main prog-
ram. 

CONTROL 
An initial disappointment is that 

although the program uses drop-down 
menus they are not mouse-driven but 
must be chosen using the cursor keys. 
The ST user tends to take mouse control 
for granted and it is only when the facility 
is not offered that you realise how useful 
it is. 

The Digidrum loads automatically a 
default kit of 16 pre-recorded sounds, 
including a bass drum, a snare, a pair of 
toms, open and closed hi-hats. a tno of 
electronic percussion instruments and, 
for light relief, a dog bark The most effec-
tive sounds are those, like the cowbell 
and snare, which are short and sharp. The 
least effective are low-frequency sounds 
such as the bass drum or naturally long-
lasting sounds, such as the open hi-hat 
which are noticeably truncated. 

Significantly, there are no crash cym 
bals as the samples are too short, lasting 
less than a second at the normal playback 
rate, to reproduce such lengthy sounds 
accurately. An option allows you to dou-
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as the Specirum and Commodore 64 
manage to play back up to three sounds 
simultaneously. 

Once you have built a few patterns on 
the pattern-editing screen you can move 
to a song editing screen to string them 
together The speed at which the pat-
terns play back is set using an odd system 
with tempo values ranging from 1 to 50. 
each unit representing 1 /50th of a sec-
ond That results in slow tempos having 
larger values than fast ones, thus con-
tradicting musical convention. A more 
sensible approach would have been to 
use the standard musical tempo notation 

ble the length of the sounds by halving 
the playback rate but the resulting sound 
quality is so poor that it is not a realistic 
option. 

Six extra sounds, including a clanging 
drainpipe and a quacking duck, are 
included on the Digidrum disk They can 
replace any of the sounds in the default kit 
and the new kit thus formed can be saved 
for subsequent use An additional disk, 
costing £14 95 contains 41 more sam-
ples. including some impressive Latin-
American sounds, from which other kits 
can be fashioned The compilers' pen-
chant for animal sounds is apparent with a 
trumpeting elephant, a mooing cow and a 
yapping dog included among the more 
conventional percussive sounds. 

INTERVALS 
By reading those sounds from the ST 

memory at specified intervals and replay-
ing them either through the monitor 
speaker or, as we shall see, through an 
external amplifier, the Digidrum package 
can produce effective rhythmic patterns. 

The basic unit of timing in the package 
is the beat. There can be between four 
and 32 of those beats in a pattern, usually 
equivalent to a musical bar, and on each 
beat any two of the 16 sounds stored in 
the ST memory can be played back. Up to 
99 patterns can be stored simultaneously 
in memory and combined in any order to 
form songs. 

Songs are assembled by specifying the 
pattern number and the number of times 
it is to be repeated. A string of 70 such 
entries is possible, allowing a song to con-
tinue for up to 6,930 patterns before 
repeating itself, more than sufficient for 
most musicians' needs. 

The most important screen is probably 
the pattern editing screen where the 
sounds to be played on each beat are 
defined on a sound-v-beat grid. There are 
two ways of doing this by placing mar-
kers on the grid using the cursor controls 
or by tapping the rhythm on the function 
keys. The first approach is known as step-
time entry, ihe second as real-time entry. 

Only two of the 16 resident sounds can 
play on the same beat. That seems rather 
restrictive, especially as some of the 
drum simulators for 8-bit machines such 

of beats/minute. 
That lack of consideration for the needs 

of the user is common in the Digidrum 
package. Although the program does 
what it claims, too little thought has been 
given to the user interface, making rela-
tively simple operations unnecessarily 
laborious. 

The prime example is the omission of 
mouse controls but other examples 
abound. For instance, when defining pat-
terns in the mstrument-v-beat grid, a cur-
sor is guided round using the cursor keys. 
It is annoying that there is not auto-repeat 
on these keys, so to move the cursor 
from its home position at the top right of 
the grid to the bottom left can require up 
to 40 separate keypresses. 

CHANGES 
Each time you want to hear the results 

of changes you have made to a pattern 
the grid disappears and when it re-
emerges the cursor has returned to its 
home position, thus multiplying the 
number of keypresses and the frustration 
of programming a pattern. 

Other exmaples of lack of considera-
tion could be cited; the real-time prog-
ramming display is particularly awkward 
but with perseverance you can learn to 
live with them. The sloppiness extends to 
the manual, which is poorly-laid-out and 
mis-numbered. The overall impression is 
of a package put together in a hurry. With 

luck, these problems will be eliminated in 
a later version. 

The program could also benefit from 
some additions. It would be extremely 
helpful if one pattern could be copied to 
another The different patterns which 
make up a song are usually similar and 
copying would allow minor changes to be 
made to one pattern to create a variation 
on it. At present each pattern has to be 
specified from scratch. 

It seems strange that the programmers 
have not exploited the greatest musical 
asset of the ST. its Midi ports. They could 
have been used to synchronise Digidrum 
timing with external instruments or to 
allow the patterns to be programmed in 
real-time via synthesiser keyboards. 
Neither of the options is offered. 

QUALITY 
The basic Digidrum package will play 

back only through a monitor speaker. That 
is done by some clever manipulation of 
the ST sound chip but is. at best, a com-
promise between sound quality and 
price. To be heard to best effect, the 
sounds should be processed by an exter-
nal digital-to-analogue converter and sent 
to a high-quality amplifier and speaker. 

2-Bit Systems has developed a conver-
ter of this type which plugs into the ST 
cartridge port but. as Your Computer 
went to press, it was expected to be avail-
able only as part of the 2-Bit £129 95 
Replay package which will allow users to 
produce their own samples. 

So you have the option either of paying 
£25 and tolerating the tiny, muffled repro-
duction of the monitor speaker or spend-
ing almost £155 to enjoy the full lOKHz 
bandwidth of the Digidrum samples. At 
the price you are approaching the cost of 
a dedicated electronic drum machine and 
many musically-minded ST owners 
would prefer to use their computers for 
Midi sequencing packages rather than to 
replicate the functions of a dedicated 
instrument costing little more 

One solution to the cost problem could 
be for 2-Bit. and its distributor Microdeal, 
to produce a simpler converter cartridge, 
without the user sampling facilities, at a 
lower price. It would be a pity if the full 
potential of the Digidrum package was 
not realised because the converter 
hardware was too costly for most users. 

At present, the Digidrum package 
offers extremely good value at £24.95 as 
a novelty rather than as a musically-useful 
tool. There is certainlyu no other package 
like it for the ST yet As I have indicated, it 
is not without its flaws but nevertheless it 
could provide hours of rhythmic fun 

Microdeal Ltd, Michtron, 
Box 68, 
St. Austell, 
Cornwall PL25 4YB. 
0726 68020 
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THOUGHTS & CROSSES 
(COMPUTERS) LTD. 

33 MARKET STREET, HECKMONDWIKE, WEST YORKS 
COMPUTERS 
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HnsAc 14St TO madum i*t »* Snettir OL CT7B 
Mcmtac l45IMSrnadun>aa1orm>C 
»Ja -ys at) nan k w jnatti 
n a p i r M j i n i g i n g w i w i a i i i i i M t t i » 
PNAPT ni2 J T O ^ P » leratn SW«; 
Plitpa 1542 tnt^ara «rna K7W1 Mwtii 

DagnEHa 
Tltundai 
STAccounta 
Gutita 
FacBacA 
Faai Batlc ftat T«na 
UamatmaRaale, 
ntamaaana(Kar» 
pioSprtaPtayar 
aaidog-Ftoaan Lagacv 
Typnoor 
OawacST 
SaradST 
EZ Track ST 
IMMFttMrVottgru 
BatyMoe 
Curnmata 

IriMn 
AlKonTtU 
Atan 
Aian 
Bananatme 
BanarMmc 
Bananaan 
CNptoJl 
ComputarC 
ConpiioarC 
Ccr**OJ*C 

C27 00 
CM 
era oo 

Sawi L*d«a> 1 m«>cro 
SaMB&Ma-fctnrq 
Magic 
MommiLadga' 
Fudaaaltdga 
StcckCtMvoi 
Ptrrot 
MapSpaciSSPamarnl 
SalaaOd* Entry 
Pwdiai* Ootr traiy 
JOOCdtOng 
BocAKaapar 
Mftnmnl 
Aoookjrsmt 
FlnamalCamrallir 
Pajrol 

CemecA £13800 
CameoA £4800 
Compeot (17V 00 
OAC (MOO 
DAC aioo 
OAC 5 3 
MAP £133 08 

MAP (SO 00 
MAP CM 00 
MAP 
MAP 

(48 00 
(4400 

MAP 
MAP 
MAP 
MAP 

£46 00 
£48 00 
C44 00 

MAP 
MAP 

083 00 
CM 00 

Saga cioa so 
• B £184.00 
Sege £206.00 
Sage E2W00 
Sage ' £102.50 

CSIOO 
C1X50 BUSINESS PRODUCTIVITY 

CateKKl £22 SO Momebete Amoer £03-00 
• M e a n C18J» R a m Amtoft £43.00 
EMereott £38 00 SdakcA Amtd ! £27.00 
FTl C26J6 BrWOtLTill Canon £46.00 
O v n b i C17M Ttrr^Aaeper Canon £46 00 
HttOt C44J8 Donvioa Ccr*pecfl CM 00 

o w n One Up Compeer 
C g u M l 
L O U 
Mganl 

£46.00 
Hyeno 
;'•! < t f l 

es t 00 
a 180 
£28 86 

a m One 
HAL 
AtriOy 

Compeer 
C g u M l 
L O U 
Mganl 

ego oo 
£114-00 
£108.00 

Intccom £26 86 Mtnt t tXMW UonayatM cao.oo 
Intocofli £26 46 Cetettrl Saga (71 JO 

WMHta r ' t dwda 

SpaaSraatar 
Strt" M 
Stoptct 
Sutcandtd 
Tnnttjr 
Wahbnngtr 

COMMUNICATIONS 
CMOS enteral Saga 
C2U6 CHdamcMcoam Saga 

DATABASES 
CamaoH 
Canon 
Canon 

Compaon 
QAC 
Or 
SSI 
TAS 

£81 00 
cm oo 
w m 

£108 00 

C7I.H0 
£43.00 

ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE 
onvEgo 
Ntnd Shadow 
MkjacSuto 
Shanghai 
TmaTrnn 
Ala* Hqana Sruoaar 
C«ja*<Criaaa 
UaanitOcn 
MwConaiMeaon 
PmMtContmicuM 

Acttwwon 
AC1MVOO 
AcMUon 
AclMtnn AciMncm 
Amaor 

SiAmwOamaait WntatOamat 

Amaoli 
4rw« 

C174* Li^rfljw 
SavnlOim UndPMw 
Batynoo 

Infooom 
' "US".!—' 

n 03.00 
ta.so 
(2U0 C22.50 
£3700 
£31 #3 

HKMihan OxOalo Oaliuy 
î atimOoddaaaHorPiiobot 

£7100 Z0A1 
l o l l 
ConKcatiValnain 
OuaadamEutepa 
Otatlon r, via Daaarl 
F153tnkaEagla 
HtikatAca 

Mnctnt 

C1«J0 tir.«s 

tlOSJO 
£44 00 

c a u tax 
CXI JO 
cats 

OMO txuo 
£n.a5 
£22.50 
C18 00 

TtvOMl 
tjpmain 
SMnMllwoua 
S<*sFlc« 
M u l c t 
n̂ Frt Smialw 
Fl̂ ra^nJalnrrjat&wary 

Susar Sunday 
u t n i l m t 
Bouldardatfi 
BouiitfdaanJ 
MhndOanoa 
Jan-eta ol Darfcnaae 
Slccr%!>wna 
3t*lh>tr 
loorvQwalwIlitftng 
Jet 
k w u i 

Ocav, 
Oyn 
USOM 
Mmprot* 

PCUteura 
PCLâ um 
K l a w t 
PCUairt 

C22.50 PacMan*I>gOug 
SanpPoAai 

r i r i t i i 
SttauaS'm* 
fltitieoc 
USOold 
US Gold 
USOoM 
USOold 

£175.00 
£206.00 

Superette J 
ScraKiipad Ptua 
Logaui 
«: Spread 2 
PC Planner 
wudtmFipm 

UTILITY SOFTWARE 
Borland 

TuttoUjrrtimg Borland 
TursoPatcel Borland 
TrfOoPiaciaOraelwToctOOt Borland 
TltTk; Pmoo Bsrtnd 
TVeKrula-M iliaoK 
Tuî oBetic 
OtadtBMK 

WORD PROCESSORS 

CUJO 
ClfcOO 
tisco 
£22.50 
£22-SO 
(tt.DO 
MOO 
£16-00 

£1100 
tllOO 
£18.00 
£18 00 
£18.00 
£>800 
Clin: 
CI800 
£28 00 
£31-50 
£48 00 
OtJJO 
n u e CM 00 
D I M 
£28 00 
CS7JM 
Q7.00 
(XI DO £21XX 
£2100 
CI7M 
£21.00 
a u o 
QUO 
£22.50 
£20.00 
£18-00 
C18M 
CIS. 00 
£22.50 

C18J0 
C18.00 

O.OO 
C3 00 

tHJXJ 
(11.00 
ttUO 
(1180 
(13.80 
C43.IM 
CI 1.00 
C1A00 
£16 00 
(18-00 

OEM SO FTWARE 
OEMOery .'•} R«w OA C36-00 
GCMOew Ogi. Reeaar nh £90.00 
OEM Buenaet U>a r , 'V Raiaer 1^1 06 .00 
OEM Font EdW Oo Reaeer Ch CM. 00 
O E M F o r t a t a w e n Dg. Raeear 41 £36 00 
OEWOnfn c>v Reeear th esc oo 
QEMPiLjyaiiiieitToclw Dg AMW t f i C 1*2.00 
GEMwerdOan Dg la ta cn CBO.OO 
OCMAMla Op Reaear t l i 00 .00 

(00410 
CS4 00 

(10LS0 
(72.00 

(103-80 
£102.50 

mco 
crux) 
cat oo 
C7L00 
£27 00 
C08.00 
£70.00 

M n f f e a d v Ereoulne Adrtnce £46.00 
Wordstar 1312 A ™ r £83 CO 
Fvat Word Rue oa i £7200 
W o M J W r UKraeon (68-00 
f ^ W - r t e M l C106.00 
Wotdparfecl Junor s r oaoo 
Wordperieci Paraona SSI ( I T * 00 
WordperreclLDreiY SSI £183.00 
TtawcrdPC Tatmen C22J0 
woropaneci 
vcaiwrnar Lataee 

£436 CO 
£20600 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Toucn "n Go (yotig Tutor Cojilrr <32 50 
OeteGraiy iyaglwa anaye a Comoaon £83 00 
ruer St Eonor sac p u t M H i g U n t n o n £136.00 
Complete'nlroqucjcr-

BuaoMaa iaop t^ AaaOma £22 50 
Su i rnanuuM Sunvna C110.00 
Motor Trade Package B , i r S « a i (SO 00 
PmteaaKmtft Pacioegt BliV<S«are CM 00 
Rare* Pecuge BtyHiS'ware CSO 00 

£84.00 
WORD PROCESSOR/DATABASE/ 

SPREADSHEET PACKAGES 
MOrmatirai Syltem Portu tltUSO 
^CFfta Ption C72 00 
OBan Aocea 1 &*y SPi C1W.OO 
« " 1'JT ABC £14000 
AbrttyPKia Mganl (tttOO 
W# wo jtiW t* Soeclrvm, Cownooon, Aratnd, 
QL «r0 Acarr. Wrnt or »®nd lor Pno» Lst 

Tel: (0924) 409753 for 
OovwroriBfit. Local Aumonty. Eoucabon* onqtwMB soughl 

Special B F.P.O Rata 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 
VAT AND CARRIAGE 

EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME 
ASK OR SEND FOR PRICE LIST 

Tel: (0924) 402337 for General Enquiries. 
Telex: 556577 CROSS G 

Shop opwi e-Spm Moo-Sat; Mari Order »-flprn Mon-Sat. 
You can phone up to 8pm and apeak to a real voice 
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a d v e n t u r e 
P|A YG RO, JND 

Mike Gerrard surveys the current state of 
adventure help services. 

IIKI.P! No. thai is not a pica, il Is the sub-
led ol this mouth s column II is something 
we all need from time lo time* hut il is ofien 
diltu uli In know how best to help someone 
siuck in iin adventure Shoulil you give an 
outright solution, a chic no help at .ill. or 
what? Dors asking lor ht-l|i lake away lite 
satisfaction ol completing an adventure lor 
yourself* Should software houses provide 
solutions or hint sheets lo their products 
and should they Charge lor lliern or lie 
obliged to provide (hem as pari of Ihe ser-
vice when I hey do mil do Ihe smile lor 
arcade games'* 

What prompted those thoughts Initially 
was some correspondence I had with Rain-
bird and Level <1 about the question of help 
sheets for I lie Iwo Level '» trilogies Kaln-
bird had publlshtMl. Jewels of Darkness 
and Silicon Dreams When Ihe adventures 
making up the trilogies were published 
originally individually. Level fi provided a 
tree hint sheet In exchange lor .1 stamped 
addressed envelope and a coupon cut trom 
the pat kaging as prnoi ol purchase 

The help sheets are among the besl 
available, as they an- professionally-pro-
duced and tend to lis! the problems 
alphabetically under such headings ;is 
I'eople. Places and Oh|ccts Itv adding a 
lew spurious clues for good measure, and 
breaking down the answers lo problems 
into more than one pari, il ensures that II 
vou look up the answer lo something which 
really has halllcil you. you arc not likely to 
re,id about something accidentally in a 
section ol the game you have not reached. 
Some ot the spurious clues are amusing, 
incidentally, and il you have linlshcd, or 
given up on. a Level *> adventure the help 
sheet Is often worth reading In lis own 
right to iry to liml them 

Now. enter Kainblrd. In re-packaging 
the Individual games as Iwo trilogies. Kain-
blrd decided lo continue the serv ice of pro-

viding help sheets but instituted a charge 
ol Ll Putting ihe question olthe ill charge 
aside lor one moment, the trouble began 
when kalnbird discovered that Ihe help 
sheets would have to be rewritten to take 
account ol some minor changes in (tie 
adventures, some id which had been 
expanded slightly, and with the changes 
taking longer than anticipated to make, 
and subsequent printing delays as well, it 
explains why I received several Irate let-
ters Irom readers who hud sent their 
sovereigns and received nothing in return 

kalnbird assures me th.it everything Is 
now in order .ind the problem w ill not arise 
again II says it sent hundreds ol photo-
copies ol old liiul sheets while .iwailing the 
new ones, though I hat does not explain 
whv some readers who sent follow-up let-
ters containing a second stamped addres-
sed envelop*' did not receive replies I had 
to write twice, as in> llrst letter must have 
been mislaid Still, mist.ikes happen and 
we have to believe that Kainhird is in the 
business ol Irving to please its customers 
rather than antagonise them. 

Wii.it is noticeable Is that when I also 
wrote to Level!». I received Instant replies 
lo my first letter, one Irom Pele \ustln and 
another Irom C. K. \ustln. both confirming 
that Level <1 will still send sheets tree lo 
anyone vvho wants them and can provide 
prool ol purchase I then received. 1 follow-
up teller from Pele \ustin. who went into 
I he economics ol prov idlng help sheets and 
that makes interesting reading! 

II Level w.is to charge Ll he says, then 
out id that the following would have lo be 
paid - \ VI ol | a pence to Customs and 
Kxcise, 12 pence bank charges lor paying-
ill the cheque. IK pence if providing lirsl-
< lass relurn postage, two pence lor the 
cost ol the envelope-assuming customers 
were not expected to provide a s.a.c. In 
addition to the Ll - a n d perhaps20 pence 

"I CANNOT IMAGIY 1'K 
ADVENTURE GAME h TH 

IT 11'KS 

lo cover Ihe lime and cost ol addressing 
the envelope, banking ihe chequc or postal 
order entering the transaction in the com-
pany books That leave-* a profit ol .'la 
pence 011 the transaction and. as \usliu 
says, thai is without taking into account 
the inevitable problems ot bouncing 
< hcques. unreadable addresses and soon. 

The only real saving I can see. he 
w role to inc is m dissuading people Irom 
asking lor help This is very debatable 
because a due service provides an eltec-
tlve means ol advertising II you put in a 
catalogue with the clues people are more 
likely to buy another game II Ihcy are 
helped lo finish the first There Is 110 doubt 
that providing a good clue service costs a 
good deal but this has to he budgeted to 
advertising and goodwill, as direct charg-
ing is ol little help unless you ask lor more 
money than many people are willingiu pay 
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"IT IS OFTEN DIFFICULT 
TO KNOW HOW BEST TO 
HELP SOME PBOPliE.. 

£>e«r HeuPllNE.. 

Is it rltihl to provide full solutions to 
games, though? 1 have scon letters from 
people complaining about this and they say 
that anyone can complete an adventure 
w ith the help of a sheet and then boast that 
they did it themselves. 1 think that Is a fair 
enough comment among teenagers, where 
there will often he fierce competition to 
see who can be first to complete the latest 
adventure release, but it will not stop rne 
handing-out full solutions to games if 
people ask for them and I have one avail-
able. 

Many adventures are very expensive and 
if you have just paid i9 .95 or L 14.95. or 
even only £1.99 for a game, I believe you 
have a right to play II any way you please, 
including cheating if t hat is what you want. 
I doubt if many people cheat al adventures 
and even If they do then it is no business of 
mine to prevent them doing It. though I 
cannot Imagine the pleasure of cheating 
equals the pleasure of solving for yourself. 

Sometimes, though, even the most dedi-
cated and persistent adventure player has 
to admit defeat on a problem and helplines 
and clue sheets are there for that reason, 
too - not just to help those who might give 
up after 10 seconds. As well as the fad that 
one person's dilemma is another person's 
doddle, there are also occasions where il 
is the program rather than the player al 
fault. 

Some programs are so fussj, that I was 
even having difficulty recently solving a 
problem I had already solved. The game 
was Heroes of Karn. w hich I had played 
and solved years ago in its Spectrum incar-
nation. spurred by the pleasure of try ing lo 
see as many of Terry Greer's wonderful 
graphics as possible. It was converted 
recently for the Amstrad PCW with no 
graphics hut enhanced text and I was play-
ing It with a mixture of memory ami crib 

sheets mainly lo see whether the game 
was basically the same In case anyone 
asked me questions about It. 

Al one point you are imprisoned and 
have to give something to the guard lo gel 
out and I did that and in my mind was half-
way through the cell door when I realised 
my previous Inpul had not been accepted. I 
tried giving other objects lo the guard. I 
tried starting again lo see if I had missed 
anything, and eventually I turned to one of 
Ihe adventure fanzines I recommended 
last month and round a solution to Heroes 
of Karn. Then It dawned on me what was 
happening I was typing give |ob)ect| to 
guard' and what I should have been typing 
w as give |ob|ect j to G u a r d I f you did not 
provide the Guard with ihe honour of a 
capital letter as well as the object he 
wanted, the program did not respond, and 
then I remembered the same nuisance 
w ith the Spectrum version first time round. 

I tried different Inputs on the PCW ver-
sion. such as GIVE |OBJECT| TO Gl'ARD" 
and "Give |objectj lo Guard' and nothing 
worked except the one version the prog-
ram had been coded lo accept. On its own 
that is maddening enough but doubly so 
where you have to start the sentence with 
the lower-case letter yet provide an upper-
case one part-way through. That Is one of 
the reasons we have helplines and clue 
sheets. 

Another is to help people like Alan 
Robinson of Birmingham, whose letter 
asking for help on Xork 1 was printed In t he 
May issue. 

Anyway, for reasons which will be obvi-
ous lo anyone who has ever been there. 
Robinson wanted to leave Birmingham and 
go through the entrance to Hades and Into 
the Land of the Dead but he was having 
trouble, despite having found a coffin, 
sceptre, scarab, a bell and a prayer book. 

which w isely he had read. By that stage he 
should have put the coffin, sceptre and 
scarab in the case. I now resorl to the 
Infamous backwards writing to hide the 
Information from unwary eyes which max 
not want to read il. despite the fact that 
this plays havoc with my spellcheck prog-
ram. Anyway, take with you KOOB DNA 
SELDNAC KOOBHCTAM LLEB EHT. At ihe 
Entrance to Hades. KOOB DAER/HOTAM 
HTIW SELDNAC THGIIVHCTA.M THGIIV 
SELDNAC TEG/LI,KB GMR/SELDNAC 
PORD. That should enable you to go IN. Or 
Nl.Jf you prefer lo work out the command 
for yourself. 

Robinson discovered adventures only 
recently and il is obvious from his letter 
thai his first choice of one to play. 
Wlshbrlnger. proved to be a good buy -
definitely good for Infocom. as he now joins 
the ranks of those who are addicted to Its 
adventures. 

Still on the sub|ect of help In ILs man) 
forms, another reason lor providing a 
helpline service, clues and complete solu-
tions is to benefit those new to adventures. 
I have received letters from readers telling 
me that they are stuck on their first adven-
ture and feel they might not buy another il 
they continue lo get nowhere with the first 
one. 

Often they have opted to start with one 
of the many very difficult adventures. \ 
clue sheet can provide ihem with a nudge 
in the proper direction, helping them 
round the thorniest problems until before 
long they are solving adventures w ithout 
the aid of a safety net. 

If you have requests for help, or clues lo 
give, any comments on helplines or solu-
tions. or fusion adventures generally, then 
let us be hearing from you at Adventure 
Playground. Your Computer. Greencoat 
House. Francis Street. London SWIP IDG. 
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LucoSafcx 
Ptxiceihook — 
METhompsaa 
'..certain to 
contain some-
thing of 
interest 

Program Votir 
PC\v - kut 

Sinclair 
'..very cam-
preheri-
skr.. . the Ideal 
(Kkhikm to the 
bookshelf of 
thePCW 
fXl'/XT 

jk 

An Introduc-
tion To CP/M 
Plus on 
Aireurad Ct 
I Mirers — I* K 
VfrHrKfc' 
'. ideal for the 
beginner' 

I 'sir hj GEM cm 
theAmsrradPC 
— Katluj Lang 
•..provides a 
sound Intro-
duction to the 
workitxjsof 
GEM' 

CM* niiink 

ARMCHAIR BOOKSHELF 
Please tick 
in box 

Gem Paint on the Amstrad PC EddyMaddix £5.95 • 

Introducing the Amstrad PC Peter Rodwel £7.95 • 

Program Your PCW lanSndar 

Using Gem on the Amstrad PC Kathy Lang £12.95 • 

Word Processing with the 
Amstrad PCW8256 & PCW8512 S. Moms £8-95 • 

An introduction to CP/M Plus 
on Amstrad Computers PKMcBnde £7.95 • 

Practical LOGO tor the Amstrad Martin Sins £6.95 • 

Locoscript Pocketbook Martin Thompson £355 • 

DOS Plus Manual for the 
Amstrad Digital Research £17.50 • 

PC1512Word Processing Using 
GEM WRITE on the Amstrad PC MO-fieiy £9.95 • 

Busmess Presentation Graphics 
with Gem on the Amstrad PC Kathylang £12.95 • 

Using DOS on the 
Amstrad PC Stephen Moms £9.95 • 

AS a SPECIA1 OFFER to • Kir READ-
ERS we are < ifferingbooks trom Hit* 
GLF.NTOP range as reviewet I \ irevi-
ouslv in this magazine -Select irom 
the comu >rt ot vour armchair and 
build your collection of computer 
titles - POST FREE. 

Programing in "C" on the 
Amstrad 

Send this coupon to Armchair I • 
BfxJkshc l 1 

Your Computer, 
Greencoat House, 

Francis Street, 
LONDON S W 1 P 1 D G I 
Please send <ne the t xx>k(s)as indi I 
cated above { 

I 
i enclose a <.;heque/Postal Order for | 
* I 
Made paybie to FOCUS MAGAZINES \ 

Name 

Address 
I 

I 
Postcode I 

I 
Peter fatal £8.95 £) L ^ d e l i v e r y j 

WE'VE GOT JOYCE COVERED 

Keep the twin enemies of dust ond dirt away from your PCW 
by covering the monitor, keyboard and printer units with our 
exclusive range of dust covers. 

The covers are a light grey in colour, with stylish blue edging. 
The Putting Your Amstrod to Work logo is reproduced on each of 
the covers. 

Each ol the dust covers is finished ro a very high stondord, yet 
we ore able to offer them to readers at a traction of the cost of 
similar designs. 

The recommended retail price of similar covers is £11.95. Our 
special offer price is only ^ ^ + ^ p + p 

To order o set of covers, which are suitable for both the 
PCW8256 ond 8512, complete the form below ond send to the 
address shown, together with the appropriate remittance. 

I wish to order (Insert number required) | 
Putting Your Amstrad To Work dust cover sets at 
£9.95 each. I enclose a cheque/postal order (or 
£ made payable to Focus Investments. 

Name.... 
Address I 

| 

Postcode i 
Please send orders to: Dust Cover Offer, Putting : 
Your Amstrad To Work, Greencoat House, Francis > 
Street, London SW1P 1DG. 
Please allow 28 days for delivery. 

l ' 



LIGHTS 
JOYSTICK 
ACTION! 

J 

Below: a great deal of 
planning went into 
Cinemaware's SDt 

A NEW RANGE OF GAMES 
EXPLOITS THE GRAPHIC 
POSSIBILITIES OF THE 

AMIGA TO CREATE WHAT 
AMOUNT TO INTERACTIVE 

FILMS. DANIEL McGRATH 
DODGES THE MISS ILESAND 

GRAPPLES WITH THE 
POLITICS 

l 1 % 1 I ..... . • ~ * -

i i L L Q 3 

IFF : 

Above: Every screen of these games is a 
marvel of graphics 

Looking at the computer games Industry 
one nl ihe more obvious criticisms Is ihr 
lack ol imagination and flair put Into thr 
games. \s each generation of machines 
becomes established, programmers learn 

more and more how lo lake advantage of the power ol them hut 
still produce games which. although superficially enjoyable, lack 
any great depth. 

\\ hat ista surprise to many games players in the 
I K is how well apparently simple games sell in the I ,S. Games 
such as \rehon and The Hards Tale are technically simplistic 
when compared lo the latest Braybrook or Minler blast but. how-
ever annoying they may be as a race, the \merlcans arc far better 
than the British at spotting a good game hidden by unimaginative 
sound and graphics. Many \merican companies which arc 

achieving such success In the I K are 
doing so by revamping games which have 
already been successful in the Stales. 

Having said that, imagine an \merican 
software house which Is dedicated to pro-
ducing games of the highest standards, 
both technically and creatively, and has 
decided on Ihe \miga as the machine on 
which all games will be originated, 
although conversions on lo lesser 
machines such as the \tari ST have been 
undertaken, to a mixed reception. 

Clnemaware is such a software house. 
Started in li)8(i. the team behind Cinema-
ware had all been Involved with the \mig;i 
since its black-box days and were con-
vinced that a machine of such enormous 
potential could not possibly fall With ih.it 

confidence behind them, they approached Mlndscape. one of the 
top I S. solivv are houses responsible for such classics as Defa \ u 
and I nmltedand toid of their plans. 

Mlndscape. nol wanting to miss a golden oppor-
tunity. immediately promised backing and software house was 
born. To make (he impact Intended, it knew its first game must l>e 
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• Right: the scenery in Sinbad 
is wonderful and you can 
shoot anything which 
moves across it 

• Right: "SDI makes Attiiatbe 
Hun look mildly 
opinionated* 

Right: Sinbad sails the seas 
in search of adventures and 
the Throne of the Falcon 
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so good thai it would establish the com-
pany as the Amiga games house, and hence 
Defender of the Crovvn was commissioned. 
Regular readers of Your Computer will 
already know about DOC but suffice It to 
say that if It were a Hollywood film, it 
would have starred Eddie Murphy. Dan 
Akroyd. John Belushi - If he were still alive 
today - and Dust In Hoffman 

It Is a medieval drama set in England In 
the early eleventh century where the 
player takes on the role of a Saxon hero 
determined to compete against the -Nor-
mans In a land rife with battles and con-
flicts due to a recent civil war. 

Graphics 
The game was programmed by R J. 

Mlcai who. among other things, was wholly 
responsible lor the creation of the Amiga 
graphics chip. Having harnessed the 
power of the machine. Mical enrolled 
James Sachs to create the graphics and 
together they produced a game which will 
be remembered as the one which estab-
lished the games-playing ability of this 
machine. 

Defender of the Crown sold exception-
ally well. Almost everyone who owns an 
\miga w ill have played the game and Com-
modore I K. uses it regularly, perhaps 
misguidedlv. as a demonstration of the 
power of the Motorola 68000-powered 
Amiga. 

However good DOC was. there were 
problems. First, il became increasingly 
obvious lhat both Mical and Sachs had 
commitments to other software houses 
and were therefore unlikely lo write 
another Clnemawarc game and. second, 
the public w as starting to clamour for a fol-
low-up. 

Contrary to the comments, the next 
game was not a complete washout, a fact 
which was again reflected by the almost 
universal praise it received. Slnhad and 
the Throne of the Falcon is based, as its 
name suggests, on the exploits of the 
legendary Sinbad and follows his path from 
earliest travels until. If all goes well In the game, you are 
rewarded by the recovery of the Throne of the Falcon. 

Entertainment 
Whatever happened to peace, love and understanding? 
Above: Sinbad the tailor in swashbuckling form; 
Below: the all American hero of SDI prepares to blast 
the commies from the sky 

As w ith all Clnemaware. Sinbad Is classified as adult entertain-
ment. Realistically that means lhat in all the games so Tar 
released. Ihe authors have decided misguldedly lhat as well as a 
plot and a game, they should Include a dose of mild Utllation for 
good measure. Unfortunately that degrades the authors and the 
company. That criticism apart, Sinbad is a good example of a 
much-over-used phrase. Read the packaging of any recent game 
based on an imaginary character and somewhere it will say in-
teractive fiction'. Sinbad. on the other hand. Is close to achieving 
what so many authors have spent years Irylng to perfect. 

The game combines the usual level of graphics with a game 
structure which allows the player to participate In almost every 
step he makes. If Sinbad meets a character who is not 
Immediately aggressive, he can extract relevant Information 
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WIN A YEAR'S FREE SUBSCRIPTION 
TO YOUR COMPUTER 

In order to make our new style VOIR COMPUTER a 
magazine which suits our readers' requirements, 
we are asking VOL to tell us VOIR VIEWS. 
The completed questionnaires will all be entered 
into a draw and 10 readers will receive a year's 
subscription to VOIR COMPUTER. Sorry - this 
offer only applies to IK. 
t. Please Indicate toor interest l i reading the following topics la Yoar Com* 
pater on a wale from 1-3. (I = not at all lute rested 5 = extremely interested). 

1 2 3 4 5 
a) Hardware Reviews • • • • • 
b) Software Reviews • • • • • 
c) News • • • • 
d) New technology reports • • • • • 
e) Communications • • • • • 
f) Cover Feature • • • • • 
g) Business features • • • • • 
h) Programming features • • • • • 
1) Company Profiles • • • • • 
|) Games • • • • • 
k) Hints & Tips • • • • • 

2. What ranges. If am, would ton like to see Is YOl R COMPtTER? 

Ho* do >ou normally obtain tour copy of VOl R COMPITER? 
a) Subscription 
b) Ocder from newsagent 

Over counter at newsagent 
Buy in computer shop Q 

e) Friend's copy 
f) Buy elsewhere 

c) 
d) 

4. Does anyone else read your copy ol Vonr Computer.' 
If I IS ran yon say how many others read your ropy? 

5. What national newspaper do yoar normally boy? 
a) Times -
b) DallyTelegraph 
c) The Guardian 
d) The Independent 
e) Dally Mail 
0 Dally Express 
g| The Sun 
h) The Mirror 
I) Today 

6. Which other computing Utles do your read? 
a) Personal CompuLer World 
b) Popular Computing Weekly 
c) Byte 
d) Practical Computing 
e) What Micro 
0 Which Computer? 
g) Computers Video Games 
h) Sinclair User 
I) Commodore User 
|) Other (Please specify) 

tomvo 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• • • • • • • 
B 

7. What kind of computer do you ase? 
a) Apple Macintosh 
b) Apple 
c) Atari ST 

• • • 

d) Amstrad PCW/PC 
e) Commodore Amiga 
f) Spectrum 
g) Other (Please specify) 

• • • 

8. Which ol the following peripherals do you use or intend to buy in ihe next 
12 months? 

USE INTEND TO BUY 
• • 
• • • • • • • • 

a) Dot Matrix printer 
b) Dalsywhcel Printer 

Modem 
Disk Drive 
Ram Expansion 
Other (please specify') 

c) 
d) 
e) 
0 

9. Which of the following applications packages do yoa own/Intend to pur-
chase daring Ihe next 12 months? 

USE INTEND! 
a) Word Processing • • 
b) Database • • 
c) Spreadsheet • • 
d) Accounts • • 
e) Payroll • • 
I) Graphics • • 
g) Educational • • 
h) Science/Engineering • • 
1) Games • • 
j) Other (please specify) 

• 

10. How much money hate yoa spent oa hardware/software l> the last 12 
months? 

£ 0 - £ 5 0 Q £50 -£100 Q i l l 0 0 - £ 2 0 0 • 
£ 2 0 0 - £ 5 0 0 • £500-£1000 • £1000 + 

11. How much moaet do toa Intend to spend la the next 12 moaths? 
£ 0 - £ 5 0 • £50 -£100 Q £ I 0 0 - £ 2 0 0 • 
£ 2 0 0 - £ 5 0 0 • £500-£1000 • £1000 + 

12. When choosing computer products which of the following would 
laflaence you? 

a) Advertisement In a magazine 
b) Magazine review 
c) Personal Recommendation 
d) Price 
e) Shop Display • 
0 Reputation of the Company 

13. Do yon find the advertisements In Your Computer 
a) Veryuseful 
b) Useful 
c) Not useful 

't* 
• • • 

14. Hate ton ever bought products/senif es as a direct resell of advertise-
ments In Your Computer YtSAO 
If YES. what was the last Item t on purchased and its approvl mat e \ alue? 

Name ... 
Address 

Occupation 
Please send complete forms (or photostats) to Ihe address below. 
yoir computer readers* si rvey. Greencoat House. 
Francis Street. London SW1I> IDG. 
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"The obvious criticisms to make are of an ethical 
nature. Once more the people at Cinemaware have 
gutterised a good idea." 

through conversation. Care must he taken, 
however, not to antagonise certain poten-
tial friends or death becomes all Loo fre-
quent. 

Rambo 
Joystick bulls are also catered for with a 

lair amount ol fighting screens, both 
against competitors for the Throne of the 
I'alcon and more Ideosyncralic enemies, 
such as a 40lt Cyclops. Actions screens 
are another supposed reason for the aduit 
classification but for a generation reared 
on Rambo. a feu gallons of red pixels can 
scarcely be regarded as disturbing. 

Overall. Sinbad Is another step In the 
right direction for Cinemaware. It lacks 
the absolute level of programming skill 
which went into Defender of the Crown 
but. lo counter thai, it is much more 
interesting and challenging. It is also one 
of the first products on Ihe Amiga, game or 
not. obviously to exploit the machine's 
multi-tasking abilities as. while Sinbad is 
bravely fighting-off the Black Prince, the 
computer is busily loading either a new 
screen or. if you lose the fight, your final 
riles. 

If Sinbad is too old-fashioned for you. 
the next release from Clnemaware will 
bring you hack sharply lo the Immediate 
future Based extremely loosely on the 
proposed Star Wars technology ihe I S is 
developing. Strategic Defence Initiative Is 
a piece of softw are so politically unsound It 
makes Attllla the Hun look mildly opinion-
ated. 

Playable 

Left: from space you cart tee the whole 
of the free world: 
Below: an agonising choice for Sinbad 

If you can manage to dig your way 
through the pages or propaganda, the 
game is as immediately attractive as any-
thing I have ever seen The loading 
sequence, complete with orbiting space 
craft and spinning earth puts the humble 
graphtcs used on Sinbad to shame. Having 
also seen the Atari ST version of the game 
- the first conversion undertaken of one of 
Its games - I can vouch for the fact that it 
remains faithful to both graphics and, 
unfortunately, plot. 

The aim In SDI is to prevent a nuclear 
holocaust which those Insane commies in 
Moscow cannot resist starling. Your 
desire for world peace Is fuelled further by 
the fact that your true love, who happens lo 
be a Russkle, Is at that moment being tor-
tured by. to quote the packaging, "a bar-
baric KGB torture squad". What could any 
self-respecting American citizen do hut 
allempt to rescue her from a rate worse 
than death? 

As the third In a series. SDI has. In tech-
nical terms, managed lo keep the standard 
remarkably high it is the first of the three 
games lo include a inane shoot-em-up 
section but that is not necessarily a bad 
thing, especially when It is as playable as 
this is. As well as thai It has. In common 
with both previous games, an element of 
strategy which prevents even the most 
dextrous player becoming bored loo 
quickly. 

As with both the previous releases, the 

obvious criticisms to make are of an ethi-
cal nature. Once more the people at Cine-
maware have gutterised some good ideas 
to maintain a reputation which, realisti-
cally. It does not have. If. as has been 
mooted by people In the U.S.. the games 
start moving away from those Ideas things 
can only get belter. 

Those reservations notwithstanding. 
Cinemaware is a genuinely novel approach 
lo an Industry which has begun lo fade 
from the position of technical innovation it 
had managed to build. All the games pro-
duced so far have excelled almost anything 
else released for the Amiga, with the not-
able exception of Starglider, and they bode 
well for the games which will start to be 
produced when the A500 finally reaches 
the mass market. 

The Idea of producing a game which Is. 
In effect, a film in which the viewer can 
take part is sllll a long way from complete 
realisation but the first steps have been 
taken and the correct machine chosen. The 
next game. King of Chicago, will, if the 
rumours are true, improve on all before It. 
in which case It will be something really 
special. 

Contacts 
Mlndscape Inc. 
34-H Dundee Road. Northbrook. 
Illinois IL. 60062, U.S.A. 
Mirrorsoft. 
Maxwell House. 
Worship Street. London KC2. 
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INTO ORBIT 
IS SPACE THE FINAL FRONTIER FOR 

COMPUTER GAMES? WITH SPACE MAX V 
r. „ * o C YOU CAN LAUNCH S P A C E 

MSA®X YOUR OWN SPACE 
STATION. USE 
FREY CHECKS THE 
O-RINGS 

Space MAX 
PC compatibles with CGA EGA 
Publisher Final Frontier Software 

# hen the manual for a 
V M g piece of software 

W m W p starts wilh the warn 
W W ing that'The safety of 

crew members and the security ol high-
value resources depend on your thorough 
understanding of the material -n this 
document', vou know that the author is 
either very serious or totally out to lunch 

I incline towards the tatter view, but I 
mean it rs a compliment 
Space MAX might took 
like any ordinary space 
station construction 
simulator, but it isn'i Oh 
no. That would be too 
easy 

The program covers 
everything to do with 

J : tuilding i space station 

^ H ^ E ^ ^ H of 
model ( d very closely on 
Ihe NASA plans, using 
the Shuttle to leiry 

equipment and personnel into oibu and 
back again But there is a lot of work to da 
before 'tghlmg up Ihe rockets 

You take the part of a company landed 
with the t.isk of building the station within 
a certain time period and for a fixed, if 
generous budget 

Everything has to be planned What 
equipment .re you i|oin<i to usr Who is 
going to bt your crew' The load aboard 
each flight I'-edv to be finely balanced 
between materials for the station and 
income earning payoads. as you have 
contracts with eight companies to pro-
duce materials in space 

1 / 1 / 
W Wf 

O P E R A T O R ' S 
M A N U A L 

# Below This kind of manoeuvre is 
second nature when you've read the 
manual 

Below: Plenty of diagrams make it all so 
easy 

L I 
OncpM"' Ccvmnnof 

- a ) . • Mpu" ' 

Once you ve put the project togethet 
there is strll the task of launching, con 
strutting the station assuming you've 
already designed it and coming safely 
back to Eartli 

There are hazards at every stage 
Selecting the wrong music might not br 
fatal, but screwing up the de-oibit bum 
can have severe laxative effects 

This isn't a game it's too comple* Icr 
that. When I lirst saw the package I was 
tempted to throw away the thiee disks 
ind spend the rest of my ife trying to 
understand the manual, one of the most 
entertaining books I have read about 
space travel and the Shuttle 

As vou would expect Irom a Jet Propyl 
sion Laboratory computer scientist, T L 
Kellet has got ail the line detail right It 
accurately simulates the operation ol thu 
Shuttle, and would probably have don< 
the same with th>-' space station had 
NASA got around to building it A lot ol the 
manual is devoted to background mfor 
motion, even down to the jargon. 

Once you yet to the software you will 
spend much of the time staring it menus 
ind spreadsheet-like pages ol dat. > There 
ire graphics too of the Shuttle and sta 

tion But ilthough they're pretty and 
effective, on the wholf they're subsidiary 
to getting things organised 

The system demands are reasonable 
single, double-sided drive CGA card ind 
colour monitor The author recommends 
th.it vou use EGA, twin drives and a joy^ 
tick But I wouldn't worry loo mueh. You'll 
probably spend most ol your urn* - reading 
the manual 

List* Frey 
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• Below: There is more to 
space flight than lighting the 
blue touch paper 
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YOU WILL BE AFTER EVEN 
THE BRIEFEST OF 

ENCOUNTERS WITH 
BUREAUCRACY. DOUGLAS ADAMS ' NEW GAME FOR 

INFOCOM. BANKS, AIRPORTS, AND EVEN LLAMAS ARE ALL 

Title: Bureaucracy 
Price: £34.99 
Machine: PC, ST. Apple II and Mac, PCW, 
Amiga and CBM 128 
Publisher: Infocom 

M • o you remember the 
B U time your bank wrote 

to you inviting you to 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ apply for one of its credit 

cards which you had already had for the 
last 10 years? Or when you received a 
telephone bill for 10 times more than you 
had ever paid before, and British Telecom 
insisted it could not be wrong? Or when 
the electricity board threatened to cut off 
your supply for not paying a bill when you 
could see the cheque debited on the 
bank statement7 Well, if you have ever 
experienced anything like that and have 
managed to come out of it with your 
sense of humour intact, you will adore 
Bureaucracy. If you lost your sense of 
humour along the way, then perhaps you 
had better steer clear of this latest 
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OUTTO GETYOU. MIKE GERRARD 
FIGHTS OFF THE RED TAPE 

Infocom adventure in case it sends you 
screaming up the wall with the memory 
of it all. 

The game is from the pen, or rather the 
micro, of Douglas Adams, the man 
whose name is destined forever to be 
found sharing a sentence, whether he 
likes it or not, with the words The Hitch-
hiker's Guide to the Galaxy. Bureaucracy 
had its origins when Adams moved 
home. He thought it a good idea to send 
his bank a change-of-address card. The 
bank thought it a good idea to ignore his 
new address and send mail to his old 
address. He thought it a good idea to send 
a reminder. The bank thought it an even 
better idea to ignore him again. 

He thought it fairly important to tear 
them off a strip and to say he had been 
ignored twice but could material be sent 
to his now address in future? The bank 
thought it a good idea to apologise and 
grovel and note his new address and 
promise it would never happen again -
and to send the letter to his old address. 

Bureaucrats always have the last word 
but at least Adams now has his revenge. 

In the game you are in the same posi-
tion. You have moved home, told your 
bank and everyone else and are about to 
go on holiday to Paris before starting a 
new job. What could possibly go wrong? 
Well, your new cheque book and credit 
card could go to your old address and, due 
to a computer error, the removal men 
might not arrive, leaving you starting the 
game penniless in an almost empty apart-
ment. Can you be at the airport by 4pm to 
catch the flight to Paris, when your digital 
wristwatch - if you can trust it - tells you 
it is 9am? 

A flavour of what is to come is given 
when you examine your wallet. You are 
told it is the one sent to you by a credit 
card company when inviting you to apply 
for one of its credit cards, which you 
already had and which simultaneously it 
was trying to take away from you for not 
paying the account, which of course you 
had done ages ago. 
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Right: Do they really 
make it easier for 
you? 

F x & u i o u 

f l V I E S T . 1907 

MOID 
At least you have your Boysenberry 

computer (or company, with an adven-
ture game cartridge and an eclipse pre-
dicting cartridge, though the first one 
crashes and the second, it has to be said, 
is of limited appeal. Or is it? 

A man at the door is trying to deliver 
you llama food, to the correct name but 
the wrong address, and a message on 
your answerphone from the person in 
your old apartment tells you there was a 
letter for you from the bank but he has 
returned it. It was the change-of-address 
form the bank had required you to fill in, 
your own card not being 
good enough, and prob-
ably also your new 
chequebook and credit 
card. 

At the end of your 
street is your bank, usu-
ally closed, or about to 
close, but with an 
im-pressive number of 
cashiers, mostly display-
ing the sign "Try the 
next window". You can-
not cash a cheque be-
cause you do not Have 
your new chequebook. 
You cannot get another 
change-of-address form 
because only one can 
be issued at a time and 
that is in the post. 

Your job is to try to 
return some kind of normality to your life. 
When you start to feel hungry you can 
always try the fast food restaurant, where 
it takes longer to order than it does to eat 
the wrong order when it arrives, though at 
least you can slip through the back door 
without paying. 

Or perhaps you should keep the burger 
to feed the one-winged macaw which is 
preventing you getting your hands on the 
mail in the mansion next door? Well, the 
mail is obviously going astray so perhaps 
the cheque your new employers have 
sent you has been delivered to the wrong 
address? 

Can the man in the computer shop 
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Left: "Here's your 
BANK STATEMENT, 
Ma'am" 
Right: Helpful 
reading matter is 
supplied with 
Bureaucracy 

Left: "Let's not 
forget the CHANGE 
OF ADDRESS FORM, 
dear" 

help? He can offer you some rather dubi-
ous software and just when you think it 
will be the answer to your problems, it 
proves to be well, fairly revolting, and cer-
tainly not to be reprinted in Your Com-
puter. 

Can you get the mail from the llama's 
trough at the llama farm down the street, 
and what about the old lady sporting an 
ear-trumpet and a shotgun and keeping 
you out of the mansion? 

Well, I have sorted her out, and the 
macaw, and the llama, and the man in the 
tenement, but I am now stumped by the 
intercom at the locked gate at the end of 
the street where a voice informs you that 

it has a radio connected to its brain and 
invites you to comment. 

Shades of the intelligence testing door 
here but all my remarks have so far pro-
duced is "You can do better than that". 
Well, I mean, what do you say to some-
one who thinks a radio is connected to his 
brain? 

Bureaucracy is the third of the big 
Infocom games representing 256K of text 
adventure, and the signs after a few 
hours of near torture are that if you buy 
this one you might not need to buy 
another adventure all year. In fact, there 
will not be a better adventure all year it 
is as simple as that. 
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BETA BASIC 4.0 
FOR SPECTRUMS WITH 128K MEMORY 

BETA BASIC 3.0 gave you a structured BASIC with procedures, great 
graphics com manna, better editing, lightning-fast data handling and a full 
range of toolkit features. SINCLAIR USER said: FANTASTIC'. CRASH: 
elegant...comprehensive'. MICRON ET. 'Get it nowl'. EVERYDAY 
ELECTRONICS: Powerful...thoroughly recommended' Now BETA BASIC 
4.0 adds new commands lo unleash the power of the 126K Spectrum! Beta 
Basic 4.0 la Spectrum Basic compatible, but adds more than 100 new 
commands and functions to transform your machlnel 

MASSIVE ARRAYS UP TO 64K ! 
e.g. DIM ! namesS(t>00.100). End your memory problems! This array 

could be searched in 0.2 seconds with the INARRAY function, or 
sorted alphabetically in 5 scconds using the SORT command. 

LIST land INPUT! 
let you move file* directly between RAM disc and Microdrive, 

disc or screen without using the normal memory. 

INTERRUPT DRIVEN SOUND 
allows generation of complex tunes and sound effects on 

3 channels while your program keeps on going. 

FAST PATTERN FILL 
can fill any area with any uscr-deftncd 16* 16 pixel pattern. 

The whole screen can be filled in less than a second! 

FASTER CIRCLE (12 times) and DRAW (2.5 times) 

You can sclcct either RS232 output or 4BK-type printer output. 

SAVE! allows saving any part of a program to RAM disc. 

Special upgrade package for Beta Basic 3.0 owneral State date of purchase If 
bought direct, OR return your original tape. Upgrade price: £8.95 
The Beta Basic NEWSLETTER Is packed with Ideaa. advice, readers' 
contributions, etc. You can buy 6 back-Issues Immediately (a total of 90 
pages) and/or subscribe for the next 6 hi-monthly Issues. Price for 6 Issues: 
£5.00 In the U.K.. £5.50 In Europe. £6.00 elsewhere. 
The Beta Basic 4.0 package includes Beta Basic 4.0 AND Beta Basic 3.0 and 
comprehensive manuals - so buy it even If you don't have a 12SK Spectrum 
yet] A special OPUS DISCOVERY version is available (normal price). Price: 
£15.95 world-wide. Eurocheques. ACCESS (MasterCard) welcome Please 
write your name and address ctearty. Make cheques payable to BETASOFT. 

BETASOFT (YC). 92 OXFORD ROAD. MOSELEY. BIRMINGHAM B13 9SQ 

ancitnt 
bringing 

gifts and sp«Us and sagtcka tight* to dtlight your eges. N 

HERCURIAL (SPEEDY) SUPPLY of SOFTWRE t ACCESSORIES iORDER IT , « 

25'; OFF ALL PROGS HT £5.95 & RBOUE 
TO ORDER:DEDUCT 25?* FROM R . R . P . OF 
PROG<S> REQUIRED & SEND CHEQUE/'P .0. 
TO lU IZARD OF THE NORTH.THIMBLE HALL 

I OR SDC S.A.E. FOR CATALOGUE fltt DETAILS OF | F F ' E E P R O G R A M ' : 
PLEASE TBI M UIZflRD YOUR NAflE.RJLL ADDRESS t COMER HAKE t fttE 
ALSO STATE tfCDfii YOU (CED TAPE,R0tt OR OISK (IF DISK.GIUE SIZE ETC 
PRICES INCLUSIVE FOR IK ORDERS. ADO £1 FOR EUROPE AND £1.50 ELSEIKJ5 

OR PHONE(0524)791266 F 'OR PRICES NGU 

GEivil * xi• 

Your wish is 
my command 

The Genie System 
for the BBC B/B+ 
MASTER COMPACT; 
only 7 

£ 6 9 . 0 0 + V A T V Y 
(ET9.35 me. VAT 
plus £1 carriage) 

GENIE can produce address Labels, and pages ol the diary notepad can be output lo a 
printer 
in addition to these, stored in GENIE s memory are ASCII tables and lists ol commonly 
used conversion factors eg metric to imperial units 
All the utilities in GENIE are MENU DRIVEN, making lull use ot cursor and lunction keys 

Address Book • Desk Diary — Calculator — Calendar — Phone Book — Notepad. 
Instantly — at any time — Magic??? No, just call GENIE ! 

How often do you interrupt important work on yoGr computer lo use a calculator, took up your address book constft 
your diary or make a note ol something' 
Have you ever wished lor an invisible helper tvst waiting there m the shadows behind whatever program you are 
using, ready lo appear, as it by magic, whenever needed' 
GENIE - YOUR HEIPEH. HAS AMIVEO1 

GENIE is a revolutionary new system which puts all your day-to-day information literally al your fingertips 
A single keystroke will cad up GENIE. Irom WITHIN a wordprocessor, spreadsheet or other application software no 
need to save your work-GENtE appears instantly on screen 
When lushed, another keystroke makes GENIE vanish, immediately dropping you back to EXACTLY what you were 
doing, before you called GENIE 
GENIE is a totally sett-contained system requiring no access to disk, it is present in.your computer from the moment 
you switch on 
THE SOFTWARE 
The GENIE System software— 32K of machine code—has an original screen display using high resolution windows 
with up to 7 colours on screen. AND 80 column text display The screen colours are user selectable to give optimum 
clarity on any monitor 
GENIE provides, a 10 digit calculator with memory, a 100 year calendar, address book, desk diary, notepad and 
phone book information can be accessed by browsing or by fast search techniques The notepad is a mini 
wordprocessor with word wrap, and lutl cursor editing 

THE HARDWARE 
GENIE lives on a small circuit board only 3 inches square 
The GENIE System hardware uses a totally new memory paging technique, developed by 
PMS. which maps 32K ol ROM and 64K ol RAM into the address space ol a single 16K 
sideways ROM 
The GENIE board is connected lo the computer via a single header on 6 inches ol ribbon 
cable This header plugs into any ROM socket on Ihe main SBC. MASTER or COMPACT 
board 
NO tiymg leads-NO soldermq - NO modifications 

Permanent Memory Systems 
38 MOUNT CAMERON DRIVE 
EAST KILBRIDE G74 2ES. SCOTLAND 03552-32796 <24 Hour) 
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Ten minutes ago. 1 walked into my office 
after a Hank Holiday weekend which went 
on lo encompass Tuesday. I should explain 
lh.it the reason lor this was simply that the 
ueather was nice and Ihe Wye Valley even 
nicer. 

Tomorrow morning. I must be awake 
uilii the sparrows lo catch a BAC1-11 from 
l.uion to Turin, where I shall spend a 
couple of days finding out if a new gearbox 
developed by Rat is any good or Indeed 
whether it. like Ihe Sinclair C5. must he 
destined to life as a plant p?>i. 

Sadly. I will have to forgo the delights of 
Sunday lunch In the country because thai 
e\ening. Citroen have kindly Invited me to 
spend some time w lib one of IhHr new cars 
- (julte which one escapes me at the 
moment. 

After this, things get slightly muddled. I 
know I have a do on a Monday at the Chur-
chill Hotel In the W est End and I know I 
have an appointment at I larrods either on 
Thursday or Friday. Then there's a couple 
of days at Donlnglon Race track near 
Derby where journalists are invited to 
thrash round in pieces of expensive 
machinery w hich no-one can afford to buy 
or run. 

In between are mundane events like din-
ner parties, stories to write, washing 
machines to buy. birthdays to remember, 
films to see and ashtrays to empty 

But everything might have to be re-
organised because, even as I write, I am 
waiting lor Lamborghini lo ring w ith a date 
for me to go to Monaco and test a ltd litre. 
3.000 horse power offshore racing boat. 

This will be one of life's great highs pots. 
It will beat the onset of puberty. It might 
even beat thai first kiss. My appetite for 
speed on water was whetted last week 
when I learned what it is like to accelerate 
A boat from 0 to 00 In 3 seconds. It Is a 
great deal more interesting than Terry and 
June, that's for sure, 

\s a result, ihe Sword of Damocles Is 
poised over everything I'm meant to be 
doing over the next fortnight. 

It has to be said that I am a disorganised 
person, the kind who rolls up at back lie 
events dressed as a giani banana, and 
who II miss a plane by hours and dinner 
dales by weeks. One reason for this is that 
I have never kept a diary. I've had 
thousands, well lens anyway, and there's 
always a Hurry In January where I write 
everything down w ith a new , Wilbur SmIUi 
slylc resolve. 

I nforuinaicly I never look at the thing to 
find out where I am supposed to he and 
wluii I am supposed lo be doing w hen I get 
there. Alternatively. 1 lose the diary before 
! have the chance. There is little point leav-
ing messages reminding me lo do things 
somewhere where I will never see them 
it's ii hit like leaving a note in your fridge's 
Ire box lo say Ihe (ridge Ice box door Is bro-
ken 

\ couple ot years ago. someone very 

close to my heart bought me one of those 
leather notebooks which tell you what the 
king of Slam would have had lor breakfast 
had he still been around. It's called a 
Fllofax and yuppies use them a lot. 

In two years. I have wrllten seven things 
in it. Three of Ihem are Ideas lor stories, 
two are phone numbers, both of which are 
my ow n so I know them anyway and two are 
meaningless doodles I did on Ihe map o[ 

whenever I whip il oui. ihe assembled 
throng crane lorw ard to a chorus of "oohs 
and "aahs" and "can I have a gos". 

This Is where things start to go wrong, 
because, let's face It. we all know l>esi ami 
we all like pressing buttons, don't we? Well 
I do anyway. 

To be more precise. I like pressing bul-
lous a great deal more Hum I like reading 
Instruction manuals. I hail a good hash 

ORG A 
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• The Psion Organiser II 

Cyprus when I reached new heights ol 
boredom on an aeroplane. I have tried, 
believe me. I have tried lo make the best of 
my Fllofax, but when It comes to the 
crunch. I have to admit lhai I am a disor-
ganised mess, a disgrace. 

Help may be at hand because I have dis-
covered the Psion Organiser 2. which Is 
even harder to say than It Is to use. I 
thought only the French and the Welsh 
began words wilh a string of consonants 
but evidently, we English do too. 

I also thought the Japanese had stolen 
ihe show in terms of miniaturisation. Evi-
dently Ihe Psion people aren't going lo give 
up wlthoul a struggle because, if one 
fudges a hook by Its cover. Ihis little darl-
ing will revolutionise my entire being. 

First and foremost, it is hall the size ol a 
Fllofax. so It slips w ith all the finesse ol a 
handkerchief Irilo my Daklari style jungle 
shiri Secondly, il is an electrical gadget, 
and I love electrical gadgets Show me the 
latest In mini televisions and I just have to 
have one. Here speaks the only man in Bri-
tain who gets excited about I ridges I'm 
obsessed by things you plug in or feed wilh 
batteries. 

Aesthetically, my Psion Organiser 2 is 
worthy ol praise Finished in pale grey and 
yellow, the body is attractive and Ihe led is 
easily read al a glance This means that 

wilh Psion's Gettysburg address on how to 
make the '2 work but hyper boredom set in 
once I'd logged in my own address. 

Then, as I went on discovering its mul-
tiplicity of functions. I forgot how to log 
addresses and more importantly, how to 
retrieve them to the screen again. 

The nexi day. the most cloth cared imbe-
cile in Christendom spent a few minutes 
playing with it down at the pub and. as far 
as I can work work out. reprogrammcd the 
Whole shebang. When I first gnl the func-
tions on the led screen were simple to 
understand. After he'd had ll lor five 
minutes, il was talking less sense than a 
cornered politician on Question Time, 

Turn It on and the screen said. Edward. 
HI Y Prog. Erase. -4 Crockerton Road. Lon-
don SW18. Dir. Off. Time Alarm. No matter 
what I pressed, it beeped. Evidently, there 
are two people In the world who prefer 
playing \rt llh things reading about how 
they should be done properly 

Luckily I ran Into a chap who has been 
using a Psion Organiser for some lime and 
he was able lo retrieve the find and save 
modes which, as I understand II, are pretty 
Important. 

He even gave me a verbal low down on 
w hat services our machines oiler Not only 
is his a complete address hook hut he also 
has everyone sub-divided Into categories; 
those who play bridge, those who play ten-
uis. good dinner party guests, lousy dinner 
party guests, prats, jerks and good guys. 

Then, he showed qu- how to make the 
alarm facility work. His beeps to remind 
him what he ought to he doing which 
means he hasn't missed a plane lor years. 

lie can even write down where he leaves 
his carat airports without losing the hit of 
paper and being forced, as a result lo 
speml three hours wandering aimlessly 
round Sussex wondering why all trees look 
the same as ihe one he parked under. 

I am now in a slate ol deep training. 
Every spare moment is spent wilh my head 
burrowed in Ihcgood I took discovering Ihis 
new way of lile When I gel lo ihe hi! where 
1 can order It In massage rn\ weary shoul-
ders. you ( an be sure I II lei \ou know 
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COMPUTER CHESS 
GAMES HAVE 

BEEN AROUND 
FOR A LONG TIME. 
WE LOOK AT NEW 

VERSIONS FOR 
THE ST 

The Psion Chess game tor the Atari ST 
converted from the original Sinclair CL 
version hat set the standard by which 
othet ST chess games must be mea-
sureo The latest chaltengei is Techmare 
an American product from Szabc 
Software being marketed 'n the L K by 
Microdeai 

One ot the strong points o' the Psior 
game is >ts graphics which o'te' the 
choice ot e'thei a two-dimensional oi a 
stunning three-dimensional view o' the 
boara The Szabo game sticks to a 2-C 
representation but is eoually effective ir 
this mode 

Pieces are shuffled round the boaro by 
clicking with the mouse, first on the piece 
and then or. its destination if you attempt 
an illegal move the monitor will produce a 
ping of proiest. one of an arsenal of sound 
effects the program fires at you uncterdit-
terent circumstances The most annoying 
is a tr'umphai tantare which blasts tronr 
the monitoi loudspeaker whenever the 
machine checkmates you Vou soon iearr 
to turn the volume down 

Techmate difters from most other 
chess games including the Pstor ver 
sion. m that you do not select teveis oi dif-
ficulty to decide the strength 01 opposi-
tion the computer will offer, instead. 
Techmate offers the challenge of speed 
chess it presents you with two digital 
clocks one for you. the other for the 
computer which count down to zero in 
steps of one second Each clock operates 
only while it is waiting for its player to 
make a move If your clock reaches zero 
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before thai of your rival, you lose - t 
theory. at least, as we shall see 

The default setting tor both clocks is 
300 seconds, five minutes tor each 
player, but you can ad|usi either oi both 
clocks to count down from a maximum of 
9,999 seconds - almost three hours per 
player The clocks do not have to be set tc 
the same value sc thai by giving the com-
puter less time than yourseit you car 
compel't tc think faster and thus, with 
luck tc make more mistakes 

Conversely tf you are finding the 
software is offering little opposition yoL 
can give " more time thar yourse't to 
thmk of more challenging moves Unless 
yoL are an expert player you are unlikely 
tc find yourse't ir that pos'tton The game 
is fast ano toe ofter. deadly 

The programmers thoughtfully have 
provioec various means o" avoiding the 
ignominy of being defeated by the com 
puter It toi example your clock unsport 
mgiy reaches zero iust as you are perfect-
ing your kiiier move you can re-se' it tc 
give you a *ew more seconds - or it »wil 
help a tew thousand more seconds 

Another option anows you tc take back 
the ias< step ot >f you are ir. dire trouble 
as many steps as you neec ic. correc 
matters 

if an the time m the world win no' save 
you *rom a certain checkmaie w the next 
move, you can swap sides surrepntiously 
so t is you whc. delivers the death blow tc 
the hapiess ST Vou can also use that 
facility if you are stuck ounng a game tc 
get the computer tc suggest moves 
you to make 

Unlike some chess games including 
the Psior version. Techmate ooes not 
of'ei a collection oi classic games roi yoi 
to siudv 'i claims howevet ic ' know' 
almost 70C' openings 

The program does not provide a 'isting 
ol the movet made during a game cthei 
or the screen or as a printout A more 
serious omission is that there is nc wav of 
saving t game oi position to disk There «s 
a pause mode which stops the clock bui f 
you are caned away fot any length o' time 
and do no' warn tc leave the computet 
running continuously you will either have 
to abandon the game oi make a wntter 
note oi the sia'eo* P'av a' the t imer sus 
pension 

Arguably because ihe strength oT 

Techmate is speed chess most game? 
shoulc be over so Qu ick ly that you wil' not 
need tc save them, but that is nc excuse 
roi not providing a save-to-disk routine 

'f VOL have a taste for the adrenalin 
chargea thrills oi speea chess. Techmate 
couid be the game for you At £24 95. you 
cannot go far wrong 

Microdeal Ltd. 
Box 66, 
St Austell. 
Cornwall PL25 4YB 
0726 6802C 
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this is rather irritating the rest 
of the parkas*' more than 
makes up lor ft. 

I ' d start with, there is an 
address book. The spaces lor 
name, address, telephone 
number and so on are o! fixed 
but adequate length. What's 
more, the names and phone 
numbers can be accessed on 
their own in a separate phone 
list. 

There's a calendar which, il 
you're using a Master, reads 
the real time clock and 
automatically highlights the 

with a mouse or cursor kc\s 
You fust type in tin* numbers 
and operators. The only things 
missing .ire hex and btnary cal-
culations. although you do get a 
useful set of conversion tables 

The real (Minus is thai your 
data Is battery backed The next 
time you come hack lo the 
machine your diary appoint-
ments and notes are all still 
there. The battery isn't user 
replaceable, but il should last 
al least five years. Ii> which 
lime you'll probably be using 
another machine, or Genie 

(ienie 
BBC B. B+ . Master 128, 
Master Turbo. Master 
Compact 
CHO(KOM) 
Publisher: Permanent 
Memory Systems 

BBC Micro owners are often 
lound gazing wistfully at 
adverts for Ihe latest PC or Mac 
products - full of pop-up litis or 
pull-down lhat. It only things 
(ike thai were available for my 
poor memory-starved machine, 
they think. 

Occasionally things do filter 
down. There are now desktop 
publishing programs, or a sort, 
and some reasonable business 
packages. But not until now has 
there been a product. Inspired 
by something in the business 
sector, which can stand up 
alongside its 16-bll role model. 

Genie, from P.MS. is the equi-
valent of Sidekick lor the Beeb. 
•Vsk the average Sidekick user 
about thai product and you're 
likely to be treated to an effu-
sive lecture on how life is 
impossible without It, Genie is 
likely to provoke the same 
response. 

\ clever feature of ibis prod-

GENIAL 
SERVANT 
uct is thai it has its own mem-
ory on board. Genie comes in 
the form of a sealed box with a 
length of ribbon cable terminat-
ing in a plug suitable for stick-
ing Into any sideways ROM soc-
ket Your computer will think 
thai U s fust a normal I6K ROM. 
In fact. Genie also has O-tk of 
K \M. half of it battery-backed. 

Hitting Ctrl-Shlft-G. or typing 
•GKMK at a system prompt, 
kicks the software into action. 
Il copies the machine's main 
memory across into one of its 
32K banks of RAM. and then 
uses the machine to rttn Its own 
software. 

The opening screen shows a 
menu and the message 'Your 
wish Is my command'. Although 
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current date. \ou can flick 
through a day. month or year al 
a time. 

The Master's clock Is also 
used for I he desk diary This Is a 
daily notepad. Selecting llils 
option immediately brings up 
today's notes. If you are not 
using a micro with a clock. 
Genie will ask you for the lime 
and dale the llrsl time you use II 
In a session. 

The Inevitable notepad Is 
page-based There Is no scrol-
ling or automatic flicking on to 
Ihe next page. Switching 
between pages is a little awk-
ward, bul lasi enough once you 
get the hang ol II. 

Naturally Genie also has a 
calculator - a useable one this 
Ume. There's no tedious point-
ing to ihe numbers you want 

Itself will have been super-
ceded. 

Genie even remembers your 
preferences for screen presen-
tation. Screen colours, inter-
lace and the date stamping til 
note pages can all be set from 
the menu. Data can be printed 
out. and for Ihe more nervous, 
the information can be hacked-
up on lo disk If you're really 
paranoid. Genie can also be 
password protected. The sys-
tem seems to work from within 
any other software - even with 
second processors. 

II won't dial telephone num-
bers like Sidekick, and l here 
are a few rough edges, bul 
Genie was Ihe one piece of 
software I have always wanted 
for my BBC machine 

I'liil Kotskv 
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ADVENTURE 
BUILDING 

PETE GERRARD 
GOES INTO THE 
SCREEN DESIGN 

OF YOUR DIY 
ADVENTURE GAME 
AND HIGHLIGHTS 

SOME OF THE 
PROBLEMS YOU 

WILL ENCOUNTER 
\ller l.'isi month's excursion into the 
realms ot programming and text compres-
sion, most ot >1111 will probably be relieved 
in know i hai we re not filing to lie doing loo 
much program tiling ibis month. Instead, 
we'll be taking a look al theory rather (ban 
practice, including something that was 
mentioned In the May Issue of )our Com-
puter and then blissfully Ignored In the 
June Issue: screen layout. 

><)H might have the cleverest adventure 
program In the world residing in your com-
puter. a lour de force of programming, a 
wealth ol exquisite machine code routines 
ami impossible lo understand (or follow!) 
BASIC subroutines. but this is lo no avail it 
the display on Ihe screen is one Dial will 
drive the player shrieking Into a corner. 

Look al ihe way the masters do it. and in 
this as In everything else Infocom must be 
our guides. Their programmes are. after 
all. the supreme stars when it comes to 
text-only adventure games, even if they did 
cheat a little bit In Hollywood /////av and 
display a map Of a maze on the screen. At 
the top ot the screen is what is called a 
Status Line, which tells you a number uf 
things about the state of the game. 

First you are shown your current posi-
tion In the game, which is useful If you are 
stuck in a location for several moves fall-
lug lo solve a problem. 1 ou could of course 
request a repeat description, but a quick 
glance lo Ihe lop ol ihe screen is so much 
easier. 

Secondly, you are told your current 
score In depressing terms like three out of 
400. If Ihe game is one that requires a set 
ol problems lo be solved in a given amount 
ol time, you might also notice the passing 
lime in the lop rigid hand corner ol the 
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screen. So. how can we emulate this status 
line, yel leave the rest of the screen free for 
the game? 

\\ ii M the room descriptions we obviously 
cannot display all of il. \ location which 
might greet the player with the words: 
"Vou are standing just Inside the old 
stables. The battered wooden door bears 
silent testimony to your barbaric entrance, 
and the dusty straw lying in heaps 011 the 
floor would suggest thai no-one has visited 
here lor quite a time. Vn all-pervading 
smell reminds you ol the country around 
your home, and you long for freedom and 
liberty.'" 

This can reasonably be compressed 
down to "You are just Inside Ihe old 
stables'". or even better (for our purposes) 
"jusl Inside the the old stables". \\lt> 
should we choose the latter? 

U ell. in many games you w ill print up the 
detailed room description only when Uie 
player first encounters it. (in a second or 
subsequent visit you could simply print up 
the message "Vou are" followed by the 
short description just inside the old 
stables". 

(Mher characters may be blundering 
about the place, and so one could use lhal 
same short room description to say some-
thing like Wyatl Karp Is" followed by jusl 
Inside the old stables,", should \\ vail Barp 
visit there lor his own nefarious purposes 

t)ur western adventure had some (i-i 
locations in it. so we need <>-! short room 
descriptions. They might be read in like 
Figure One. 

Of course, it would be a wise idea to 
dimension SI)S first! SI) for Short Descrip-
tion. Incidentally. Now, one could then file 
all these descriptions onto tape or disk, 
using something like Figure Two, or w hat-
ever tiling system your particular computer 
uses. These could ihen all be read in by the 
main program, replacing t*RINT# with 
IMM T a n d whenever the player reached 
a current position of CP, the short room 
description SDS(Clk) could be used lo tell 
the player where he Is. 

II you want to copy Infocom slavishly, 
you could move the cursor lo the lop lefl 
hand roruer of the screen before printing 
SDS(CP). but do bear in mind lhal this is 
trickier on some computers than il Is on 
others. Some machines let you set up win-
dows. w hlch makes it easy to slick all sorts 
of information up in the status line. Others 
require a llllle bit more cunning, perhaps 
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(Thing on storing the current cursor posi-
tion, moving to the top ol (tie screen and 
printing Ihe message, retrieving the cursor 
position and moving back down lo the bot-
tom of Ihe screen. 

If you've played Infocom games you will 
have noticed that all the prompts for player 
Input are at the bottom ol the screen. This 
saves having to muck about with current 
cursor positions by just moving right dow n 
to the bottom of the screen after every 
update of Ihe status line. 

from long room descriptions to short 
room descriptions is hut a simple step, hut 
whal about scoring and the passage of 
time? 

In a (piest that simplv requires (he col-
lection ol treasures, scoring is an easy 
task Ihe original Colossal Cave Adven-
ture. awarded points lor each treasure 
that was found and restored to Its correct 
place in Ihe well house at the start ol the 
game. When enough treasures were found 
land thus sufficient (minis scored) the 
player moved to the end game. 

Most games now are more than simple 
treasure hunting expeditions. II you're 
going lo Include scoring ll is probably best 
to award points for each problem that is 
correctly solved. II the game Involves a 
mission, then solving every problem will 
very probably complete that mission, and 
so players gel some Idea of their progress. 
Never ignore the aspects ol humour when 
keeping track of the score. In Infocom's 
Leather Goddesses ol /'hoftosiyplng in the 
word SCORKguaranteed a suitably wicked 
respunse. That game Informed you that 
your score had reached "6 out of. oh. lei's 
call ll <>r>-l(i": very demoralising. 

I've seen adventure games thai keep 
track of a football match, and SC()KHm\\ 
told you how well ihe game was going. Your 
own progress was forgotten. For the sake 
ol our game we'll stick to a conventional 
scoring method and award the players 
marks out of 200. the score incrementing 
every lime a problem Is solved, but only 
the firsi lime! Do try ami keep track of lhal 
in your own adventures, because if Mel-
bourne House can gel il wrong then I'm 
sure you or I can, 

Apart from scoring. Infocom quite often 
displays the time up there on ihe status line 
as well On computers with concurrent or 
Internal clocks, this is not difficult. On 
others, all I can suggest is that you scour 
the magazines for listings of clock 
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routines. 
Displaying the short room descriptions, 

the scores and the clock is not difficult 
I se either windows or current cursor pos-
itions. allow fields of (say) 2~> characters 
lor the short descriptions.!) for ihe score 
and t> for the time, and do bear in mind the 
different ways in which the TAB orTOS or 
SPC commands work on the various com-
puters. You wouldn't want to tell the player 
that he was In front of a gaping quarter lo 
six. now would you? 

I have casually mentioned some ol the 
words you are likely to encounter when 
playing or writing adventures Now is the 
time lo look in some detail at precisely how 
to arrive at a finished vocabulary llsi 

First common words. These serve two 
purposes: they make life easier for you. the 
writer, and more importantly, give the 
player a sense of familiarity. One of the 
often-voiced complaints about adventure 
games is that an unduly long amount ol 
time is spent In searching lor exactly the 
right word lo use Some programmers 
have a perverse sense of language \ famil-
iar sei of words ensures that the player 
doesn't spend too long trundling through 
the Thesaurus Irving lo find yet another 
word to use instead ol "break", lor ex-
ample. We'll start by looking at some of 
those common words. 

Movement 
Most ol my adventures rely on the four 

compass points North. South, Fast and 
West, along with I p and Down, for move-
ment throughout the game. You may care 
to use things like Port and Starboard. Klin-
wards. anything, but if you're going lo use 
anything out ol the ordinary do remember 
to tell the player. We're not all expert 
navigators, or readers of The Colour iH 
Magic. So, any adventure of mine tends lo 
start off wilh the following verbs: 
1000 DATA nort.sout. east.west, u p. 

down.n.s.e.w.u.d 
hearing In mind that ihe parscrglvcn in ihe 
very first article in this series was only 
checking for the hrsl four letters of a word 
II you increase that lo live or more you can 
use north instead ol nori. 

The single letter n.s.e.vv.u.cl are there 
purely for the player's convenience. Some 
people prefer to type (JO NORTH, some 
prefer NOKTII. lazy ones like myself would 
rather just type V These twelve verbs (re-
pealed as the first twelve nouns In case 

people do type CO NORTH, LOOK WKSTor 
vvhaiever) form (lie backbone of our game. 
W hal else? 

Save and Restore 
Putting out an adventure without these 

features should be punishable by hanging. 
No game should be without I hem. II you 
want you can become slighily extravagant 
and allow the player to save his progress to 
tape. disk, or K\M allowing a number ol 
different saved positions for each one, hui 
whether or not you do this will probably 
depend on the amount of memory you've 
got left over when lhe game Itself is com-
plete. Personally when testing a game I 
|ust tend to have one save and restore pos-
ition. usually lo disk, and put In any other 
features at the end if (never!) there's any 
spare memory left. Incidentally. Restore is 
much better than Load, since (particularly 
in a western adventure) people w ill want lo 
Load Guns, and few of us call a saved pos-
ition by Hie name gun' even il we're 
allowed to. 

(Jet and Drop 
These are used for Ihe manipulation of 
objects, but be careful Someone might be 
using Ihc word Take rather Ihan Cel. and 
lo them Take Medicine would only imply 
picking the bottle up. but to you It mighl 

.mean swallow everything and reduce the 
player's size lo lhal ol an undernourished 
microbe. Consequently, I tend to use both 
Take and Get. wilh the code tor the two 
being almost identical. Mmosl. hut not 
quite, for I will always include a check lor 
something like Take Medicine, and 
perhaps foolishly credit the player with Ihe 
sense to type (Jet Medicine ll he jusl wants 
lo pick the Ihlng up. Drop is much easier 
You may prefer lo use Discard, or Place, 
since anyone w ho drops a Ming v ase onto a 
concrete floor Is just asking for trouble, 

Clothing 
Sartorial elegance apart, playerswill I n 

and wear the most unusual things in 
adventure games. You might even lind lhal 
their patience is wearing liiin Take great 
care with words like Wear and Remove, 
essential though they may he. Discard and 
Remove could almost lie treated as the 
same thing, bill as with Take and Gel you 
will have lo ensure thai a nuinltcrol checks 
are Included lo weed out the impossible. 
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BUILDING 

• Figure 2 

20 OPEN 2 , 3 , 2 , " 0 : S H O R T S , S , R " 
25 rOR Is=l TO 6 4 : PR I NT # 2 , S D $ ( I ) : NEXT 
0 CLOSE 2 : E N D •t 

anatomical or otherwise. 

Other verbs 
Help. Score and Inventory are found In 

most games, and having looked at score 
already we'll concentrate on the other two 
for a w hile. Help I usually leave till the bit-
ter end. after the Save and Restore options 
have been sorted out. because I dislike giv-
ing anybody any help al alt in an adventure 
game. If there's some spare memory left 
then fair enough, put In one or two help 
routines to encourage the faint hearted, 
but I'm a cruel programmer and content to 
let the player flounder desperately on. 
However. I do make sure that the program 
w ill recognise the word. Inventory Is much 
more Important, however, and whether 
you use il as a simple verb of Its own (In-
ventory) or as a noun {as In Take Inventory, 
and a prize for the first person to tell me of 
an adventure that responds w llh "You can't 
see an Inventory here"). It should always 
be Included. You might care to go a little bit 
furt her than a number of programs, w hich 
might just respond with something like 
"You are carrying: a rope, an axe. a suit of 
armour, and a tin of beans" or w hatever. If 
the player s wearing the suit of armour, tell 
him. If he's wearing the Un of beans, certify 
him. But do include some way in which the 
player can find out w hat he's got w ith him. 

Thus our second line of data might be 
something like Figure Three: 

Another eleven verbs already! The rest 
of them wit I probably vary from adventure 
to adventure, but most games find room for 
Figure Four. 

I'm sure you can work out what those 
are. but |ust for the faint hearted we have 
open, close, examine, search, turn (as in 
turn lamp on. turn lamp off), light, push, 
pull, break, smash, and whatever else you 
care to use. Verbs are usually suggested 

more by the problems that you set the 
player than by the room descriptions, 
which tend to set up the noun tables. The 
nouns can come from the problems as 
welt. If. for example, the player was 
required to type look under the mat' (cun-
ning place to hide a key. lhal one) then the 
word mat' would obviously become one of 
your nouns. And no, nol ihe Incredibly bor-
ing person out of Emmerdale Farm. 

Choosing verbs and nouns is terribly 
important. Level 9 may boast that some of 
their games have a vocabulary of 800 
words or more, but there's no need to 
include every possible alternative to GET 
in order to have a large vocabulary. Words 
like THE and A are eliminated anyway, and 
so we are dependent to a great extent on 
the room descriptions and the problems 
set. Anything else is |usl the icing on the 
cake. If the player can look at everything 
mentioned In a description, and can type in 
the right words to solve ihe problems and 
complete the adventure, what more does 
he need? He needs that which makes the 
difference between a bad and a good 
adventure. 

Sophistication 
The location descriptions and problems 

will provide your verbs and nouns. How-
ever w e are not just limiting ourselves loa 
simple VERB.. . NOUN Input. It might have 
been good enough for Crowther and 
Woods, and Indeed Scotl Adams and 
everyone else when they started on their 
forays into Ihe adventure writing world, 
but nowadays players require something 
more complex than that. Although we are 
not going lo approach the so-called 
sophistication of The Pawn and Its vocabu-
lary of more words than exist In the Oxford 
Hngllsh Dictionary, we will advance sig-
nificantly from VKRB . . NOUN. By fudl-
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• Figure 3 
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• Figure 4 
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• Figure 5 
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clous use of a vocabulary list we will be 
sophisticated enough to present the player 
with some difficulty, without getting so 
complicated thai you would need a mas-
ter's degree in English to use the thing. 

Suppose one of the problems was the 
aforementioned looking under the mat', 
hut there were three mats lo choose from. 
Each one was a different colour, perhaps 
red. blue and green. Thus, the player mighl 
type In something like: 
look', the noun is "mat". and If you remem-
ber back to the article on parsers you'll see 
that the word under' becomes an action 
word. Having found the key. the player 
would naturally enough want to open a 
door, and so he might lype in something 
like: 
Turn the key in the lock' 

Discarding Ihe two "the's, we would have 
the word turn' as a Verb, the word lock' as 
a noun, while key' becomes a link word 
and in' becomes an action word. In gen-
eral, action words will be as Figure Four 
or. |usl to lengthen those examples, lit, on 
at. under, over, next, beside, beneath, with 
and into. 

Very rarely will you gel something like 
Ihe first example, w here green' became an 
artion word. As a rule you would have all 
Ihe In s. 'oil's, and so on. as action words, 
plus a number of descriptive words for 
when there was more than one of an 
object, as with the three different mats. 

Link words, however, are a mile more 
complicated, and need to be understood 
properly if we're going to gel the best use 
of our parser. Generally, for every noun 
there is a corresponding link word, and for 
every action a corresponding link word. In 
other words, il you had 120 nouns and 25 
action words, you would very probably 
have al least 145 link words. Why should 
this be so? Consider the sentence "Shoot 
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door with gun". The verb and noun here are 
obvious: shool and gun respectively. With' 
Is our action word, and you'll see that in 
this example door' becomes our link word. 
On the other hand, when a player types in 
Turn the key In the door' 'door' Is now our 
noun, and key becomes the link word. 

To complete the sequence, a player 
might |ust want lo enter: "Fire gun al key' 

"Now you are in a 
position to draw up 

your complete 
vocabulary list. It will 

probably expand 
before we re finished 
but we have to start 

somewhere." 
and key becomes a noun, gun link word. 
Titus it is a safe assumption to make that 
anything that can he a noun can also be a 
link word. The same applies for action 
words. A player might want lo Push key 
under door". The breakdown into verb, link, 
action and noun Is fairly obvious here. On 
the other hand, a player could 'Climb under 
door". 

In this case we don't have an action 
word, merely verb . . . link . . . noun, but 
since 'under* Is an action word it will also 
havbe to be a link word as well. In other 
words, you will have to duplicate every 
action and noun Into a link word. You may 
also find a few links of their own creeping 
In. but that will depend on you and your 
advenLure. 

It will also, of course, depend on the 
problems that you set Ihe player. When 
first devising your "finished" (it never will 
be!) vocabulary list il is worth printing out 
all the room descriptions, and all the 
problems in order of correct solution. The 
largest adventure game I've ever written 
was Enormous Cave, a disk-based game 
for the dear old Commodore 64. There 
were countless problems in that, and the 
only way I could possibly produce the 
finished vocabulary list was to write dow n. 
in order, every solution. Even this will not 
give you, everything, but a good place to 
start Is by knowing what you've got to 
Include, rather than what you might want 
to Include. It is always betler lo include too 
much than too little. 

As promised, very litlle programming 
this month, but lots of theory. By now. you 
should have all your room descriptions 
sorted out. and your map neatly drawn up 
and decipherable. If only by you. 

Vou w ill know w hat all the problems are. 
and also w hat all the solutions are as well 
We cannot proceed until that vitally. Impor-
tant area has been sorted out. 

And now. you are in a position to draw 
up your complete vocabulary list. It. like 
the map and Ihe problems probably, will 
expand before w e're finished, but we've got 
to start somewhere. Vou can also sori out 
all those short room descriptions as well, 
since they are going to be needed in the 
finished game. 

So get your rtwim descriptions, map and 
problems sorted out. (Jet the vocabulary 
list drawn up. Enter all those short room 
descriptions, and prepare for a return to 
programming nexl month. Theory is all 
very well, but there does come a point 
when we must return to the keyboard. 
We'll do lhat nexl lime. 
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At last! 
Desktop Publishing 
You know the potential of 
desktop publishing. 

You have sensed its 
usefulness and power. 

Now, Desktop Publishing: 
The Book, by Tim Hartnell, 
brings you the additional 
knowledge you need 
to make the most 
of your potential! 

Designed for Macintosh, IBM PC. Amstrad 
PC and other computers, and all desktop 
publishing and word processing software! 

Here's what DESKTOP 
PUBLISHING MAGAZINE 
said in its October 1986 issue: 

"The Definite Tome on Desktop 
Publishing has just been published, and 
it's a ripper. 

Tim Hartnell's book tells you just 
about everything you need to know 
about gaining power over print - and 
then some more. 

The 12 chapters cover almost all the 
how-to arecas; use of type; how to set 
up a bureau; creating your own ads; 
business stationery" newsletters and 
in-house magazines; technical manuals 
and book publishing... 
This 160-page book is set to become 
an indispensable tool which can be read 
throughout, or referred to for specific 
projects..." 

And in a tptcial advertising supplement in 
TIME MAGAZINE en November 17, 1986, 
reviewer Leo D'Anftb quoted extensively from 
Ihe boot, with theie words: "A new book by Tim 
Hirtncll enthusiastically uyi of this technology: "Far the 
first time in history, since Gutenberg improved 
moveable type and set up • desktop publishing system 
using a converted grspe-prassing device, you hive the 
power to control your own typesetting, your own 
integration ot tut with graphics, your own 
publications." For those who believe in the power of the 
word, Haitnell argues, lhal power is now in their hands. 
This is a dramatic observation, but for those with 
experience of the traditional method, with its long lead 
times, rising coats and inflexibility, the power of desktop 
publishing might indeed seem greaL 

HARNESSING THE POWER OF YOUR 

ATARI ST! 
In this new book from top-selling 

author Tim Hartnell, you're shown how 
to exploit the power of your ST to the 

full. The book shows you the complete 
picture, from using the drop-down 

menus and the mouse, to working your 
way through the potential riches of all 
the desktop accessories. The book 
also includes a major tutorial on ST 

LOGO. The book emphasises a 
number of hands-on, practical 

projects which you can try, including 
the development of bar charts, 

designing business stationery, and 
the creation ot personalised greetings 
cards. And, at each step of the way. 

you'll be shown exactly what you 
should be seeing on your monitor 

screen. Just £8.95 plus 70p postage. 
ISBN 0 907563 73 2 

T h i s is w h a t ' s in 
chapter by chapter : 
1 - The W o r d Is Power 
2 - G raph ic & Design 
3 • K n o w Y o u r Resources 
4 - Hand l ing Type for Impact 
5 - Running a D T P Bureau 
6 - C rea t ing Adver t i sements 
7 - Business Stat ionery Design 
8 • Newsletter Pub l i sh ing 
9 - Technical M a n u a l s 
10 - Book Pub l i sh ing 
11 - Other D T P Projects 

In te r f ace Publ icat ions L td . , 
9 - 11 Kensington H igh Street, 
London W 8 5 N P 

{'lease send me Ihe following: 
LI Desktop Publishing: The Bonk. £6.95 

plus 70p postage 
u Harnessing the Power of your Auri ST. £8.95 

plus 70p postage 

/ enclose chequelmoney order/cold hard 
cash for £ 

Name 

Address 

VCMl 
Both these books are available from book and 

computer stores. Trade disnbution is by WJI S D , 
Leicester, and Computer Book Shop. Birmingham. 
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STRATEGIC 
THINKING 

"Do you ever dream of world 
domination? This is your 
chance to control ihc entire 
world' 

Annals of Rome 
CPC464/6128. Spectrum. 
PCW. PC. CBM64. ST 
Publisher: PSS 

Operation Vulcan 
Spectrum. Anistrad CPC 
Publisher: CCS 

Do >ou dream or world domination? This is 
your chance to control the destiny of the 
enlire known world. O.K. so back in 273 BC 
the known world wasn't ail that big, but 
there's enough to be getting along with. 
The Annals of Home puts you In the driving 
seat of one of the most successful imperial 
powers ever. The Romans controlled the 
entire coast of the Mediterranean and a 
great deal of Europe into the bargain for 
hundreds of years. It makes the British 
Empire seem a bit of a storm In a teacup. 

At the start of the game, Rome consists 
of Italy surrounded by bigger nations w ith 
bigger armies. Your aim Is to conquer as 
much territory as possible and hold ll. 
Each turn is a random number of years 
long and no mailer what the length, con-
slsts of a number of phases. The 
economics phase Is largely automatic: the 
player can only choose Ihe lax rate. The 
higher this Is, the more money rolls Into 
the old coffers, bul harsh taxation will also 
decrease your popularity rating, inflation 
will rise and population growth may be 
stunted due lo hardships. The computer 
works out which player controls which 
areas, population changes, revenue and 
armies for all the nations - Rome and Ihe 
other races controlled by the computer. 

Loyalty 
After this, the player can redistribute his 

21 Senators and Commanders. Each of 
these has a military ability, loyalty and age. 
They can be moved around and given com-
mand of the various Roman forces dotted 
about. However, the oldera commander Is. 
and ihe lower his loyally rating, the more 
likely he Is to rebel and try lo use his army 
to depose the current leadership. This is 
especially dangerous If you give him a 
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large army. Bul. If there's enough money In 
the colters, you can try lo bribe ihe legion-
naires to ignore their commander and 
remain loyal. 

If you have failed, the Civil War phase 
comes next. There can. If Ihe present 
regime Is particularly unpopular, be sev-
eral different rebel factions. The computer 
controls all the rebel factions and you con-
trol the remaining loyal legions. If the 
rebels take Italy then they overthrow Ihe 
government and Install a new man. 

Finally we come lo the important bit -
beating up the Barbarians. There are no 
less than 37 races of people Intent on 
upsetting the Pax Romana. Fortunately, 
the 18 page rule book tells you where and 
when they are due lo turn up. The map con-, 
slsts of 28 separate areas. If an area Is 
controlled by Barbarians, the computer 
begins the attack. If it Is a Roman control-
led area, the computer checks lhat ihe 
Roman force has a commander assigned lo 
it and then asks the player to select a 
neighbouring area lo be attacked. 

\fler all areas have had the chance to 
attack, play moves on to the next round. To 
scon* as many points as possible you must 
take areas and hold Ihem. 

I found this an absorbing. II rather 
longwfnded game. Play ing the whole thing 
right through lo the bitter end Is a truly 
mammoth undertaking. Some conversions 
play faster than others, but in |ust about all 
versions, the combat phase Is Irrilatlngly 
slow. If you are pallcnl. the game amply 
rewards perseverance: there are so many 
factors to be finely judged. Particularly 
critical is the popularity rating. 

Popularity takes a nose dive If the Bar-
barians successfully conquer a Roman 
controlled area or If too many Roman com-

manders or legions bite the bullet. It pays 
to be caullous - especially in the early 
years when the Carthaginians can really 
hurl the Romans (le the 2nd Punic War). 
Rebellions are very annoying. At the very 
least, your legions w ill end up In the wrong 
positions, at the very worst, the army can 
very nearly tear llself aparl. 

Rebellion 
If popularity drops below zero (on a 

scale of five to minus five) Ihe player can 
no longer move commanders around. But 
the good thing about rebellions is thai no 
matter who w Ins. the player controls Ihe 
new regime. II Is often a good idea to 
foment rebellion. This Is easy; simply 
demote a commander and put someone 
really unpopular In charge in Rome. After a 
successful rebellion, the new regime will 
have a popularity rating between zero and 
rive. On the other hand. If the old emperor 
simply kicks the bucket then the new 
regime will have a completely random 
popularity. 

Once Ihe whole map Is under Roman 
control, the only two problems are inva-
sions and rebellions. II a Barbarian race's 
home area (ie Caul for the Gauls) Is con-
quered - and their population level Is nol 
zero, then there may he a rebellion so 11 
pays to garrison such areas securely. In 
time, an occupied race will die out; bul II Is 
nol unusual to have people from three or 
four races living In an area. Invasions are 
similar except these come from outside ihe 
area of the map. 

Things go relatively smoothly unlil Ihe 
Golhs. Vandals and Huns turn up around 
400AD. Nol only are there a lot of Ihem. 
but they are also high quality troops. From 
this point the Roman player is jusl post-
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ponlng Ihe Inevitable. Rome will eventually 
fall, although the Roman player can relo-
cate his capital - usually to Turkey (repre-
senting the founding of Byzantium and the 
largely independent Eastern Roman 
Empire which was formed in 300AD to 
ease administration). It is then a question 
of trying to defend lids area and hoping the 
other nations get stuck into each other 
rather than attacking you. If you are 
interested In I Ills period of history you may 
well find this a very absorbing game. How-
ever. Its lack of speed means that It proba-
bly will not appeal to the casual game 
player w ho is not prepared to devote hours 
toil. 

Pedigree 
Robert Smith has been pre-eminenl 

amongst Spectrum wargame authors for 
some time, lie established his pedigree 
with Arnhem. confirmed it with Desert 
Rats and has further reinforced il w ith I ul-
can. The game depicts the Tunisian cam-
paign of 1942/43. which has not been 
exactly a popular sub|ect for wargarnes: 
this Is apparently the first time It has 
received attention on computers or board 
games. Hardly surprising, as the battle 
was rather one sided. The German army 
was bottled up around Tunis with their 
backs to a Mediterranean Increasingly 
under allied control from air bases on 
Malta. 

The terrain does litt le to excite the Imag-
ination: ihe campaign slogged through the 
muddy winter in the mountains with little 
room for manouevre. Why Mr. Smith 
picked such an unpromising campaign is 
totally beyond me. Perhaps D-Day or that 
perennial favourite the Ardennes cam-
paign might have been a more fertile 
choice. 

Despite this. 1 enjoyed this game. Any-
one familiar with the two previous games 
w ill pick this one up very quickly. The large 
map scrolls in four directions showing the 
positions of the forces. Each player gels a 
chance to command each unit In turn. 
There are several commands: move, 
travel, divide, report, assault, reveal and 
skip. To move a unit, the joystick is moved 
and the fire button is pressed. The unit will 
then attempt lo move as far as possible 
towards this position. \ travel order is 

similar except that the position indicated 
must he on a road and the unit Itself must 
be on a road. Divide' allows a unit to break 
dow n Into lis constituent smaller units. 

The report order shows the current 
status of a unit. It's important to know 
what all the numbers on this report mean. 
Each unit has a basic strength which sim-
ply represents the number of men In the 
formation. The effectiveness rating 
reflects Ihe fatigue of a unit It Is reduced 
by combat and recovers if a unit rests. The 
current state of the unit's supply is shown 
and this reveals not only how much supply 
the unit is carrying with It. but also 
whether it Is currently in a position lo 
receive supplies. 

II a unit is fortified, the status report will 
show how strong these fortifications are. A 
stacking rating shows how compact ihe 
unit is -each location 011 the map can lake 
a certain value of stacking points and this 
number reveals how much of this allow-
ance this unit uses up. Each unit also has 
an AMM rating which remains constant 
and reflects the unit's level of equipment 
and training (ic low for Italian infantry, 
high for the good old Afrika korps). 

Expensive 
The assault order is similar to a move-

ment order, except that the unit w ill attack 
anything It meets - this is more expensive 
in terms of casualties and supplies. The 
reveal order allows the player to see what 
terrain Is under a unit and Ihe skip order 
allows the player to leave that unit where It 
is for the moment and come back lo 11 later. 

So far this Is all old hat to Desert Rats 
fans But the new bells and whistles that 
have been bolted on to the basic system 
add a new dimension to the game. An 
enemy unit not adjacent to a friendly unit is 
no! displayed on the map. This allows 
players to spring surprises on their oppo-
nent and slops Ihe game becoming a slug-
gish match Both players will find them-
selves hoarding reserves. This allows them 
lo attack suddently and respond to enemy 
moves. This is emphasised by the tack of 
roads and the difficulty of moving units 
across mountains. Thus reserves sit at 
road junctions ready to move to the scene 
of the action. 

The other innovation is the introduction 

ol air units. These can either act like flying 
artillery or perform a recce role. While tills 
won't reveal the composition of enemy 
units. It'll reveal their location. These fac-
tors combined with weather, supply and 
effectiveness lead to a realistic slop-go 
sort of campaign. \V hen an offensive bogs 
down, the wise player will stop, dig in Ihe 
infantry , slick his armour in reserve, allow 
his units lo recover effectiveness and 
hoard supplies. Then, llirough reconais-
sance. he will iry lo launch an offensive 
where he thinks the enemy Is weakest. 
Part and parcel of this will be the use of 
feints to try and draw off enemy reserves 
before the main blow falls - and just hope 
lhal the good weather holds - a sudden 
downpour can stop a breakthrough in its 
tracks. 

Walkover 
The only trouble Is thai all this subtlety 

is rather losl on the poor old computer 
The one player game is usually a total 
walkover. It's a good way to learn the 
game, hut after you've thrashed il on every 
scenario, you'll be looking around for a fel-
low human being to practice your newly 
acquired skills on. Another annoying nig-
gle is that even when you are fighting a 
unit, it is not identified. Some idea of Its 
strength can be gained but lhal's about it. 

Il is not clear how w hich of the four hils 
of terrain that a unit is silting on actually 
affects combat and movement. Despite the 
way smooth way Ihe supply rules work, 
there are times when they don't quite come 
off. If a unit Is hopelessly surrounded there 
is plenty of time to get ii out as stationary 
units do not use any supplies, unless 
attacked-which doesn't use up that much. 
Reducing enemy pockets is a painful busi-
ness. although if a unit runs out of supply 
altogether, lis demise Is swift, 

The Spectrum 12H version has lew added 
facilities. Vou can restart a game without 
reloading from tape, and there Is an option 
to show the number of troops and tanks 
presently on each side and the number 
each side has lost 

Robert Smith is still streets ahead of Ihe 
opposilion in this field, and I will await his 
next game with eagerness - perhaps 
something a little less obscure next l lme-
please? 
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Subscribe to QL World 
Copies of the latest issue of QL World disappear 
fast from the shelves. If you cannot go to the shops 
on our publication date, you can miss the mixture 
of news, reviews and features which make QL 
World the only magazine for serious QL users. 

The only way to avoid possible disappointment 
is to subscribe to the magazine. In that way, a copy 
will drop on to your doormat each and every 
month. Copies are sent direct by our printer, so by 
subscribing you should receive the magazine even 

before it reaches newsagents. 
A subscription also makes an ideal present for 

someone who takes the OL seriously. Why not 
make a present of a subscription? 

To subscribe to QL World, complete the order 
form and send it, together with a cheque or postal 
order for £18 for the U.K. and £30 for Europe, to 
the address shown. Do not delay. Send your order 
now and relax in the knowledge that you will never 
again miss a copy of QL World. 

Sinclair/QL World 
(Subscriptions) 
T IL , 
P.O. Box 74, 
Tonhridge, 
Kent T N 1 2 6 D W 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 

^ •»> £199 

c0fb NLY £49.99 
+ £ 5 p & p 

SPECIAL OFFER 
MEMOTECH MTX512 

COMPLETE WITH POWER PACK 
CASSETTE LEAD. UHF/VHF TV LEAD 
3 TAPES. FULL INSTRUCTION MANUAL 
THATS EASY TO FOLLOW 

READY TO RUN 
JUST PLUG IT INTO YOUR T/V AND 
CASSETTE PLAYER 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
IF GOODS ARE RETURNED WITHIN 21 DAYS 

NAME 

NUMBER AVAILABLE 
SO GET YOUR ORDER IN FAST 

i wish to pay by Vtsa. please charge to my account 
My card number is (13 Of 16 Digits) ' QUANTITY 

ADDRESS PRICE 
POST Signature Expiry Date 
TOTAL 

d b 

ES VISA 
PLEASE INCLUDE £5 p&p for EACH COMPUTER 
CHEQUES - MADE PAYABLE TO MAILFAX LTD, 29 COPSE 
EDGE, BARHATCH RD, CRANLEIGH, SURREY GU6 7DJ. 
TELEPHONE; 0483 278068 [ 

Technical Overview 
Hardware 
Housing 
Black anodised brushed aluminium 
extrusions. 
Keyboard 
Standard QWERTY layout, with 79 
professional quality, full travel typewriter 
style keys. Twelve dual purpose keys are 
arranged as a separate numeric pad 
which also contains cursor control and 
editing keys !n addition, there are eight 
programmable function keys {which give 
161 functions with shift). 

CPU board 
Zilog Z80A CPU operating at 4MHz. 
64K of user RAM plus 24K of ROM 
Video display processor with 16K of 
dedicated RAM 
Video board for television and sound 
signal encoding 
Real Time clock 
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After raving about Bureaucracy anci all 
Douglas Adams' creations for so long 
we decided it was about time that we 

» gave you thechance to find out why this 
particular game has changed our lives. 
At least we would if we could 
understand all the paperwork involved 
and find the competition authorising 
forms and get the computer to work so 
that we could write a competition. 

n ol the E 

m 
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Fortunately not even Popular Paranoia 
has been able to find any reasons for us 
tc suspect those nice people at 
Activisionrs motives in slipping ten 
copies of Bureaucracy through the red 
tape for us. If your correct answers to 
these few simple questions are 
delivered to the correct address on the 
correct form (not necessarily in triplicate) 
one of them could be yours. 
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Here's your chance to master machine code on your: 

•Spectrum! 
•Commodore 64! 
•Amstrad! 

And, for the real expert, we have the ultimate trip 
ADVANCED Z80 PROGRAMMING! 

'At very special prices for Your Computer readers! 

SPECTRUM/SPECTRUM t AMSTRAD! 
Mastering Machine Code 
on Your Spectrum -
Toni Baker 
This acclaimed book is designed to 
teach the essential elements of 
programming in machine code on the 
Spectrum and Spectrum +. It assumes 
aboslutely no knowledge of the subject 
whatsoever, and yet still promises rto 
take you to a level of proficiency 
beyond your wildest dreams. Starting 
with simple addition and subtraction, 
you are slowly guided through printing 
and inputting in machine code. You are 
shown how to use the screen to its 
utmost The book explores and utilises 
the incredible speed of machine code, 
giving your real time graphics games 
like B R E A K O U T . Special o f fer 
price to r eade r s of Your 
Computtr • £5.00, plus 55p 
p o s t a g e . 

Spectrum Machine Code 
Made Easy 

Volume One - For Beginners 
Volume T w o • Advanced 
Originally published at £5.95 per book, 
both books are now available as a set, 
for just £5.00, plus 70p postage. 

Now you can get to grips quickly with 
machine code on your Amstrad! As 
well as a complete, easy-to-follow 
course to take you through all the 
elements of programming in machine 
code on your Amstrad, this exciting 
book contains a generous collection of 
ready-to-run machine code routines 
(including pixel by pixel scrolling in 
four directions). You can incorporate 
these into your BASIC programs, even 
if you don't have a clue how they work) 
These 'pre-packaged' machine code 
routines are designed to make created 
arcade and animated games as simple as 
possible. A complete arcade game is 
also included in the book to show the 
routines in action. 
Chapter headings Include 

•Your drtl machine cod* program 
•Pitting parameter* 
•Simple Arithmetic 
•Slacking and Jumping 
•Logical Operator* 
•Screen and ROM Routine* 
•The Game* Writing Package 

Original ly published at £8.95, 
M A S T E R I N G M A C H I N E C O D E 
O N Y O U R A M S T R A D 464/664/ 
6128 is available as a special offer to 
readers of Your Computer for jusl 
£5.00, plus 55p postage! 

Mastering Machine Code on the 
C o m m o d o r e 64. Now you can m*xter machine 
code on your C64. Say goodbye lo joky , slow-moving 
graphic* in BASIC, and team the tccreu of professional, 
incredibly swift graphic production in machine codet 

Mastering the Commodore 64 
Both thcae book* were originally published at £7.93 each. 
Aa a special offer to reader* of Your Computer, they arc 
now being offered a* a set, for just £5.00 in all. plu* TOp 
pottage! 

ADVANCED Z80 MACHINE CODE 
PROORAMMINQ Originally published at 
£12.05, this 342-pag* book la now available 
tor £9.95, plus £1.00 postagal 

I n t e r f a c e P u b l i c a t i o n s L t d . , 
9 * 1 ! Kens ington High S tree t , 
London W8 5NP 

Pleast ttnd me the following: 
LJ Mattering Machine Code Spectrum - £5,00, 
plus 55p postage 
[_] Spectrum Machine Code Made Easy -
Volume* 1 and 2 - £5.00, plui 70p posugc 
[ J Mattering MC Ami trad - £5 plu* 55p 
[_] Mattering MC Commodore 64/Mattering 
the C64 - £5.00 plui 70p potuge 
( J Advanced Z80 MC Programming - £5.95 
plus £1.00 postage 
I enclose cheque!money order/cold hard 
cash for £ 

Name 

Address 

w si» 
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Simple Appl icat ions 
of the A m s t r a d C P C s 
for Writers books 

Simple applications of 
Ihe Amslrad CPCs for 
Writers 
Author: \ \ . Slmister 
Publisher: Bernard Daban I 
Price: £2.95 

This b(M)k fulfils one of my main require-
ments for instructional manuals; it Is 
short, 79 pages, and promises to he sim-
ple. As with all the many books from Its 
publisher. It lakes a specific computing 
problem and offers an interesting and 
practical solution which can be achieved 
cheaply by anyone sufficiently computer 
literate to have had the difficulty In Ihe first 
place. 

In ihis Instance the problem is word pro-
cessors. 'Ihe author finds iwo specific 
problems affect w riters In employing their 
numerous benefits. The firsl Is obviously 
expense; a new PC clone, drives, monitor, 
printer and program might be affordable 
when the royalties begin arriving but not 
before the masterpiece has been written. 
If the cost hurdle Is surmounted, the com-
plexity of say. WordStar, would. It is 
suggested, be sufficient to exhaust sensi-
tive creative types and detract from their 
writing. 

The solution is simple. Kind an Amstrad 
CPC or similar, with at least 64k memory, 
and Ideally a disk drive, offer your little 
brother sufficient bribes for him to stop 
zapping aliens for the afternoon, and lap In 
Ihe program presented in ihis book. At thai 
point natural caulion might become suffi-
cient deterrent to send you back to ihe 
software shop swearing thai you never 
even thought you could program a word 
processor. 

That w ould be a pity as the program con-
sists of only 15 lines of Basic and is, as 
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promised, simple. Further chapters give 
advice on cach aspect of the program and 
such coveted features as word w rapping. A 
few extra lines equip ihe program lo deal 
with either the DMPI or DMP2000 print-
ers, Including the latter's various type-
styles. 

The book was written with Ihe program 
it contains, which Is proor enough that II 
works. Those who are used to grappling 
with complex word processing programs 
may be unable to adjust to something so 
simple. There may be some satisfaction in 
building your own word processing prog-
ram, though the effort may outweigh ihe 
rewards. It all seems a little like baking 
your own bread rather than buying It -
plenty of mess, difficulty, lime and effort 
with Infinitely less satisfying results. 

Silll. If self-sufficiency is your aim. or 
you want programming practice with prac-
tical and usable results, you could do 
worse than try this program. As a basic 
word processor for those unable or unw il-
ling to buy equipment used more conven-
tionally for the purpose your £2.95 w III not 
have been wasted. 

Microsoft Quick Basic 
\uthor: Douglas Hergert 
Publisher: Microsoft Press 
Price: £17.95 

This book Is Intended for experienced 
Basic programmers who deem themselves 
ready to make the giant leap to the prog-
ramming environment Microsoft says is 
more professional. By using QuIckBasic 
the speed of your programs can be 
Increased by up to 300 per cent through 
the use of structured programming 
techniques. 

Having trumpeted ihe virtues of struc-
tured programming the author would, one 
might expect, proceed to explain it In some 
detail; instead Ihe book offers five sample 
programs which contain elements of this 
slyle of programming That Is like the sus-
pect mode of language leaching w here the 
mysteries of French grammar are 
expected lo unfold to you by you learning to 
recite phrases asking how much the butter 
costs. Il Is a good method If the examples 
are useful and contain sufficient theory to 
sustain the practice. 

The usefulness of this book rests on the 
programming experience it provides and 
the content of the programs - you need 

some motivation to use the program and lo 
make il work. The five on offer are a 
mortgage calculation program, a chart and 
table-creating utility, a data analysis prog-
ram. a database management program 
and a game program Intended to display 
the power of the OulckBasIc new decision 
structure. 

il is unlikely thai all the programs would 
be of use lo any one person and it might 
have made a more Interesting book If there 
was more facility for customising, say. the 
mortgage calculation program to fit your 
needs and interesLs. 

Despite thai grumble - and I doubt that 

Oougfa* Herft* 

any software company would release a 
blueprint for an easily-customised prog-
ram with sufficient power and detail mlo 
be really useful - the book Is very well-pro-
duced with both text and program details 
In clear type and plenty of structure charts 
so lhat you know'what you are doing 
Unfortunately the binding is loo good: one 
would think lhal publishers would have 
read enough book reviews lo learn that 
programming manuals should open flat 
and stay where they are put. at least until 
programmers evolve the spare hand other-
wise necessary. 

If you have an Interest in marketing or 
personnel, the applications provided 
would be useful. If your interest in prog-
ramming ceases mid-program there Is a 
provision for ordering an IBM-compatible 
disk, though from the Microsoft I S. 
address rather than via its I k. distributor 
Penguin. 
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WHYARETSRsSO 
POPULAR? ADAM 
DENNING PEEPS 
THROUGH THE 
POP-UP WINDOWS 

This month we look into the aspects of 
TSRs - Terminate and Stay Resident 
programs-which make them particularly 
popular, pop-up windows and 'hot keys'. 
A pop-up window is a name for a box 
which appears on the screen over what-
ever was already there. The idea of a pop-
up window is that when you no longer 
need it. it goes away, leaving the screen 
as it was before the window popped up. 
These are really easy to do on the PC. 

A hotkey is a key which is used to trig-
ger a dormant program. SideKick, for 
example, watches the keyboard and 
springs into action only when CTRL and 
ALT - and certain other key combinations 
- are pressed together. The normal 
sequence of events for a standard TSR is 
to watch the keyboard for its hotkey and 
produce its pop-up window when it sees 
it. The TSR then removes the window 
when the user has finished doing what-
ever the TSR does. W e shall not write a 
TSR this month - that is reserved for next 
month. Instead we examine the 
techniques for producing pop-up win-
dows and watching for hotkeys. 

INTERRUPT 
For a program to check and react to a 

hotkey, it obviously needs to watch the 
keyboard. The easiest way is to take over 
the keyboard by trapping the interrupt 
which is used to signal the BIOS to read a 
key. Then, whenever a program tries to 
read a key, the TSR gets there first and 
checks to see if the key is its special one. 

If not. the key is passed to the program 
which first asked for the key. If the key is 
the hotkey, the TSR springs into action. 
When it has finished, either it may return 
the key value to the program as if nothing 
had happened or it could ask the BIOS for 
the next key and return that to the applica-
tion. 

The keyboard interrupt used by the 
BIOS is interrupt 16H. It is passed a 
parameter in AH which determines which 
action is to be taken. If AH is zero the 
program is asking for a keypress, so the 

interrupt routine waits until a key is pres-
sed if there is not already one waiting. If 
AH is 1. the program wants to know if 
there is a key available. 

The other values possible for AH need 
not concern us now. W e need only to trap 
the first event - when the program wants 
a key. We can do it quickly and easily just 
be testing AH for 0. If AH is not zero, we 
pass control to the real keyboard routine 
immediately. If it is zero, w e still call the 
keyboard routine but we examine its 
result before we decide what to do. 
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If the result is our hotkey, we take con-
trol. To demonstrate this, assume you 
have written a program to re-vector inter-
rupt 16H to your routine called I N T J 6 . 
and the old vector contents are saved in 
0 IDJNT16 . The start of INT_16 would 
look something like figure one. 

CALLING 
We jumped to INT_10 immediately if 

the program was not asking for a key. At 
INTJIO we jump straight to the old 
keyboard routine, which then returns to 
the calling program in its normal way. If 
the program was asking for a key. we call 
the ok! interrupt routine rather than jump-
ing to it. The routine returns the keyboard 
scan code in AX of the key pressed. 

If this scan code is not the same as the 
one we have chosen for our hotkey, we 
jump to INT_20. Here we remove the 
return address offset and segment infor-
mation from the stack, pop the flags and 
then return to the application via a far 
jump. W e need to do this because the INT 
instruction pushes first the flags, then the 
current CS register, and then the address 
of the instruction following the INT 
instruction. 

If the key read was our hotkey, we can 
do whatever processing we choose. Note 
that we re-load AX with our hotkey scan 
code value once we have finished, so that 
we can return it to the program. As an 
alternative, you may like to jump to the old 
keyboard interrupt routine so that the 
next keypress is returned to the applica-
tion. 

VARIABLES 
Notice that wherever w e access a vari-

able in the foregoing code, the 'CS:' seg-
ment override prefix is used. That is 
because when an interrupt routine is 
entered, OS could be pointing anywhere. 
CS, though, must obviously be pointing to 
our code segment. By ensuring that vari-
ables used before we have set up a spe-
cific DS value are in the code segment 
and that CS: is used, we know we can 
access them easily. 

Obviously, once we are inside the main 
part of the TSR the current SS and SP 
registers should be saved somewhere in 
the code segment and a new stack 
should be created somewhere. Then all 
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registers which the routine uses should 
be saved on the stack. When the routine 
finishes it should restore all the saved 
registers, return to the old stack and then 
continue. 

The only possible problem with hotkey 
routines such as this one is that the 
keyboard interrupt routine returns a scan 
code rather than the pure ASCII values. 
For various reasons that is very useful but 
unless you know the codes, you can 
come unstuck. As it happens, normal 
keys are returned as their ASCII codes in 
AL and the scan number in AH. Special 
key codes, such as ALT-I, are returned 
with 00 in AL. 

To allow pop-up windows to appear 
invisible to whatever they pop up on top 
of, the code which creates them needs to 
save whatever is being displayed before 
drawing the window. Note, incidentally, 
that these pop-up windows will work on 
mono or colour screens but only in 80-col-
umn text modes. This is easily done by 
moving an area of memory from the 
screen RAM to a safe area in the TSR. 
Rather than save the whole screen it 
seems worthwhile to have a routine 
which saves only the amount of space 
used by the window. 

screen lines to save in register CX and the 
first line to save in AX. Our lines start at 0. 
so AX = 0 means that the top line is the 
first line saved. The procedure is called 
SAVEJ^REA. See figure two. 

This routine works by first calculating 
the offset within the screen RAM seg-
ment of the start of the first line to be 
saved. This is done by multiplying by 160, 
since each line has 80 characters and 
each character position takes up two 
bytes, one for the attribute of the charac-
ter and one for the character. 

INSTRUCT 

ROUTINE 
To make our calculations a little easier, 

we will write our routine so that it saves a 
given number of full screen lines starting 
at a given first line. The routine will be 
passed the number of consecutive 

The number of lines to save is then con-
verted into the number of words - each 
word is two bytes - by multiplying by 80. 
That value is stored in register CX so that 
it can be used as the repeat count by the 
ensuing block move instruction. This 
instruction requires the source in DS:SI 
and the destination in ES:DI, so SI is 
loaded with the offset and DS is loaded 
from a location called SCREEN_START. 
which has been pre-set - by some earlier 
code - to hold the segment address of 
the screen being displayed. 

£S is set up to hold the segment 
address of our data segment and Dl is 
made to point to buffer, S_BUFFER, 
which must be big enough to hold all the 
bytes moved. The instruction. REP 
MOVSW, is then executed. Notice that 
this routine corrupts the SI and Dl regis-
ters. 

To restore a screen-part saved in this 

return_ptr equ this dword • Figure 1 
return_eddresa dw ? 

• Figure 1 

return,segment dw ? 

INT_16 proc near 
tost Ah.ah ; is AH zero? 
j n i int_10 ; branch i f not 
c a l l cs:old i n t l 6 ; c a l l keyboard routine 
cap •x.HOTKEY ; is this our hot key? 
jna int_20 ; branch i f not 

; the TSR now has control 

BOV ax.HOTKEY ; return HOTKEY value 
Jimp short i n t . 2 0 

tn t_ l0 : j»p cs:old_int l6 ; jump to old keyboard routine 

in t .20: pop cs: return_address ; remove INT stack information 
pop cs: return.segment 
popf 
JUP cs:return_ptr ; return to appl icat ion 
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gment 

IS proc near 
push ax 
push CX 
mov si.160 
mul si 
push ax 
mov ax ,cx 
shr • l . l 
mul si 
mov c x , ax 
pop si 

BOV di,offset s_buffer 
push es 
push da 
push ds 
pop es 

mov ds.es:screen.start 
eld 
rep •ovsw 
pop ds 
pop es 
pop cx 
pop ax 
ret 

endp 

Figure 2 

; offset of first line to save 

; words to save 
; SI now holds offset of line to 

; save segment r e g i s t e r s . . . 

; end set up so ES - our data se 

; DS = screen segment 

; novo froo screen to our buffer 
; and restore segment registers 

part two 

way. we need an analogous routine, 
called RESTORE^AREA. It works in the 
same way except that it moves from our 
buffer to the screen. There is another dif-
ference, which can be seen in figure 
three. 

You will notice that, at the point where 
the data is to be copied from the buffer to 
the screen, there is an IFDEF assembler 
directive. It causes assembly to be condi-
tional on whether a symbol called SNOW 
has been defined. If it has. the loop with 
the calls to WRtTE_WORD is assembled. 
If SNOW is not defined, the REP MOVSW 
instruction is assembled. 

SNOW 
The reason is that some screen dis-

plays can seem to 'snow' when data is 
written directly to the video RAM. Not 
many displays do this but on some it can 
be annoying. There is a way of circum-
venting it and that is what WRITE_WORD 
does. When using RESTORE_AREA it is 
wise first to assemble without defining 
SNOW, In that way you can see if your 
screen produces snow or not. If it does, 
and you find it annoying, put this line 
somewhere near the top of your program 
source file. 

The assembler will then know about 
SNOW and will assemble the calls to 
the WR1TE„WORD routine. WRITE„ 
WORD (figure four) is considerably 
slower than REP MOVSW but it is faster 
than writing to the screen via the BIOS or 
via DOS. 

This routine works by waiting for the 
flyback interval before writing data to the 
screen. As the interval is so short, only 
one byte can be written in it. The routine 
determines the flyback period by check-
ing the 6845 status register repeatedly. 
The 6845 is the PC video controller chip. 

To draw the pop-up window over the 
newly-saved area of screen, we can use 
the PC graphics characters. It has special 
characters for drawing boxes with thin 
sides and thick sides; the routine DRAW 
BOX in figure five uses the thick-sided 
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characters. DRA_BOX expects the start 
line of the box in AX and the number of 
lines in CX. As it stands, it draws a box so 
that it is CX lines high and always 80 
characters wide. If you want boxes which 
are narrower, a little easy alteration is 
required. 

In the same way as SAVE_AREA. 
DRAW_BOX calculates the offset into 
the screen segment of the start of the 
first line of the box and saves it in Dl. ES is 
set up to poim to the screen segment and 
AH is loaded with the required attribute -
colour for the box from BORDER., 
ATTRIBUTE. Try 70h for this value first of 
all - that is inverse video. 

The box is drawn by first displaying the 
top left-hand corner, then drawing 78 
horizontal bar characters followed by the 
top right-hand corner. The routine 
INNER_LINE is called to draw each of the 
lines in the box and then the last line is 
drawn by displaying the bottom left-hand 
corner, drawing 78 horizontal bar charac-. 
ters again and finally drawing the bottom 
right-hand corner. 

INNERJJNE first displays a vertical bar 
character and then it prints 78 space 
characters in the colour determined by 

INNER ..ATTRIBUTE. Try 7 for this - that 
is normal video. At the end of the line 
another vertical bar is displayed in the col-
our determined by BORDER^ATTRl-
BUTE again. 

To initialise the vale of SCREEN_ 
START, use the code in figure six before 
you call any of SAVE_AREA. RESTORE, 
AREA or DRAW_BOX. 

This routine asks the BIOS, via the 
video interrupt, the screen display mode. 
If it is mode 7, a monochrome adaptor 
must be in use so the screen segment is 
at B000H. If the mode is not 7, a colour/ 
graphics card is in use - we will ignore 
EGAs so the screen starts at segment 
B800H. The video page number, how-
ever, tells us which part of the colour 
screen segment the current display page 
is in. We use this number to bias the 
saved segment value. 

Although you have everything you 
need to write TSRs with hotkeys and pop-
up windows, you may find you want a 
reasonably simple, type-in-and-go prog-
ram to try everything. To satisfy that 

, desire, next month's article has a com-
plete listing for a pop-up hex calculator, 
tion of a pop-up hex calculator. 

tore 

ral: 

_srea proc near 
push ax 
push cx 
mov dl,160 
mul dl 
push ax 

• o v ax |C> 
shr dl.l 
•ul di 
m o v c x . ax 
pop dl 

•ov •l,offset s_buffer 
push es 
mov e s , s c r e e n _ s t a r t 
eld 

IFDEF S N O W 
lodsw 
call w n t m _ w o r d 
loop ral 
ELSE 
rep aovsw 
END IF 

pop es 
pop cx 
pop ax 
ret 

i_area endp 

Figure 3 

; offset of first line to rector 

; w o r d s to restore 
; DI holds offset of line to res 

; save segment register 
; and set ES - screen segment 

; move from our buffer to screen 

; snd restore s e ^ e n t register 
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part two 

ntll 

IFDEF SHOW 
STATUS.6645 aqu 03DAH 
i Writa_word vrttti the character end itlribut* in AX to the screen R M 
; eddreaaed by ES;DI, updating DI to point to the next screen w o r d . 
; Tha alow aathod la uaad in which tha 6845 status register ta checked 

; it'a ok to write tha by tee. 

i Mo registers ara affactad (except D I , of c o u r t * ) 

; Thia subroutine exists only if SHOW ia defined 
wrlte.word proc near 

push dx 
push cx 
puah 
«ov 

ax 
cx, ax 

nov dx,STATUS_6045 
e l i 

await 1: in 
and 

•1 .dx 
• 1.1 

jn» sweitl 
•wait 2: in 

and 
)• 
lOV 
atoab 

al ,dx 
• 1.1 
swait2 
al.cl 

swait J: in 
and 
m * 

• l.dx 
• 1.1 
await 3 

swalt4: in al .dx 
and al.l 
>» swait4 
aov al.ch 
• toab 
ati 
pop ax 
POP c x 
pop dx 
rat 

writa.word andp 

ENDIF • Figure 4 

~3rew,box 

ina 

db2: 

dollne: 

dbl: 

[ proc n*ar 
puah •X 
push cx 
push di 
puah •a 
aov ea . acreen_at er t 
aov dl.!6« 
sul dl 
iov dl .ax 
aov ah.border_attributa 
puah cx 
aov al .0c9h 

IFDEF SNOW 
call writa_word 
ELSE 
stoaw 
EMDIF 

«OV •1 ,0cdh 
aov c x . 78 

IFDEF SNOW 
call vrite_vord 
loop db2 
ELSE 
rap • toaw 
EHDIF 

•ov al,0bbh 

IFDEF SNOW 
call wrlta_word 
ELSE 
atoaw 
EMDIF 

pop cx 
itec cx 

dec cx 
call inner_llne 
loop dollne 
•ov al,0c8h 

IFDEF SHOW 
call write_word 
ELSE 
• toaw 
EMDIF 

•ov al.fcdh 
•ov cx.76 

IFDEF SHOW 
call vrlte_vord 
loop dbl 
ELSE 
rap atoaw 

Figure 5 

; aava aagsent register 
1 and aat It to screen buffer 

i DI now holda offset of first 

; aava number of llnea 
; upper laft corner 

i horizontal bar 
; 76 character* 

; upper right corner 

i recover line count 
; reduce by two for top and bo 

; bo t toe laft corner 

i horizontal bar 
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ENDIF 
• Figure 6 

BOV al, 0bch ; bottom right corner 

IFDEF 
call 
ELSE 
S t O S W 

ENDIF 

SNOW 
wr1 te_word 

pop 
pop 
pop 
pop 
ret 

draw_box 

•a 
di 
cx 
ax 

endp 

inner_line 
push 
B O V 

proc near 
cx 
al.0b«h i vertical bar 

IFDEF 
call 
ELSE 
stoaw 
ENDIF 

SNOW 
wr ite_word 

oov 
B O V 

B O V 

c x , 78 
al.' ' 
ah,inner_attribute 

IFDEF 
ill: call 

loop 
ELSE 
rep 
ENDIF 

SNOW 
write word 
ill 

atoaw 

B O V 

B O V 
ah,border attribute 
al.0bah ; vertical bar 

IFDEF 
call 
ELSE 
atosw 
ENDIF 

SNOW 
write_word 

pop 
ret 

inner_line 

cx 

endp 

part two 

VIDEO.INT 
MONO SCREEN 
COLOUR.SCREEN 
PAGE_LENGTH 

aphs 

• qu 
squ 
• qu 
• qu 

10h 
0 b l 3 f l ) 0 h 
BbSWh 

Figure 7 

popup proc near 
BOV ah. IS . get currant video BO 

int VIOEO.INT 
BOV vid«o_pag«,bh 
push ax ; cava screen aoda 
BOV ah. J ; get cursor position 
Int VIDEO.INT 

; get cursor position 

BOV cursor_poajtion.dx i and save it 
pop ax i r»trl»v9 screen taode 
cap • 1.7 ; IS it MONO? 
jni colour 
BOV ax.ttOHO.SCREEN 
J B P short ajcno 

colour: sub bi.bl 
xchg bl.bh 
BOV ax,PAGE_LENGTH SHR 4 ; length of video paqe 

•ul bx 
add ax.COLOUR,SCREEN 

a o n o : aov screen.start,ax 
r e t 

popup •ndp 

n* 
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SOFT RELEASE 
Force One 
£ 1 . 9 9 
C B M 6 4 
Publisher: f irebird 

Calling all mindless blasters, 
calling all mindless blasters... 
here could he a game for you, I 
suppose it helps to have a little 
justification if you're going lo 
start blow ing everything on the 
screen to smithereens, so Ihis 
is It. Gone Is that wonderful 
year we remember SO well. 
2129. and ll Is now 2430. The 
Second Solar War Is raging on 
and from deep Inside the enemy 
occupied Fifth Star System a 
distress message comes calling 
help from the one ship that is 
both close enough and powerful 
enough to assist. Guess what 
it's called? Right, the Force 
One Guess who's commander? 
Right, you. 

One advantage of this game, 
other than its price tag. has lo 
be that it loads Incredibly 
quickly Tor a Commodore game 
- but then there can't he that 
much to load in: it's your basic 
blast program version 1(b) plus 
or minus a few twlddly bits. 

\our ship faces and fires to 
the right and patrols Ihe lefl 
hall of the screen. It's able to 
move up and down to the edges, 
and left and right as far as the 
centre of the screen. It's defi-
nitely from the post- i r idium 
school of spaceship design, 
being Initially a largeish metal-
lic looking ship with a couple of 
gun barrels al top and bottom. 
These are nicely animated and 
<|ul\er slightly when the guns 
fire - as Indeed they w III need to 
do. with enemy ships coming at 
you In ever-Increasing w aves. 

\t first Ihe ships (or pods) 
come from the right of the 
screen, and the cassette cover, 
which Is purely for the Commo-
dore version. sa\s that the 
approach of a pod Is indicated 
by a screen message and points 
are scored h> allowing 11 to 
pass the green'. Well, not In m\ 
version il doesn't. This being a 
finished copy rather than a 
review copy and having loaded 
up both sides of the tape, one 
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thing that mars this game Is 
that the screen, apart from 
ships, is absolutely bare, wilh 
no scoring table at all. unlike 
Ihe screen shots on Ihe hack of 
the package which show a neat 
title at top and the usual high-
score and lives remaining at 
bottom. 

It looks like ihe wrong ver-
sion mav have slipped out -
rather disconcerting not lo 
know how many lives you begin 
with, or have left, or have any 
record of the score al all as 
pressing Ihe fire button at the 
end of Ihe game (w hich you only 
know about because the screen 
remains blank and another ship 
falls lo materialise) goes 
straight lo the start of the next 
game. 

It Is a good if simple blast 
w hile you're playing. The waves 
of ships swirl and circle round, 
eventually going off lo the left if 
you don't manage to wipe them 
all out. and the graphics are 
impressive though Ihe sound 

could he betler - utter silence 
when your own ship is zapped. 
Later waves start to arrive from 
the lefl, giving you the prover-
bial blast up the hum if you're 
not careful, and the c'olours and 
shapes change and rotate very 
smartly. 

11 becomes ralher repetitive 
in the long run, if you can gel 
that far, and at heart li s some-
thing like the old Galaxlans on 
its side, bul good cheap fun for 
the mindless Commie blasters 
among us. 

Mike Gerrard 

Nemesis the 
Warlock 
Spectrum (£7 .93 ) ; C B M « 4 
and \mstrad ('.PC lape 
(£8 .95 ) : CBM64 disk 
(£12.95): \mslrad GPC disk 
(£14.95) 
Publisher: Martech 

.hist when >ou thought It was 
safe lo consign the platforms 

and ladders I heme to ihe his-
tory book or the budget shelves 
comes a game from Martech to 
make you think again. Based on 
the well-know n 2000 \D comic 
books, and officially licensed. 
Nemesis the Warlock must bat-
tle his way through screens full 
of vicious Terminators to even-
tually find and destroy Tor-
quemada. ihe cruel Grand Mas-
ter of TermIght. 

It's not strictly platforms and 
ladders, as what they've done at 
Martech is combine that with a 
touch of ihe Exploding Fists, a 
hini of the Homblacks. and 
added bullets and the spll of 
Men acid from Nemesis him-
self. 

The graphics are sllghlly 
hlurred. bul nothing to moan 
loo much about, and certainly 
do not detract from the game-
play, which is enhanced bv yet 
another soundtrack from the 
prolific and lalenled Rob Hub-
bard. The first screen contains 
a fairly simple series of plat* 
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forms. a host of Terminators 
wandering round ready lo do 
you mischief, and Nemesis at 
(he bottom with his arsenal of 
weapons. The dreaded fiery spit 
can only used once on each 
screen, by pressing the space 
bar. so lias to he used to 
maximum effect as it wipes oul 
everything it comes into con-
tact with. \ gun is also avail-
able. hut initially this has 110 
bullets. They have to be found 
on each screen enabling the 
gun to lie fired till the bullet 
supply dries up and needs 
replacing. 

Nemesis's basic weapon Is 
his trusly sword. Kxcessus. lie 
wields this in response lo Ihe 
fire-button, and the joystick 
controls his own manoeuvres: 
left, right, duck or |utii|>. Curi-
ously Ihe Commodore version 
(reviewed here) Is Joystick only, 
with the others offering 
keyboard options. 

\ i ihe foot of the screen is the 
necessary into. This includes 

the number of bullets lett I11 the 
gun. the number of Terminators 
needing lo be killed before (he 
escape from the current 
screen, a face of Torquemada 
which fills in the nearer you gel. 
and. gruesome hul brilliantly 
done, the heart of Nemesis 
which Is slowly squeezed by 
Torquemada s hand as Nemesis 
weakens. The graphics of this 
on ihe Commodore version 
have lo he seen to be believed. 

A on hack and shoot at the 
Terminators, can climb on their 
bodies when they lall. but have 
to watch oul for various of Tor-
quemada's nasty tricks. Even 
dead Terminators can some-
times wave ghostly swords at 
you. and as Ihe evil influence 
Increases, the dead may turn 
Into scythe-carrying Zombies, 
which are even harder to kill 
than Terminators but al least 
they stay dead the second lime 
around. 

Each screen presents a dif-
ferent variation on the plat-

forms theme, and there's the 
Complication ol having Ui find 
and reach the exit even when 
you've seen off the required 
number of Terminators. 
Graphics are excellent. This is 
easily one of ihe best of this 
month's releases. 

Mike Gerrard 

Pneumatic 
Hammers 
£1.99 
Vmslrad a n d C B M t U 
Publisher: Firebird 

Games are getting weirder all 
the time. Whatever happened 
to good old-fashioned Sparc 
Invaders? You knew where you 
were with Space Invaders, if il 
was green, shoot it: if it shot al 
you. get out of the way. \\ lial 
could be simpler than that? 

Nowadays you can't just go 
round shooting green things, 
you have to do Incredibly com-
plicated things like preventing 
gold research bases from being 
destroyed. Where do you begin? 
I've been play ing tills game for 
ages and still haven't the 
slightest idea what's going on. 
ami that's after reading the 
instructions three limes, 
including once upside dow n 

Anyway, you are Red O'HIair. 
famed Iroubleshooter. The 
pneumatic hammers of the title 
belong lo t he research base and 
lhey can't be switched off 
because the electrical power 
lever lhal controls I hem has 
broken. So you have lo fix It 
before the hammers crack Ihe 
rock of the valley floor through 
their continued pounding, 'tou 
need to huild a new lever out of 
gold, which is found in the Val-
ley floor either side ol the base. 
To do lhat you need a detector 
found on Ihe first lloor of Ihe 
base. 

So far so good. Now there are 
three game options when you 
start to play. Practice. Blind 
and Info's Displayed, which 
sound straightforward though 
It would be nice to have them 
explained in I he Instructions. H 
would also help if they 
explained Ihe next set ol 

options, the frequency of ham-
mer strokes and llie weight ol 
the switch lever. 

Right, now what's all litis in 
the instructions about the fur-
nace heating up and the ther-
mostat turning on. and gold 
melting al lO&i'C. and being 
cast at I I20°C? And then there's 
logs to move using the crane 011 
the ground floor . . . right. I've 
goi that bit. I've been moving 
logs like a demented lumber-
jack. hut I've no Idea w hat good 
il might have done me. 

Then there's the thing that 
really puzzles me: "The exit lo 
the base is on the ground floor 
opposite the lilt.'' Fine, so I go 
to the ground floor, and stand 
opposite Uie lift - In fact there 
are two lifts, one up and one 
down, so I stand opposite bolh 
of them (ust In case - and can I 
find an exit? No. And is this ihe 
ground floor anyway? Nothing 
tells you. except thai it's the 
lowest of the various floors. 
Maybe it s the basement? Ok. 
go up to Ihe next tloor - no. 
nothing doing. Now on Ihe first 
floor you're meant to find the 
detectors. Hut what does a 
detector look like? Well, there 
are half a dozen brown round 
tilings here, so these must be 
ihe detectors. In which case 
this is the first floor, so down 
below must be the ground floor, 
so go and try lo find an exit 
opposite the i l f l . . . sorry , oppo-
site the lifts. Better go and shift 
a lew logs, at least I can do thai. 

And what's this: 'Movement 
across lite river is made by 
jumping from piiler to pillar." 
Now thai must happen il you 
can gel through Ihe exit. Itut 
what s that arrow al the bottom 
ol the screen pointing some-
limes left, sometimes right? I've 
read the Instructions endlessly 
and can't find any mention of It. 

Somewhere In this lot there 
mighl he a good game struggl-
ing lo gel out. but what's lite 
point if you have to struggle so 
much lo gel into It? I would rec-
ommend you lo buy the game, 
though. Then il you can ligtire 
out w hal on earlh is going on 
please w rite and tell me 
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Dogfight 2187 
Spectrum. Commodore. 
Amsirad 
Publisher: Starlight Soil ware 

The 21H7 In (he title refers to 
ihe year in which this game 
takes place and not necessarily 
to the fact that there have been 
218H other vector graphics 
shoot-'em-up games before this 
one. They can't all be winners, 
and Dogfight 2187 has both 
good and had points to distin-
guish it from the rest of the 
field. A potential good point 
was the promise of sound 
effects by Tony Crowther. 
though on the Spectrum ver-
sion sent for review these were 
understandably less than spec-
tacular. sounding more like a 
hudgle breaking wind. 

I'ndelerred by this, hero 
Khett Dexter must comb the 
galaxy (sounds quite a hairy 
job) to find the 100 pieces of a 
warp field generator to make 
Alpha Centaurl safe for all eter-
nity. For reasons burled some-
where in the page of preamble, 
the generator has been scat-
tered about the place by a 
group called the Old Ones, 
which must he Kik and Nell and 
the gang with added bus pass-
es. 

Not that any of this tosh mat-
ters. because What you must do 
Is fly through space blasting 
everything that's hostile and 
collecting the jettisoned cargo 
so you can move from one sec-
tion of the galaxy to another. 

Dogfight 2187 differs a little 
in having one or two player 
modes. In two player mode you 
can either battle against each 
other or |olu forces against the 
micro The Lop section of the 
screen is split in half, showing 
the view from each player's 
ship, and below this Is the usual 
range of Instruments and flash-
ing lights which. If you're like 
me. you'll Ignore for a while 
until forced lo read ihe manual 
lo find out why you keep getting 
killed or running out of fuel In 
my case this was because I was 
shooting down Ihe rotating 
squares where you can both 

refuel and replenish your 
defence shields. 

A neat feature of the control 
panel Is the large centre square 
w hich identifies the craft you've 
got in your sights and gives you 
something to aim for by point-
ing out the weak spots In Its 
armour. This has to he more for 
show than effect though in a 
game of fast-moving vector 
graphics when those strange 
swirling shapes come at you at 
high speed. Speed Is one thing 
this game does have, the action 
being fast and only slowing up 
just occasionally when the 
screen fills with enemy craft 
faster than you can blast them. 
And if the ordinary speed isn't 
enough then there's a fast-play 
option as well. 

Not quite In the Elite or 
Stargllder class, and I've a feel-
ing it might not have Ihe stay ing 
power of those: still, it's got a 
good two-player option and 
offers a reasonable fast blast, 

Mike Gerrard 

Jac kie and Wide 
Spectrum 
Publisher: Bulldog Soil ware 

Strange game. \ery strange. 
Remember the story ol Jeckyll 
and Hyde? Well, in as much as 
you ever need a storyline 
behind an arcade game like 
this. Jackie and Wide Is a vari-
ation on that. As kindly Dr 
Jackie you obtained a formula 
to make a transformation 
potion from your enemy. Dr 
Piqued. Now you've taken the 
potion and become the evil Mr 
Wide, though you're not so evil 
that you actually wnat to con-
tinue being Mr Wide. Bui you 
don't have the antidote - can 
you make your way through the 
underground maze of sewers 
beneath Hyde Park lo find 
Plqued's secret laboratory and 
hope that he has the means lo 
turn you back into Jackie? 

Now play on . . . if you can 
figure out what Is going on 
There are two sections: above 
t he ground In Hyde Park and in 
the I nderground Labyrinth of 
Ihe sewers. In llvde Park Mr 

Wide looks rather odd as you 
get a bird's eye view of him rid-
ing a penny-farthing. As well as 
moving around using keyboard 
or joystick (Sinclair, keinpston. 
Protek), there are options to 
pick up or drop the objects lhal 
are lying around, such as axes, 
gems and stones. Quite what 
you do with these, and where 
you might drop I hem to have 
any effect. Is up to you to figure 
out. Shades ol the MlkroGen 
Wall} games. 

The playing area above 
ground Is one long sequence of 
vertically scrolling screens, all 
stacked on lop of each other, 
and though the screens are 
unusual In design and some-
limes weirdly pretty. Ihe move-
ment itself is so slow, with pre-
cious little to find or do at first, 
that I was In danger of becom-
ing bored. There are doors to 
the underground network on 
some of the screens, but all are 
locked except for one at the hotr 
torn. 

Slowly, some kind of sense 
began to appear, helped by 
cryptic cities thai were being 
printed from time lo lime on the 
screen. Dropping one ob|ect 
near a boulder removed that 

obstacle, allowing me to pick 
up a rusty key. and some <>11-
niled sponges might have 
helped make the key usable - 1 
say might, because the key dis-
appeared and I was told to go to 
Ihe quarry, where another 
object helped cut a paih to an 
underground door, though that 
door remained locked. Then 
time, as usual, ran out. \ 
counter ticks down from 9999. 
and ihe lack of a pause feature 
can he a nuisance - why does 
everyone ring you In the middle , 
of playing a game like ihis? 
Including the editor to ask 
where the software reviews 
are. They're coming, they're 
coming.. . 

.lust got to figure out w hat's 
going on underground, first 
Here your energy very qulcklv 
drains away as you encounter 
hostile beings In another 
sequence of screens connected 
by stairs and doors. The 
Instructions tell you thai von 
can slow down your rale ol 
energy decrease If you know 
how. as well as regain energy, 
but they also tell you to beware 
ihe rising flood w ater, the Intel-
ligent spike, the green bottle 
and the room full of time 
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Increase gas. 
Strange, very strange, hut It's 

definitely grow Ing on me and as 
one of the rare arcade-adven-
tures that allows you lo save 
your game and re-load II later, 
this has to he worth Investigat-
ing. After all. II might suit you If 
you're pretty strange yourself. 

Mike Gerrard 

Robin Hood 
£2.99 
Speclrum 
Publisher: Code Masters 

If budget games didn't exist 
then you'd have to invent them 
lo take account of games like 
this thai are fun but dated. Not 
worth a lull-price release bul 
definitely worth a place in Ihe 
collection. Code Masters are 
putting oul some great games 
as well as some real turkeys, 
but if you load up Robin llood 
you certainly won't hear the 
sound of gobble-gobble, but 
some pretty nifty music from 
David Whittaker - though they 
even gl\e you the option to turn 
It off. il you want. 

Options Is something this 
game's strong on. and thai 

always makes you hopeful, 
especially after the impressive 
loading screen. As well as 
music on/off, you can have 
sound effects on/off, a choice of 
three joysticks (Kempston. Pro-
Lek or Sinclair) and a chance lo 
choose your own keyboard pre-
ference. It's ihe kind of game 
that plays fust as well from the 
keyboard as it needs only sim-
ple up'dowtvlefVrighl/fire keys. 

The cassette cover certainly 
lays il on thick in describing the 
game: "Control super Kobln 
Mood in this brilliant arcade 
game. Blast the onslaugtiliug 
enemy fighlers in your heroic 
attempt to rescue the lovely 
Maid Marian." Now hang on. 
lads, it's good bul not quite that 
good.! 

The game's a kind of Manic 
Miner without Ihe manic silli-
ness. hut il does have a Fire' 
option that you'll need as you 
move among Ihe ladders and 
platforms of (he Inter-linked 
screens. There's a touch of 
Brian ihe Buldabout the game. 
II anyone remembers thai funny 
little number, and Sorccr) pro-
sides bits of tlx- ploi wiih doors 
doited ahoul the place and 
ways of Increasing your 

decreasing health, in (his ease 
a scattering of tablets. 

The graphics are not the 
greatest, bul arc well above 
average and (he hero runs. • 
lumps, ducks and fires In a 
quite convincing manner. If you 
press Ihe I p key when on a 
ladder then you climb, other-
wise you |ump. and with Down' 
you eilher descend or duck 
according lo circumstances. 
The ducking is necessary 
because some ol the screens 
have villains who are fortu-
nately stationary bul will wing 
arrows your way till ihe cows 
come home unless you can 
duck/stand/fire several times in 
quick succession and see them 
off - and you have to get close 
enough in for the kill or your 
own arrows don't reach ihe 
larget. 

To try and make it (o the high-
score table you can gather the 
Inevitable goodies. Including a 
few red hearts (how romantic), 
while the keys that you find will 
sel lifts in motion to help you 
get about each screen - and the 
screens are linked In arcade-
adventure fashion. 

Willi spiders leaping up and 
down, lifts that transport you. 

mobile platforms that shrink 
and expand, a bit of leaping 
around Ihe map-work to do. 
Robin llnod is really a game 
lhal's about two years out-of-
date - but Ihen I often load up 
two-year-old games favourites 
and 1 could easily see myself 
loading this lllllc one up again. 

Mike Gerrard 

Dealhscape 
CltMb-f/Speclrum/AiiiNlrari 
CPC 
Publisher: Starlight Software 

How's your joystick these days? 
I ask because It's going to have 
lo be pretty robust lo stand up 
to the action of this frantic 
space shool-out game from 
Starlight hy a team of people 
including the renowned Tony 
Crowlher on sound effects, and 
the end result is a game that I 
bet Mr Crowther would be 
pleased to have written him-
self. Dealhscape has all Ihe 
heart-pounding relentless 
excitement of some ol ihe best 
of his little numbers, especially 
In ihe Commodore version 
reviewed here. 

Once again Ihe galaxy is al 
risk. Or is it the universe or the 
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solar system ihis lime? What-
ever. the VARGS. who sound 
like utter rotters to me. have 
decided to Ignore Ihe Mars 
Peace Summit and It's your job 
(who else would they call on?) 
to gel down into the futuristic 
gladltorlal pit known as the 
Deathscape and sort the 
blighters out. 

This Is the type of game 
whiuch would lake this whole 
page to explain, bul there are 
two main aspects, the naviga-
tion and the combat. On the ini-
tial combal you're thrown head-
long down one of those tunnels 
which w ill be familiar lo game-
sters everywhere, with ships 
coming straight at you and your 
sights forced lo flash around all 
over the place to see them off. 
Like many another game, you 
might think, but the presenta-
tion and sound effects make it a 
cut above anything else you'll 
see. 

At ihe fool of the screen, 
where the usual complex con-
irol panel lies, you can even see 
your hand holding the joystick 
and corresponding almosl 
exactly to the movements you 
make. Options are chosen by-
pressing Ihe number keys, and 
If you press T to choose the 
music or sound effects option. 
Ihen the hand reaches across 
and punches the appropriate 
button on the display panel and 
the option changes. Mind you. 
how you choose betw een music 
and effects I don't know, as 
they're both terrific. 

One option you might go for 
is the autofire mode, if you w ant 
to give your own stick a break, 
and this you might well need as 
the enemy crafl coming at you 
include fighters, bombers, 
suicide ships and so on. all 
needing to be dealt with diffe-
rently. Another option w ill tele-
port you back to your control 
ship, if you want to vary your 
zapping a tittle, and ultimately 
you might be able to teleport to 
face the VARG Mothcrship. To 
do that, though, you first need 
to collect 10 pieces of code from 
fortresses you will have to 

destroy as you travel down ihe 
tunnels of the Deathscape 
arena. 

The navigation element Is 
what moves you round the tun-
nels. a grid of which will be 
called up by the little hand on-
screen If you press the '3' key. 
and you have to watch the mes-
sages. both verbal and visual, 
which give out Information the 
whole time as lo your where-
abouts and surroundings. 

With the usual problems of 
shield strength and fuel supply, 
and some new: ones thrown In 
for good measure. I needed a lie 
dow n In a darkened room by the 
lime I'd finished by first session 
with Deathscape. 

Mike Gerrard 

Dungeons, 
Amethysts, 
Alchemists 
Everythin' 
£1.99 
Amslrad CPO range 
Publisher: Atlantis 

A bit of controversy never hurl 
anyone, and you might as well 
try to create It for yourself, as 
CRL did by getting a 15" certifi-

cate slapped on their Dracula 
adventure, and as Atlantis have 
done by sticking their own label 
across Ihe cassette cover of 
this one. saying "NOT SUIT-
ABLE FOR PERSONS UNDER 
THE AGE OF 16." If the level of 
humour's along the lines of 
naming your villain Tlte-Arz. 
some people might say It's only 
suitable for those upder the age 
of 16 . . . or even less. 

The adventure's written 
using Incentive's Graphics 
Adwnture Creator, and though 
released by Atlantis It was pro-
duced by the Plasma Touch. Ihe 
Indie adventure house that's 
made a bit of a name for itself in 
Amstrad circles with decidedly 
odd games like The Experience. 
Their games are usually 
Interesting, and often frustrat-
ing. and certainly not to 
everyone's taste. 

DAA. as this one shall be 
known from here on In. carries 
another warning on the reverse 
of the cassette like the Govern-
ment Health Warning on 
cigarettes, this one saying that 
It is "a very humerous (sic) 
adventure, but It does contain 
some sexual Innuendoes which 
you may find offensive." I 

haven't yet found anything too 
offensive in the way Atlantis 
means, hut the standard of 
humour (or 'burner'?) Is so low 
as to be offensive to anyone 
with an 10 above thai of the 
average house brick. 

The story is the age-old one 
of a kingdom Tallen on hard 
limes, thanks to the aforemen-
tioned evil Dark Lord, so can 
you find the powerful Amethyst, 
the mystic slone lhal was sto-
len from the Alchemist's 
Tower? Well, being a mighty 
warrior and an all-round good 
egg (It says here), you'll give It a 
go. Unfortunately you get 
caught by the Goblins, which Is 
nol only painful hut also embar-
rassing, as the adventure 
hasn't even begun yet. You're 
promptly thrown Into a cell, and 
now the adventure's begun. 

It's now you discover your 
name to be Gaylcigh. a gay and 
proud warrior, and the cell 
itself smells of unwashed 
underarms and urine. I'd have 
thought ihe phrase should be 
unwashed armplLs. but no mat-
ter. you get the gist of It. There's 
some revolting green slime 
coming down the wall, so you 
EXAMINE SLIME and gel the 
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appropriate response, then you 
EXAMINE W A L L . . . and get the 
same response, you also 
notice that the text is hadly 
laid out. with single exclama-
tion marks (the text is hig on 
exclamation marks) spilling 
over to a line of their own. 
among other things. 

The descriptions don't give 
the exits from each location, so 
there's a lot of to-ing and fro-
ing as you wander the passages 
and rooms round about. There 
are a few decent jokes in there, 
and 1 liked the room whose 
illustration is a terrible exam-
ple of how wonderful the 
graphics editor of GAC Is. The 
dealh routine's amusing too. 
but spoiled by an unforgivable 
spelling mistake in the name of 
a Level 9 adventure, referred to 
as The Price of Maglke. 

Save your £1.99 towards the 
next Level 9 game, knight Ore. 
which promises lo be some-
thing special. This one certainly 
isn't. 

Superbase 
Personal 
Relational 
Database System 
JLY 1987 YOUR COMPUTER, JULY 1987 

Atari ST. Amstrad PC. Amiga 
£99.91 

Databases have always been 
difficult. Some are so large and 
intimidating that it is quicker 
and less wearing on the ner-
vous system lo extract a simple 
telephone number fmm direc-
tory enquiries than to venture 
into the uncharled depths 
Inside your package. Some are 
so user-hostile that it would be 
easier to persuade British Tele-
com lo install a phone for you 
and then ring directory 
enquiries. 

Other databases are happy 
to yield their contents bul are 
so feeble that even upending 
the monitor and shaking it pro-
duces only ten telephone num-
bers which you could 
remember anyway. In either 
case the problem has been lhat 
with this particular application 
power and accessibility have 
never met In the one affordable 
piece of software. Until, that is. 
Ihe advent of Precision 
Software's Superbase Per-
sonal, which, the box proudly 
declares, is a relational 
database system. This does not 
mean that its prime use is lo 

remember your grannies 
address, birthday and favourite 
bath salts, but that as well as 
all these things It can check up 
simultaneously on your bank 
balance If you have stored lhal 
in one of Lhe finance sections 
and remind you what the 
wretched bath salts look tike (If 
you've added a pack shoi to the 
picture library). 

Superbase Personal does not 
restrict itself to filing massive 
amounts of Information - there 
is no limit to the size of each 
entry or the number of fields 
Involved. What makes it differ-
ent Is Ihe ease with which this 
Information can be accessed, 
altered, manipulated, related 
lo oilier files and made sense 
of. The space allotted to each 
file could be a problem as win-
dow and text can occasionally 
stop coinciding, although once 
mastered, this mouse-gene r-
aled manoeuvrability might be 
a plus point especially in the 
graphics section. To let the 
user read through lists of 
entries, control icons are 
placed at the bottom of the 
screen. There is no danger of. 
for example, fast forwarding 
anything bul a list of files as 

both ihese controls and menu 
items switch themselves into a 
ghost' mode and become un-
available w hen their use would 
be Inappropriate. 

The menus are all simple to 
understand even for those not 
familiar with the Gem style sys-
tem and at every stage there is 
the option to cancel a com-
mand, very useful for the few 
times you are likely to over-
reach yourself or fail to get to 
grips with Ihe manual. 

The manual is solid and well 
indexed but like any attempt to 
describe the simple ends up 
being slower and more confus-
ing llian the actual process. 
Your three months' telephone 
support is more likely to be 
needed to understand the man-
ual rather than the program, 
though as a reference guide lo 
specific difficulties II should 
come into its ow n. 

This product is aimed at 
those who need businesslike 
software and unless you need to 
store and sift lots of Informa-
tion it might be more database 
than you actually need. Bul if 
you do need a database that Is 
actually useful this is undoub-
tedly Ihe one. 

Carol Alack 
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£8.95 £6.60 

£14.95 £11.75 
£9.99 £7.25 
£8.95 £6,60 
£9.95 £7.25 
£5 00 £4.00 

Fuji 5'A" discs colour DS/DO C19.30 box of 10 

Printer nbbons; re-Ink ing [2.00 black. £3.50 red. blue green, 
purple yellow. 

Tins is just a small selection from our stock. Just write the titles 
required with a second choice and enclose cheque/P.O. (add 
75p for overseas orders per tape) or send 40p for tel. rotund-

abte oo first order. 

E X C E P T I O N A L V A L U E * 
N O QUIBBLE 

G U A R A N T E E 

75 5 25" OS 0 0 DISKS 
PLUS 

100 CAPACITY lOCKABIS DISK 6 0 * 

f o a O N L Y £ 1 8 . 7 5 VAT & Delivery inclusive 
All above inc envelopes, label u t t and hub r-nga 
OA 
50 5 2S" DS'DD DISKS 
PLUS 
100 CAPACITY LOCKABIE BOX 

FOR O N L Y £ 3 0 . 7 5 VAT Si Delivery incluuve 

Cheques or PO's (o 
Manor Court Suppl ies Ltd 
GUN CElTV HOUSE. PENtSONT 
llandmindoo wells, w f r s lot ssy 
T.i«Su>ne «S!V IM fdKmoviinn 

oidtre Accepted Tndeenquw 

M 
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ES 
SH 

(7.25 

£6.60 
£6.60 
£755 
£6.60 
C7.25 
£660 
£6.60 
£755 
£6.60 

£18.00 
£7.25 
£7.25 
£6.60 
£7,25 
C7.25 
£755 
£755 
£7.25 
£755 
£755 
E7.25 
£755 
£755 
£755 
£755 

£18,00 
£755 
£6.60 
£6.00 
£6.60 

£11.75 
£7.25 
£755 
£6.60 
£755 
£755 
£755 
£6.60 

£11.75 
£7.25 
£8.60 
£755 
£4.00 

green, 

tellies 
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• C O M P U U K J I 
B E P A I R C E H T R C 

H O U R 
The only AMSTRAD SPECIALISTS I coMiSf^"^ 

recommended by Amstrad L BB^.a 

NO HIGH 

b b c T , B M A T A , ? ' ' 

SOFTWARE WORTH 

• 

FIXED 
PRICE _ 

REPAIR!\ WITH EVERY 
SPECTRUM 

REPAIR 

The established 
company with a proven reputation 
Over the years we have built up an enviable reputation 

I in the UK for computer repairs, which is second to 
none. This is based on many years experience in 
repairing Spectrum, Commodore, BBC and other 
leading makes - and we were the first AMSTRAD 
repair centre anywhere. This is why we have 
customers all over 
the worid. 

We are the best^ forget the rest, look what we offer. 
DON 

No high fixed price - you only 
pay what the repair actually 
costs. 

I While-CJ-Wait Service - spare 
parts for all leading computers 
- available over the counter. 

I State of the art test equipment 
to provide comprehensive test 
report and locate faults. 

I Repairs to all leading makes of 
computer. 

I Amstrad specialist 
I Spectrum rubber keyboards 
repaired for only £8.95. 

I Commodore 64 s, Vic 20*s, 
Atari. Commodore I6'sand 
Plus 4 s repaired. 
Discounts for colleges, 
schools etc. 

I Every computer repaired by us 
is completely overhauled and 
tested before return. 

I All computers returned 
carriage paid and covered by 
insurance. 

I Three months guarantee 
included. 

I Free Software worth £33 with 
every Spectrum repair. 

BBC 
REPAIRS 

from 

£12 to £45 

DISC0UN1 COMPONENTS 
e.g. Power Transformers 

it 
T DELAY 

ACT TODAY 
sj?seasyas 
ABC! 

Simply send your computer 
securely packed, together 

with s pheque or postal order for the 
maximum fee to the address below. 
Your computer will be repaired and 
returned to you within 24 hours 
together with the balance of the fee 
and your FREE £ 3 3 worth of 
software. 

Or if you prefer a written 
quotation just send £ 2 3 0 to 
cover post 6 packing. 

Alternatively just quote your 
Access or Visa card number. 

Commodore £ 2 9 . 0 0 
>£1.50 p.f 

Spectrum! 

£9.95 
< £1.50 p.pT" 

"fPA/RS 

I7 to £19.90 

ALIST COM! 
Deptl2, Unit4, M.E.B. Works, Windsor Road, 

Enfield, Redditch,B97 6DJ.TehRedditch 65671. 

WE SET THE STANDARD BY WHICH EVERYONE ELSE IS JUDGED 

JLY 1987 YOUR COMPUTER, JULY 1987 73 



YOUR 
COMPUTER 

CLASSIFIED 
CONTACT PAUL WILLIAMS 

ON 01-834 1717 
COPY AUGUST ISSUE, 25th June 
DATES SEPTEMBER ISSUE, 14th July 

NEED HELP? . . . well, read on 
W you are •« o w m i of Amitr id CPC or PCW, and don't evar get • chance to 
help other users, writ* reviews or air your opinion* — NOW YOU CAN. 
Amstred CPC Newsletters and PCW File provide these opportunities and Include hints 
and tip* lo keep you going! 
But the best part is, its NOW PRO ftT MAKING and costs jusr f5 for 6 FANTASTIC issues 
(with this advert - C7 without!1! And, of course, you get access to the Public Domain 
Library ABSOLUTE!. Y FREE!! 
What more could you ask for? Give it a go and you'll be back for more and more. 
Send for a sample, just enclose a 5AE you'll bo very surprised. 
Amstrad Computing Newsletters CPC Newsletter 4- PCW File 
Mr. C. A. BRYANT, 11 Havenview Road, Seaton, Devon EX122PF 

'Gimme a call on 0297-20456 after 5 and at weekends." 
NEWSFLASH: We've just merged wilh the PCW User Croup in Coventry, giving you • 
bigger, wider and better service I 

SINCLAIR SERVICE CENTRE 
Fast repair service for Spectrum: ZX81 
Interface 1 mcrodrtv*. All units repaired to 
original standard by our H.N.C. qualified 
staff average repair cost E15.00. But for free 
estimate send £1 85 return postage with a 
brief description ot you fault: tumround 
appro* 24 horn; established international 
service: Our wort is futty guaranteed. Per-
sonal callers welcomed. 

QUANTUM 33 City Arcade, 
Coventry CV1 3HX Tel: (0203) 24632 

BLANK CASSETTES 
WITH library cases 

C10 C15 C20 C30 
20 7.50 7.70 7.90 &70 
50 16.00 14.20 16.90 18.50 
100 29.00 30.00 31.00 35.00 
Superior Tapes. Don't Settle for less) 

DISKS 

Spectrum Repairs 
£14.90 Inclusive of labour, part* 
+ p&p. Feel reliable service by 
qualified engineer*. Average repair 
24 hrs. 3 mths guarantee. For help 
or advice ring: 

HS Computer Services 
2 The Orchard. Wart on 

Lanes. PR4 1BE 
Tel: 0772 032680 327 

H O M E W I N E P R O G R A M 
C m u i m commercial « " " • vntn i h n easy to <ne 
method o l fo imule l inu your own recipe* to con-
trol the acidity. * k o i « ' . body, l a w t m and 

lennm conun i ot you ' wine*. 
U m up 10 9 hedgerow ear<Jen cinne<l<fcied 
fruits iukm cereal* etc. in each rectp* f rom • 

fho.ee of 8S Supplied wMh detailed manual and Introduction to Winemê ing book lei. 4SK Spectrum tape C6 95, mlcr odiive CS 95 
Am.tr id PCW UWK12 (tut C9 96 

P GAUL TON. 110 Bwnham Avenue, kkenham, 
M-ddl.n. UB10SRU 

RE -USE YOU* OLD PRINTER RiS BON s: 
Wi •» ie-** fti M tawt itan —eat tm m Ban to pnw cf • nt» ant Sard rv y> ifbtan ittiring prnto ma» 1 not wWi R art ntll i»-ir* I I Quote to 
tiaai n-ettrgi 

ALAOOMM, IDepL YC). 4 Huffcir Crete ant, Eyemouth, 
aerwtckahire TD14 SAP. Tel: 06907 W965 

AMSTRAD (CPC/PCW) ft 0RIC/ATM0S 
Sott*mwhr*etrHn 

Siptt SMcttvi cfSpftmfWiMaM 
* * • CPC Untl - At* 3 H a fflHl * * * 

ftr dHML sand SAE »Whp canprtar) B. 
THE SOFTWARE CLUB 

9 BMCWay MHi CrtW CF5 

A S T R O L O G Y 
for beginners 
only £11.50 

A Starter Peck comprising a simple 
program to calculate a horoscope, 
an introductory booklet & 2 self-
teaching programs (how to 
interpret the horoscope). 

No previous 
knowledge required 

Spactnea. BBC (Electron. Otic. Dragon. 
Tanfr,Carat. Commodort M/PET. Atari. 
Sharp, AiralradfSchaeidsr. Colwr (Ms, 

MS*. IBM. Apncot. fit 
many more programs for 
experienced astrologers 

also other micros 
Cash with order (add SOp 

outside UK) or large see for free 
catalogue to: -

ASTR01CAIC (Dept TO 
17 Paascraft Read. 
<1 »ill l i . Marts HP3 (EH 
Tefc M U S i m &37 

10 5% OS/DO . 
103'ASS/DC 

. £6.50 
.£16 

103 Amsoft CF2 £26 | 
Prices Include plastic cases 

MEMOTECH COMPUTERS 
AND ACCESSORIES 

MTX 512 COMPUTER C75.00 
DMX 80 PRINTER £150.00 
RS232 £36.00 
PASCAL ROM E3S.OO 
SPECULATOR ROM £36.00 
V* mb. DISK DRIVE 4 INTERFACE £160 
1 mb. DISK DRIVE & INTERFACE £160 
Al the above price* are My nduuve. We stock 
the entn WemcMch Range OdmrEMMnea to-
UK HOME COMPUTERS 

82 CHURCHWARD AVENUE, 
SWINDON, WILTS. SN2 1NH 

l*-m Phone Sence 0793 696034 

BUDGET your household expenses. Fast 
program gives complete control. Lists all 
bills. B.Os.. etc. with automatic transfer. 
Complete record of every transaction ALL 
Amst red. Sinclair and Commodore Models. 
Full details LONGAE, Bull Bay Road, 
Amlwch LL68 9EF. £8.45. 

DISKS 3'/*~ D S with labels, f 13 for ten. By 
return. Access, Visa Grafton Ltd. Dept 
(DYL) 147 High Street, Huntingdon. Cambs 
PE186TF (0&0151444. 

Classified Rates 
Uneoget 60p per word (Mln 20 
words) - prepay able. 
Lineage advertisers should 
romp/ere the form provided In 
BLOCK CAPITALS. Phone number 
tount* ot 2 word*. Name and 
oddre** to be paid tor If used In 
adverHtement. Box Number H 
required I* £7.00 extra. 
Display — rates per sec (Mln 2sc<) 
One Insertion i £10.00 
Three Insertions i C9.70 
Six Insertions I £9.50 
Twelve insertions: i £9.00 
Display advertisers should provide separate 
copy and preferably reserve space by 
phone (01-834 1717). 

Method of Payment 
Cheques etc. should be made 
payable to Focus Magazines Lid., 
and crossed. I enclose herewith 
cheqve/PO for 
£ »«i itnetettteeetttwattteeawti at fttttiinmiPWMWf 

Post to: 
Cut out the order form and return 
together with your remittance foi 
Classified Department, Your 
Computer, Creencoat House, 
Francis Street, London SW1P IDG. 

Please insert the following advertisement in Your Computer Classified Section 
u 

LINEAGE 
PLUS 
15% 
VAT 

TOTAL LINEAGE 
PLUS 
15% 
VAT 

TOTAL 

£12.00 £1.80 £13.80 

£15.00 £2.25 £17.25 

£18.00 £2.70 £20.70 

£21.00 £3.15 £24.15 

£24.00 £3.60 £27.60 

£27.00 £4.05 £31.05 

£30.00 £4.50 £34.50 

No. of Insertions required j_ 
NAMI Please Include Initial*). , 

Box No. required: YES/NO 

ADDRESS 

THIS FORM SHOULD BE 
RETURNED BY JUNE 25th 
FOR THE AUGUST ISSUE 
OR BY JULY 14th 
FOR THE SEPT. ISSUE 

Da/ t ime Tel. no.... 
Company Registered Number: 189570 J 

74 

Registered Ottke: Sceptre House. 169-173 Regent Street. London WIR SHI. 
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From KJC Games, Britain's leading PBM CO. 

AN OFFER YOU CANT REFUSE! 

ABSOLUTELY FREE 
TRY A FREE TRIAL IN THE WORLDS MOST 

POPULAR PLAY-BY-MAIL GAME. 

ITS A CRIME! 
All you need to do is send us your name and address and we'll send you a rulebook, start position in a new game, 
and credit for your first two moves. If you enjoy the game, and we think you will, you can continue playing It's a 
Crime! for the incredibly low price of only 75 p a turn. 

THE SETTING 

The game is set in New York City in the late 1990's. You role-play the part of a gangleader who controls a group of 
misguided youths. The city has severely deteriorated. The brave citizens who remain are now in a life and death 
struggle with the ever increasing number of drug-crazed street gangs. The New York Police Department is 
severely undermanned. 

Your main goal is to become a very powerful gang. This is measured by building your gangs turf into one of the 
largest and by becoming one of the richest, toughest, and most notorious gangs in the city. This will allow you to 
enter the MOB, and maybe later, become the Godfather. 

On a typical turn you could send your Pros, Punks and 'Cruits out to take over a couple of city blocks and ambush 
an enemy gang, rob or firebomb a building, buy and sell drugs, have yourselves a party, terrorize the residents, 
and much more, 

SEND YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS TODAY FOR YOUR 
FREE TRIAL OF ITS A CRIME! THE WORLDS MOST POPULAR 

PLAY-BY-MAIL GAME.' 
WRITE TO: 

KJC GAMES, 
PO BOX 11, CLEVELEYS, BLACKPOOL, LANCS FY5 2UL. 

E M f l WOOD 
IS players compete » t * the V ultimate ruler By controamg jh trie developed 

ctt*s either ungularry or with i n awance A typical game wimast about 
i t moot hi with the first knockwi ts usually starting after «x months 

Each player it either a king of a fantasy race or a powerful charismatic charac ter 
you can recruit trolls wild men ana control powerful creatures such as dragons 

your characters win capture and control cities upon which you can spend gold to 
•n>t»ove security workshop production defences and maintain and enlarge 

your army With gold your wnards undertake magical research Spies search out 
enemy strongholds and then attempt acts of sabotage, theft and assassination 

ihesearejust a few options available to a player in Earthwood 
Earth wood rs computer moderated but the turn shee rs and replies 

are written in plain English 
no need to look t hrough compter chart s and code oookt to understand trvs game | 

Eur ope s most popular Play By Mall game 
the f antasy campaign game with over 

1 000 player parties already participating 
Jo enter send f6 00 for rules setup first 

three turns and copy of latest newsletter 
further turns f 1 75 each 

CAPITOL 
fo enrol in Capitol send a f 6 00 
cheque/PO/ inter national Money Order 
payable toK JC Games For this you will 
receive the rulebook setup and first t w o I 
turns Each turn of Capitol costs f 175 for 
the first 60 orders Each additional 30 
orders costs 7SP European players are 
welcome 

E A i f t t W O O D 
To enrol in " Earthwood send a £5 00 
theque/PO payable to KJC Games 
For this you receive the rulebook 
setup and first three turns 
Future turns are f i 50 

Send ro KJC Games. PO Box 11, 
Cleveleys, Blackpool. 
Lancashire FYS 2UL 
welcome on • 102S51866345 

GAMES 
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You are invited to join the 
Murder dub, but be careful 

O UNTIL DEAD 
0 

"YES. IT WAS A 
DARK AND STORMy 
NIGHT... A PERFECT 
NIGHT FOR MURDER" 
£ Hercule Holmes, had gotten 
used to nights like this. As the 
world's greatest detective and 
resident house dick of the 
Infamous Gargoyle Hotel. I've 
made a living looking for the 
subtle signs of Impending foul 
pUy. Gloomy weather, blood 
curdling screams, gunshots, 
empty bottles of poison.'bodies 
tumbling down stain, a 
mutilated corpse or even an 
axewietding maniac might slip 
right by the untrained 
private eye. But to a master 
sleuth like myself, these 
telltale signs can only W^F 
mean one thing. 
The Murder Club mt 
has Just SF^® 
checked in!" A _ > J 

B P B " . » E N X > <i i i 
t k i t m i L i 

• \ 

. .1 ^ i T 
L 6 3 

"The Murder Club?' Yes. the Murder Club! Five or the 
world's bestselling murder mystery writers who 
transpose their fictional pulp plots into real-life murder 
and mayhem. Once again they have convened for their 
annual reunion here at the Gargoyle Hotel. And once 
again the dark, damp halls will echo with the cries of 
Don't shoot!'. "I've been poisoned!'. 'Who stabbed 

me?'. 'I've been shortsheeted!'. and Who took all the 
hot water?' yes. with the Murder Club as tonight's 
guests, more than the plumbing will be amiss!" 

"Each member of The Murder Club will try to bump 
off the others and lay down claim to the crown of 
'World's Greatest Murderer'. But it will not be a piece 
of quiche! For these brilliant criminal minds must 
match wits with moi. Hercule Holmes! I have only 

jfi U.S. Gold Ltd.. Units 213 Holford Way. Holford. 
r Birmingham B6 7AX. Tel: 021 356 3J8B 

until midnight to discover the would-be murderer, 
victim, murder weapon and the scene of the crime." 

"Al my disposal wil l be every imaginable piece of 
high tech crimestopping gadgetry known to 
sleulhdom: minicameras. hidden bugs, even wiretaps, 
yet all these modern electronic wonders cannot replace 
my inherent ability as a born detective... instincts 
passed from geneiation to generation in the Holmes 
family. 

Therefore. I accept the challenge: I will uphold the 
family honour* Before this night is ovei I will ptevent a 
murder or be murdered trying! If I fail, one of the 
illustrious members of the Murder Club will surety be 
killed... yes Killed Until Dead!" 

CBM64/I28 

apt £9.99 
disk £14 99 

SPECTRUM 43K 
tape £8.99 

AMSTRAD 
tape £9.99 
disk HA.99 

[ M 


